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MEM 
In undertehine am* 'work in tho field /mown variougly as that of forensic 
medicine, medical jurisprudeneo, legal modicine or modical law one suffers 
from thehanacap of attaapting to woe!: alaultaneoue3y with two quite 
distinct iscip1inca lat and medioino. ror Demo reason this field of 
etudy has 'boon almost axoluoivo3y appropriatod by the modical profession, 
and an largers bow no medial= most of the works in this fiold : being 
writton by the modical fraternity, are largoly twintalligiblo to them: 
On the other hand doctors !mow little law, as any lawyor who has road 
toxtbooks of medical jtutieprudence will tr,...etifig, and one of the objects of 
this diseortation in to attempt to bridge thin gap and rodreso the balance 
by providing an account of what is essentially a medical subject written 
by a lawyer (or, to avoid the language of exaggeration, one who is qualifiod 
as a lawyer) who is without any scientific training or mtporionce.' From 
the legal point of view, therefore, it is an exercise in "fact rosearch"; 
an attempt to ascortain the factual basic underlying the practice of blood 
group tooting. 
There has boon quito a flood of publications relating to blood groups 
in tho last few years, but none have boon primarily . concerned with the 
modico.legol aspect of the problem. The only recently published works!, 
blown to no, which deal specifically with the modico-agal problaas are 
Ilarloy (1944 and Androsen (1952). Much has happened since them works 
were published, and we have horo attempted to draw attention to all the 
major devolopments which had occurred up to the ond of 190.1 
Li considering the purely legal probims that aria°, absence of either 
azglish or Australiaa authoritios has °awned us to rofor to the relevant 
American. authorities but we would emphasise that we have not attomptod any 
accomit of the legal position in the United Statos. Such an analysis was 
beyoad the resources available to us. Thus the American cases that have 
boon cited aro more3,y a soloction oi the large number that have been docidodt 
selected simp3g on the basis of their usofulnoss as illustrative matoria1. 1 
No one can writo on the subject of huma.n blood groups without 
incurring a debt to tho work of Itaco mad Bangor, the third edition of "cse- 
ba-ok 
viaieh beef= available to use whilst this dissertation was in course of 
preparation. It has never boon far from our elbow; nor have the works of 
Ilourant and Door= and Dodd as will be obvious to all.' A laymen can 
obviously have nothing now to say on the subject of blood groups, but such 
is not our object. Our object is simply to present a sufficient background 
to the subject to make it intolligible to laymen, particularly to lawyors 
in the hope that with•understanding both courts and practitioners will be 
more ready to mako uso of the technique of blood group tooting. 
• 
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INTRODUCTION  
BLOOD TRANSFUSION 
It is a trite observation that there is nothirg new under the sun, but it 
seams that the medico-legal applications of blood-group testing cannot be 
regarded as merely another of the applications of modern science for according 094q) to Furuhataithe significance of mixing the blood of the parties in a paternity 
suit was well known to the Chinese as early as 1247 A.D. So far as Europe was 
concerned, however, this knowledge appears to have remained unknown for it is 
not until the nineteenth century that the iso-haemagglutination reaction is 
described in the literature. 
The lateness of the recognition of this phenomenon is rather surprising 
in view of the fact that blood transfusions had been attempted since at least 
the seventeenth century, if not earlier, and many of the fatal accidents which 
resulted from these transfusions were undodbteAy due to haemagglutination. 
The possibility of transfusion was actually suggested as early as the 
sixteenth century by Hieronymus Cardanus and Magnus Pegalius, whilst Andreas 
(c,$) 
Libavius/actuall7 described a suitable technique, although it is uncertain 
whether he carried out the experiment that he described. 	Most modern work 
in this field dates, however, from the publication, in 1628 of Harvey's 
Exercitatio Anatomica de Motu. Cordis et Saneuinis in Animalibus. 	The first 
reported successful transfusions from one snimal to another, usu4l7 ascribed 
to Francesco Fall, was carried out shortly after the publication of Harvey's 
work being performed in 1654. This was soon followed by further experimants, 
carried out in England by such persona as Sir Christopher Wren, Sir Robert Boyle 
Edmund King and Thomas Cox. In 1665 a second successful transfusion was 
carried out by Richard Lower in. England who transfused the blood of one dog 
into another.' 
Credit for the first successful human transfusion (using sheep's blood) 
is Usually accorded to Denys and Emmerezwho performed the experiment at 
Montpellier in 1667, although in the same year J.D. Maior of Kiel also 
published an account of a human transfusion .which may actmily have 
preceded that of Denys and Emmerez. In the same year Richard Lower also 
succeeded in performing a successful human transfusion. 
The way thus appeared to be open for substantial progress in this field 
when tragedy proved an obstacle which was to hinder any further advance for 
nearly a century and a half.' One of Denys' patients died after a third 
(t,4-6) 
transfusion in circumstances which, as Weiner/has pointed out, strongly suggest 
that an haemolysis reaction had occurred. The patient's widow, however, 
claimed that Denys had poisoned her husband and although he was eventually 
acquitted the court decreed that no further transfusions were to be performed 
in.France without the consent of the Faculty of Medicine in Paris, and in 1678 
the Faculty prohibited all further transfusions after which nothing is heard 
- of the technique until the nineteenth century.' 
Thus whilst, writing in 1667, Sprat could say that the transfusion 
experiements "will probabl9 end in extraordinary success", Thompson, writing in 
1812, said, "the expected advantages resulting from this practice have long 
been known to be visionary." 
It was very shortly after Thompson thus wrote, however, that Blundell 
revived interest in the possibility of transfusion. His first paper was 
published in 1818 and in 1823 he published the results of an extensive series 
of experiments.' This revival of interest was, however, short lived. Although 
in 1835 Bischoff described a method of using defibrinated blood, thus making 
it possible to avoid at least one of the major difficulties then experienced 
in performing transfusions; that of coagulation, the continued persistence 
of fatalities inhibited development of the technique, and interest again waned. 
A major step forward was taken in 1907 when °rile developed the technique 
of direct anastamosis, and in 1914 Itustin discovered the anti-coagulant 
properties of sodium citrate (the first transfusion using citrated blood bebg 
performed by Agote in the same year): These developments coupled with the 
discovery of humai blood groups by Landsteiner in 1900 rendered blood transfusio 
a relatively safe technique. 
This brief sketch of the development of blood transfusion technique is 
not altogether irrelevant in an account of human blood-groups, for although 
the initial discovery of blood-groups was not made in connection with or as 
a result of blood transfusion, yet it is the practice of transfusion that has 
made possible much of the tremendous advance in hymn serology that has been 
occ u -rg-4. 01_, 
made in the last fifty years: 
DISCOVERY OF HUMAN BLOOD-GROUPS  
. The idea of specificity originated in the knowledge that, after recovery 
from an infectious disease, there remained an immunity from that particular 
disease . - an idea which first found practical application in JennertS 
vaccination against emall-pox.' It was the search for an explanation of this 
phenomenon that led to the discovery of antibodies. For a long time anti- 
bodies were only considered in relation to disease and it was only much later 
that it was recognised that immunisation against bacterial and toxic infection 
was merely one mnnifestation of a more general principle that applies whenever 
foreign substances are introduced into the serum. It was not until 1875 that 
Landois demonstrated species specificity when he showed that the blood of one 
species if intnaduced into another will cause the production of anti-bodies 
which, will react with the foreign corpuscles ITT way of an agglutination reaction. 
The fact that aerological methods could be used to detect smcieS 
differences naturally led to the question whether the same methods could detect 
individual differences within a species. It was in the investigation of this 
problem that the existence of human blood-groups was discovered. It was thus 
observed that if some types of human blood are mixed with other typed of human 
blood an iso-agglutination reaction will occur.' It was further fo2nd that this 
reaction was not a random reaction but followed very definite rules so that it 
was possible to classify human blood into a number of distinct categories 
according to the reactions they were capable of producing and undergoing. 
By general consent priority in the description of this phenomenon is 
ascribed to Landsteiner who published his first paper on this subject in 1900. 
Unfortunately, however, there is aallght controversy over this point. Hamburger/ 
0750 quotes observations by Creite dating back to 1869 whilst Kenmedyyrefers to the 
work of Maragliano which was published in 1892 and both suggest that 
priority may rest with these workers.' Neither of these claims, however, 
seems to be very seriously pressed. More strongly urged is a claim for 
priority on behalf of Mattock who published his observations in 1899. This 
0/1,0 claim is espoused by both Lattes/and Kennedy. On the publication of Kennedy's 
(113) article Zinsser and Coca/sprang to Landsteiner s defence, although they them-
selves admitted: nit is not impossible that in some of bin (Shattockls) tests 
the iso-agglutination phenomenon may have been involved. They differ front 
Kennedy, however, on the question as to whether there is evidence of this in 
Shattockls own. paper: 
The point, however, is of little significance since even if, as Kennedy -
claims, Shattock did describe reactions which were in fact iso-agglutination 
reactions, he was concerned with a totally different problem and did not 
describe the reactions as examples of iso.haemagglutination, his main concern 
being with rouleaux formation particularly when associated with certain 
pathological states. 
Arguments as to priority of scientific disdovery are usually rather 
sterile, and if they have any meaning at all it can only be in terms of priority 
of understanding not merely priority of observation.' Many people had observed 
apples fall or kettle lids rise before Newton or Watt, but they can hardly claim 
••■•• priority on this score. 
Whilst it seams rather pointless to deny that any one had observed an 
iso-agglutination reaction before Landsteiner, Landsteinerts own position is 
ImPffected even if it is conceded that the reaction had been observed earlier, 
for it cannot be denied that he had priority of understanding. It is, however, 
worth noting that von Decastello and Sturli, pupils of Landsteiner, writing in 
1902, open their paper on the subject by sqAngs 
"Landsteiner und Shattock (sic) haten zu gleieher Zeit unabhangig 
von einaader darauf hingewiesen, dass den Blutserum mancher Nenschan 
die Mbigkeit innewohnt, die rothen Blutkftperchen anderer Personan 
za verklumpen." 
Lendsteiner's originpl paper described three blood groups, but before long a 
fourth was added. By general consent the first description of the fourth 
group is credited to von Decastello and Sturli in their paper to which we have 
referred above. Again, however, there is a controversy over the question of 
priority. Kennedy has elnimed that von Decastello and Sturli whilst confirming 
Landsteiner s s original conclusions merely noted a number of exceptions which, 
according to Kennedy, they did not realise formed a group in addition to 
Landsteiner's original three. 	Kennedy claimed priority in the recognition of 
four groups for jansky whose paper was published in 1907. However, Zinsser 
and Coca have rallied to thedefence of von Decastello and Sturli claiming  
that Kennedy has misunderstood the German text of von Decastello and Sturli's 
paper. 
Kennedy based his interpretation of von Dedastello and Sturli s work on 
the following extract from their paper, saying: 
"The following quotation from the paper by v.'Decastello and Sturli 
substantiates such an interpretations 'Die 4 Ausnabmenvon dieser 
Raga vcrhielten sich so, dass das Serum auf kein einziges ProboblUt einwirkte, also gar kein Agglutinin enthielt, wghrend die Erythrocyten 
von jedon anderer-Serum agglutinirtwurden, also nichtmie bei den ibrigen Personen, zumindestens gegen anon Serartypas miderstandsfghig 
waren." 
Zinsser and Coca, commenting on this passage says 
"Deeastello and Sturli desdrite the fcurth group with accuracy, 
defining it as one in which the serum possessed no agglutinins for 
the cells of other groups' but in which the cells were agglutinated 
by all the other sera. 1 They describe four such cases, 2.5 per cent of the total number of specimens examined. In disucesing them they 
used the word 'Ausmahment by which they designated these cases as 
'exceptions' to the rule that all human blood contains isoagglutinins 
Neither their language nor the manner of their discussion justifies 
the assumption that they meant to imicate that these cases were 
abnormal 'exceptions' of a fixed three-group classification. Sueh an interpretation can only be based on an inaccurate comprehension of 
the German text of their papers° 
Whilst it is indisputable that von Decastello and Sturli correctly indicated 
the nature of the specimens which they described by the word "Aushahmena it 
is submitted that the language of their paper does give some credence to 
Kennedy's view that they regarded the specimens as nexceptione to the three. 
fold classification described by Landsteiner. The passage in their paper 
immediately- preceOlrie that quoted by Kennedy seems to indicate that the 'Hegel" 
to which their four cases were flausnahmeno was indeed a rule of three-fold 
classification.' The passage rums as fo;lows: 
nehenwir =Ache& von den Plazenten und ganz Amgen Kimdern ab, 
deren Verhalten spffter eingehend zu besprechen 1st, so ergab die 
Untersuchnung bei seatlichen 155 Personen in Alter von mehr als 6 
Monaten, nit Ausnahme von 4 Fallen, das Vorhandensein von agglutinirenden 
Substanzen in Serum, sowle die strike Sonderung in 3 Gruppen. 11 
There Fe, however : other considerations which seam to support Kennedy's claim 
on behalf of Janaky which are independent of arguments over the meaning of terms 
in von Deoastello and Sturli's paper. 
In the first place there is nothin in the umnuary of Janalcr's paper 
(written in French) which he appended to his original paper (which had been 
written in Serbian) which suggests that, as Zinsser and Coca claim, he was 
merely confirming the work of Decastello and St-m.1i: It is perfectly true s 
as they point out, that his main concernwas not to establish a classification 
of blood-groups: It was rdher, in his own words: 
-8- 
"se servir practique ent des connaissance des hemolysines, des agglutinines, des precipitines, des toxines du sang et du serum chez alienes, sourtbut dhez lea epileltiques et les paralytiques 
generaux.'" 
His results, so far as this point was concerned, were negative, yet, summing 
Up his results as a whole, he wrote as follaws: 
"On pout resuner le resultat dans lea regles Ouivants generalement valables: (1) Flusieurs serum humains se font remarquar par Une puissance agglutinative identique a llegard des globule0 rouges de certaines perOonnes et il est possible de les classer salon leuriefficacite en 4gToupes." 
Jan*7 then goes on to define each of the four groups in terms of their power 
to agglutinate and undergo agglutination. 
A second point which may be made is that if, as Zimmer and Coca °lab, 
Kennedy raisintexpreated the German text of von Decastello and Sturlits paper 
he was certainly not the only one to do so. 1 Writing in 1907 Hektoen stated; 
"Landsteiner and, following him Decastello and Sturli point out that individuals maybe separated into three main groups by means of too.- agglutination. 
and he adds that there are but "few exceptions" to this grouping.' In 1908 
Epstein. and Ottenberg, in a paper.in which they suggested that blood-groups 
were inherited, state: 
"It was first pointed out by Landsteiners and later by Hektoen, Gay and others, that acoording to the mutual agglutinations of their aéra, bloods could be divided into three classes." 
Again in 1910 !lbw published an account of his own work in which he also 
announced a four-group theory, but in a postscript noted that Janskyts paper 
hadonly-come to his attention after the preparation of his own, and he added; 
nHad this paper come to my notice in time I could have given the author credit in the body of the paper for his priority in estab-
lishing the correct classification." 
Finally us may note that in 1921 the American Immunological, Pathological 
and Bacteriological societies officialAy recognised the priority of Xansiqes 
work in recommending the WO of his classification rather than that of Noss, 
aell did so express) 7 "on the basis of priority". At that date, therefore, 
there were only two competitors for the standard classification. Landsteineris 
original classification was simp19 Al B and 0 and no terminology appropriate 
to a four group classification appears to have been suggested prior to Janskes 
worki l 
can only conclude that if in fact von. Decastello and Starli did 
establish a fourth group this does not appear to have been generery appreciated 
at the time. jansicy certainly appears to have been the first writer explicitly 
to sot out a four group classification, but owing to the inaccessability of his 
paper it was not until after 1910 that the four group classification was 
generally recognised. 
Ile may end this section of our introduction by briefly noting the major 
advances that have been made in the subject since 1900-1902. The first major 
advance made after the establishment of the famr-fold classification of the 
ABO system derives from the suggestion •wide by Epstein and Ottenberg in 1908 
that blood groups might be inherited as Mendelian characteristics. In 1910 
this suggestion was proved by von Dungern and. Hirszfeld although it was not 
until 1924 that the correct genetic mechanism was discovered by the mathematicia 
Bernstein. 
In 1911 von Dungern and Hirszfeld first described the existence of sub-
groups within the ADO system and in 1918 Hirszfeld and Hirszi -"e4 first 
re9orted the fact that the frequency of distribution of blood groups varied firm 
-10- 
population to population; a fact which is the foundation of the use of 
blood-groups in anthropological 
In 1927 Landsteiner and Levine added two new blood group systems: the 
MN and the? Whose discovery was the result of testing human blood with 
aninal sera, by which means antigens could be discovered for which there were 
no naturally occurring antibodies in human sera.' 
The net major step foraard, and probably the most important aince 
the original discovery of the ABO system, was the discovery of the Rh system 
by Landsteiner and Weiner in 1940. The discovery that the antibodies 
produced by the immunisation of rabbits and guinea pigs with the blood of 
the rhesus monkey agglutinated not only monkey red cells but also the blood 
of C570 of white people not only led to discovery of the Rh blood syetem but 
also uncovered the cause of the hitherto mysterious orythroblastocis foetalis 
thus making a notable contribution to clinical medicine as well as to serology. 
Since 1940, and particularly in the post-war period progrnss has been 
fast and furious so that at the date of writing nine blood-group systems are 
known most of which are of considerable complexity, whilst in addition there 
are also nuaeraus other blood factors which are either classified as "public" 
or "private" according to the frequency of their occarrence. Counting all 
these together the total number of theoretically possible blood types is raised 
to maw millions so that the day does not appear far distant uhen in point of 
sober fact it will be possible to opeak of the "individuality of the blood" as 
Lattos, in 1929, boldly entitled his book, and if the present rate of progress 
is maintained it may well be, as landstoinor suggested in his Nobel lecture, 
that blood will became as distinctive as finger-prints. 
THE NATURE OF THE ISO-AGGLUTINATION REACTION  
The iso-agglutination reaction is, as we have already emphasised, merely 
a particular manifestation of the more general principle by virtue of which 
the body reacts to the presence of foreign substances. Al]. reactions of this 
type involve antigen-antibody systems and we can beat understand the nature of 
the iso-agglutination reaction by briefly discussing the nature of these systems 
of which blood-groups are but one example. 
WO must first define our terms and we may note the following definitions: 
"An antigen is any substance which, when introduced parenteral4 into 
an individual, who himself lacks that substance, stimulates the produc-
tion of an anti-body, and which, when mixed with the antibody, reacts 
specifically with it in some observable way." 
"An antibody is a substance which appears in the plasma or body fluids 
as a roe-alt of stimulation by an antigen and which will react specifically 
with that antigen in some obsrfrvable way•" (seo-rm.. 	Tottot or s-7) 
The following points should be noted in respect of these definitions. First, 
the reaction between an antigen and the corresponding antibody is "specific's , 
as a general rule an antibody will only react with its corresponding 
antigen, and with no other. Occasionally this "rule" is broken and cross-
reactions occur, but these may be disregarded in so far as one confines one's 
attention to blood group antigens and antibodies, since cross-reactions are 
almost unknown in this field. ( rte "" 36) 
A second point needing emphasis is that, as a general rule an antibody 
cannot occur in the plasma of an individual who himself possesses the correspon-
ding antigen. If iteld then, by definition, a reaction, would occur between the 
two, and in many cases the results would be fatal.' This is, indeed, the 
situation which occurs in the case of the transfusion of ineWatible blood 
or in cases of erythrobaastosis foetalis the results of which illustrate the 
effect of a breach of this rule. In one case, however, there may be an 
exception to the rule without haxmfUl effects. This is the case where the 
antibody is of the type known as a cold auto-antibody: These antibodies 
are not active at 31700 and therefore cannot react with their corresponding 
antigen XU_TIVO, even though the two are present together in the same individual. 
In the definition of an antibody given above it was stated that antibodies 
are produced by stimulation, by the corresponding antigen. To this rule there 
are, however, a number of exceptions in which antibodies are present in the 
plasma but for which no antigenic stimulus can be traced. These antibodies 
are known as natural antibodies, those produced by stimulation by the correspon-
ding antigen being known as immune antibodies: the process of their formation 
being known as immunisatian. 
Finally note must be taken of the way in whichlantibodies react with their 
corresponding antigens. So far as blood-group serology is concerned there are 
three types of reaction to be considered; precipitation, haemAysis and agglutina 
tion. 
• Precipitation occurs where the antigens are eoluble and where this is so 
the antigen may react with its corresponding antibody in such a way as to cause 
precipitation of the antigen-antibody complex. Where this reaction occurs the 
antigen is Imaun as a precipitinogen and the antibody as a precipitin. 
Where the antigen is cellular the reaction with the corresponding antibody 
may take the form of lysis, or destruction of the cells. This reaction differs 
from the other two in that it needs the presence of an additional factor before 
it can take place; the additional factor being knaun as complement. Where this 
reaction occurs the antigen is known as a lyeinogen and the corresponding anti-
body as a lysin. If the reaction involves liysis of red cells it in knout:more 
specifically as haemolysis, the antigen as an haemolysinogen and the antibody 
as a haemolysin. Where the red cells are haemolysed haemolglobln is liberated 
-13- 
into the supernatant fluid which it stains. The degree of haemolysis that has 
occurred can be measured by comparing the colour of the stained supernatant 
fluid with that of a control: 
Agglutination, known more specifically as haemagglutination when applied 
in the field of blood group serology, is the most important of the three reaction 
from the point of view of blood-group testing. Like haemolysis it can only 
occur where the antigens are of celltiler origin. The reaction between the 
antigen and the antibody takes the form of causing the red cells to agglutinate 
or clump: Ilhere this reaction is involved the antigen is known as an 
agglutinogen and the antibody as an agglutinin. The agglutinins are aktorbed 
by the red cells containing the agglutinogen whose presence stimulated their 
production. The red cells thus become eensitised and agglutinate or clump as 
a result. 
It is possible, however, for cells to become sensitised without actually 
agglutinating. This is the case where the antibody is of the type known as 
"incomplete". One type of incomplete antibody is known as an agglutinoid. 
An agglutinoid can sensitise red cells suspended in saline, but such cells will 
only agglutinate if suspended in a medium of high molecular weight, such as bovin( 
albumin. Another type of incomplete antibody, which will not agglutinate cells 
suspended in bovine albumin, are known as crypt-egglutinoids. Red cells sen-
sitised by such antibodies can however, be made to agglutinate when suspended 
in anti-human-globulin 
The distinction between complete and incomplete antibodies is well 
Illustrated by the following schematic diagram: 
INHERITANCE OF BLOOD-GROUPS . 
One of the most important medico-legal applications . of blood-group testing, 
namely its application in disputed paternity proceedings, is based on the fact 
that blood-groups are inherited as Mendelian characteristics: The actual 
details of the inheritance of each of the blood-group systems will be discussed 
in due course, but as a background to such a discussion it will be helpful to 
sketch in a brief account of Mendelian genetics as the final part of our 
Intraduction 
The story of the Abbe; Mendel and his experiments with garden peas has 
often been told and need not be repeated here. It will be sufficient to set 
out the results of his experiments which he summed up in two lams. 
The first law, known as the Law of Segregation, may be stated as follows: 
Inherited characteristics are controlled by a pair of genes the member s of which 
segregate during game_to,genesis, passing into different gametes, pairs being 
restored in the zygote as a result of syngagy: 
The genes referred to inMendel's first law are carried on chromosomes 
which are thread-like structures found in the nuclei of the reproductive cells.' 
These chromosomes occur in pairs, and in man there are now known to be 23 pairs 
ct.4 *4- ti 44 e to.4, 195-0 
(not 24 as formerly believed)./ A given paii'of genes, controlling one 
characteristic will be carried on a pair of chromosomes (one gene on each 
chromosome of the pair). The genes of a pair each occupies the same position 
or locus on their chromosome. 1 There may be more than one kind of gene which ca 
occupy the same lOcus. Such alternative types of genes, which determine 
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To discuss the segregation of the genes during gemetogenesis it is 
necessary very briefly to consider the method of human reproduction. Human 
reproduction is effected by means of the fusion of two cells known as gametes; 
that supplied by the male being a spermatazoon and that supplied by the female 
being an ovum. The gametes are derived from spermatocytes and 000ytes 
respectively, the process of their formation being known as gametogenesis. 
The fusion of the gametes (syngamy) results in the formation of a zygote, a 
cell whose genetic constitution is derived from the chromosomes contributed 
by each of the gametes from whose fusion it results. The zygote, whose 
formation is the first stage in embryological development, carried the full 
human complement of chromosomes: It therefore follows that the gametes 
themselves cannot have carried the full human chromosome complement, for if 
they had done so the zygote walla carry a double set of chromosomes. 
Infect the gametes only carry half the full humber of chromosomes (the 
haploid number) for in the process of their formation from the spermatocytes 
and oocytes respectively a meiotic or reduction division occurs each that the 
chromosome complement of the spermatocyte or oocyte is divided between two 
spermatozoa or ova (or more precisely between an am and a polar body). 
Thus instead of carrying 23 pairs of chromosomes each gamete only carries 23 
single chromosomes. With fusion of two gametes the full human complenent of 
23 pairs is restored in the zygote, of which half is derived from the male 
parent and half from the female. It is the process of segregation during 
meiotic division which is referred to in Mendelss first law. 
This process of segregation may be illustrated by wane a simple case.' 
Consider the rather curious characteristic s the ability to taste a substance 
known as phenyl-thio-urea. 1 This characteristic is known to be inherited and 
to le controLled tv a single pair of g enes whic.h may be designated T rn, and t: 
being responsible for the ability to taste the substance and being responsible 
for the inability to do so: Now two such genes may be arranged in pairs in 
three different ways: IL tk and tits and the pair of genes possessed by any 
individual may be any one of these three combinations. Where both genes of 
the pair are the same the individual is said to be homozygous; where they are 
different he is said to be heterozygous. 
It is obvious that if I. is responsible for the ability to taste phenyl-
thio-urea ;then a person whose genes are 1 2, will be a "taster", whereas t being 
responsible for the inability to taste s a person whose genes are &if, will be a 
"non-taster". This raises the problem of the position of the heterozygote La: 
a person whose genes are II. Will he be a "taster" or not? To answer this 
question we must introduce another fundamental concept s that of daminnrice. Of 
a pair of genes one may be dominant over the other s in which case the other is 
said to be recessive. The gene which is dorLinant will produce its effect even 
where it only occurs in a "single dose" 3iski.1 in the heterozygotes whereas a 
recessive will only produce its effect in a double dose s jag. in the homozygote. 
In the case of ability to taste phenyl-thio-urea Z (the ability to taste) is 
donrhinnt over I (the inability to taste) so that in this case the heterozygote 
(74)will be a taster. 
It should perhaps be added that of the genes in a pair it is not 
necessary that one should be dominant over the other; they may be co-doninaat 
in which ease the heterozygote will posses some of the characteristics of each 
of the homozygotes.' 
This leads to a further point.. Whereas the genes/and can occur in 
three types of pairs, there are only two recognisable manifestations; 
individuals are either tasters or non-tasters. These distinct manifestations, 
known as phenotypes, are related to the various genetic combinations, known as 





   
With that general background we can now use the example of ability to taste 
phenyl-thio-urea to illustrate the process of segregation and re-combination 
of genes. Consider the case in which both parties to the union are heterowgoug 
Liga. have a genetic constitut&onn. The processes of segrogation and re-
combination may then be illustrated as in Fig. 2. 
In this ease the ovum happened to carry the fg, chromosome and was 
fertilized by a spermatozooawhich also carried the ti chromosome, so that 
the resulting zygote would have a genetic constitution 	i.e. would be a 
non-taster although both of its parents were tasters. An equally likely 
possibility, however, would have been that the ovum had been fertilized by 
a spermatozoan carrying the Z, gene in which case the resulting zygote would have 
been heterozygous 	and thus possessed the same genetic constitutio#6 that 
of both parents. Again the ovum could equally well have carried the T. gene 
Sitt r. o‘otoc 
5>IN6olly 
in which case the zygote would have been n; or It according to the gene carried 
by the spermatozoon by which it was fertilized.' 
The various possibilities arising from such a situation may be shown 
diagrammatically in Fig. 3: It can be seen that where both parents are 
heterozygous the resulting offspring can have any of the possible genotypes 
and therefore be of any of the possible phenotypes. Where, however, both 
parents are homozygous and carry the same gene s or even where they are homozygoua 
but carry different genes then the possibilities as to the genetic constitution 
of their offspring will be much more restricted as shown in Fig. 4 
Having thus briefly considered Mendells law of Segregation we must turn 
to consider his second law, known as the Law of Independent Assortment s which 
may be formulated as follows: When two or more pairs of genes segregate the 
distribution of any one of them is independent of the distribution of the others. 
This law is now known to be only partially true s for as we have said above, the 
genes are carried on chromosomes and it is these latter which segregate during 
gametogenetis and not the genes themselves. (Since chromosomes had not been 
discovered at the time Mendel did his work he naturaly thought in terms of 
the genes segregating independetly): 
Genes which are carried on the same chromosomes are said to be "linked" 
for they mill usually segregate together. The extent to which they will do 
so s however, depends upon how close they are together on the chromosome s for 
associated with the segregation of chromosomes during gametogenesis is the 
phenomenon of "crossing-over" as a result of which, before segregation s sections 
of each of two members of a pair of chromosomes change places. The closer that 
two genes are on a chromosome the less likely is it that they will, became 
separated as a result of crossing-over. The effects of crossing-over may 
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be illustrated diagrammatically as in Fig. 5. 
The process of segregation when there are several chromosomes each 
carrying several genes is exactly the same as that discussed above in the case 
of a single gene, although diagrammatic representation becomes rather complex: 
It will be sufficient to illustrate by means of a case involving two pairs of 
chromosomes each carrying three pairs of allelomorphs as in Fig 6. Fig. 7 
illustrates the same situation from a slightly different point of view, that 
of setting out the various genetic possibilities of the offspring. Considering 
that there are 23 pairs of chromosomes each carrying probably some hundreds of 
genes the complexity of man's total genetic situation can be imagined. 
There is one conclusion which follows from the preceding discussion which 
cannot be stressed too much, namely, that no child can s at least under normal 
circumstances, carry any gene which is not carried by either of its parents. 
Thus to revert to the case of ability to taste phenyl-thio-urea, if both parents 
are homozygous tasters the child could not possibly be either a heterozygous tast( 
or a non-taster, for to be so mould mean that the child would have to carry the 
gene which was carried by neither of its parents. The only possible circumstat 
in which a child could carry such a gene would be the very rare circumstance in 
which a mutation occurred. A, mutation may be defined as a change in a gene which 
occurs between one generation and another. Although it is possible that 
allelomorphs themselves have arisen as a result of mutation, mutation itself is 
ris-6) a very rare event. According to For/ 	mutation rate of 1 in 50,000 individualt 
is exceptionally high and rarely exceeded." 
F, 7 6 
N 
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THE ABO BLOOD-GROUP SYSTEM  
The circumstances of the discovery of the ABO blood-group system have 
already been noted. The four blood groups initially discovered were 
expininpd. on the basis of the reactions between two antigens and their 
corresporiAtng antibodies.' The temminologyused to describe these is one 
which is traditional although no longer consistent with the nomenclature 
adopted in the case of the other blood-group systems. Thus the antigens 
are referred to as A and Bp whilst the antibodies are designated ,( andfl. 
It is now generally agreed that three allelic genes are responsible for 
the basic ABO system, which are designated ask, B and ft, of which R is 
recessive and A and B co-dominant. Nowa system of triple allelomorphs 
can be arranged to give rise to six possible genotypes, whilst in the ABO 
system, as defined by the antibodies ok and p , four phenotypes can be 
distinguished which are related to the six genotypes as follows: - 
.AA 	OOOOOOOO AR 
BB)  BR) 
AB 	AB 
RR  	..O 
The frequency of occurrence of the phenotypes in any given population can 
be obtained by simple testing and vast numbers of tests have been done on 
populations all over the world with ABO antibodies; (The results are all 
collated by Nourant, The ABC) Blood Oroung). The figures for the white 
population of Australia, summing the results of all the individual investigations 
are as follows:, 
Group 	No.1 	% 
.0 122945 476 A 102735 	39.75 B 	25114 9.72 AB 7592 2.97 
Total 	258386 	100.700 
Sources; Tebbatt, 1922.43 Bryce at al. 1950.51 Walsh 1947 Shipton .1935.36 Kirk g1;14 1953 and 1955 Kirk and Vos0, 1957 
G 'IUD 
One of the most outstanding features of blood group frequencies is the 
'fact, discovered by Hirszfeld and Hirszfeld 	(1918) that distribution 
frequencies vary marked* from one population to another. This is drikingly 
illustrated if the, distribution frequency for white Australians is compared 







1373 51.142 1217 	45.56 . 	71 2.66 9 	S 	 0.36 
Total 	2670. 	100.00 
_ 
Sources; Phillips, 1927-28 Birdsell & Boyd, 1940 Tebbutt, 1922-23 Simmons 21.22J 1948 Lee, 1926 Cleland and Johnston, 1938 Gay, 1942 
It should be noted that the figures for the aboriginal population 
show much greater variation than those for the white population.' Thus 
inaividual investigators differed in the percentage frequency of the 0 gene 
by as much as 60% whilst the percentage figure for the A gene varied between 
85.71 and 16,67. Despite these variations the outstanding feature of the 
aboriginal figures is the almost total absence of the B gene (ernma those 
few , cases in which it was found are probably explicable on the basis of a 
recent introduction duo to contact with other populations). 1 
Using the phenotype frequency distribution figures the actual gene 
frequencies can be calculated. The methods used for these calculations 
will be discussed when the inheritance of the ABO system is considered. 
The results obtained, however, are as follows: 
p . 0  2446 
0  0672 
	0,6882 
where p represents the frequency of As q the frequency of B and r that of 
O. It should be added that the above frequencies, based on the phenotype 
frequencies for the white population of Australia were calculated using 
Fisher's formulae. 
The large number of published results relating to the distribution 
frequency of the ABO blood groups makes it possible to treat them statistically. 
Thus if all the published results for the British Isles be plotted on a graph 
a number of interesting conclusions become immediately apparent. On the 
following graph the results have been plotted with the frequency of the A 
gene against that of the B gene t the axes being somewhat arbitrarily determined 
so as to include as many resuts- as possible.' It can clearly be seen that 
there is a marked distinction between the English and Irish figures particularly 
those relating to the distribution of the A gene. AU the English results 
show a percentage frequency for the A gene greater than 20%, whereas all but 
a small number of the Irish results show a percentage frequency less than 20%. 
The Welsh results, whilst showing much greater variation than the others fall, 
in the main, within the range of the English figures. The Scottish results 
are too few for any conclusions to be drawn from their distribution. 
The results plotted on the following graph were taken from Mourant 
(bile ABC) Blood Groups 1958) gnd include all the results for the British Isles 
with the exception of three English and two Welsh results. They were omitted 
simply because their inclusion would have necessitated the use of much smaller 
scales on the axes. 
Ii 
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SUB-GROUPS WITHIN THE ABO SISTEK 
The simplicity of the four-fold classification of human blood was 
destroyed as early as 1911 when von Dungern and Hirszfeld first demonstrated. 
the existence of sub-groups. They found that if the serum of group B 
blood is absorbed with the cells of some group A individuals so that it is 
no longer capable of agglutinating those cells, the serum is still capable 
of agglutinating the cells of other group A individuals. 
This discovery led to the recognition of the existence of two distinct 
antigens, Al and A2 which increase the number of groups within the AHO system 
to six, namely, Av A2, wady, A2B, B and 0.1 The corresponaing antibody 
system is not quite symmetrical, for associated with these antigens are two 
antibodies d% and 	which react so that cc agglutinates Al and A2 whereas 
.( 1 , agglutinates the cells of only Al. 
A further antibody cit was at one time also described as belonging 
to this system, its relationship being that shown below 
Pource; Weiner after Friedenreich 
It is now known, however, that 01 2 is really an "anti-O" and will be 
discussed as such later.' 
	
Although the distinction between A and A2 	described as early as 1 	4 
1911, it was some time before it was recognised that distinct sub-groups 
more involved." The delay was caused by doubt as to whether the 
difference betweenAl 'and A2 was really qualitative; writers such as 
Lattes suggested that it was merely a quantitative difference. The 
voitative nature of the distinction, VAS* however, established as a 
result of the work of Lansteiner and Witt (1931) and Friedenreieh and 
Zaeho (1930).' The former s by absorption and elution experiments, succeeded 
in separating the antibodies, Whilst the latter, using aboorbed. B and 
sera were able to iistingUbh bErtWeenA1 and A„ 
The relationship between phenotypes and genotypes in the ABO system 
as defined by 	$ and. 	are as follower,' 
AlA1 ) 
	 V 	  A1 
Al0 
AA 22 ; 	 A 
LiA2 
A,20 2 
A B 	 A B 1 1 
A2B  A2B 
Do)  BB) 
00     0 
The frequency of distribution of the sub-groups can be established in 
the same way as those Used in the case of the main groups. There seem 
to have been no tests made on the white Australian population using both 
anti4 and anti,A but the relevant English figures will provide same guide. 1 
They are as follows: 
Group  
0 3639 43.62 
A1 2969 35.10 
A2 812 9.60 
B 756 8.94 
AlB 221 2.06 
A2B 61 0.72 
Total 8458 
• Source Taylor and Prior, 1938 
• Ikin glA141939 
Walther pt al, 1956 
Sanger and Race,1949 
Bertinshem et al, 1950 
Tovey,1952 
Simsen - quoted by Weiner 
Thomas and Hewitt - quoted by Weiner 
Garlick and Peal% 1957 
From the phenotype distribution frequencies the gene frequencies can be 
calculated in the usual way. The reSults calculated by Stevens, scone Fisher's 
maximum likelihood method based on the figures obtainedby Ikin 214,.(1939) 
§re as follows: 
	 0.660226 
 0.208959 
P2 	 0.069649 
 0.061166 
-27. 
A point which should perhaps be emphasised is that the antibody 	(also 
known as anti-41) can cause anomalous results in that it may occur as a,typical 
cold auto-agglutinin in the sera of individuals of group A2 and A2B as well as 
a typical agglutinin in the sera of persons of group B and O. 
As was implied in . theogene frequency distribution figures given above, 
the existence of sub-groups within the ABO zystan is found to be dependent upon 
the existence of a fourth allelic gene. The four allele theory was put forward 
by Thomsen et 44 (1930) as a modification of BernsteinIs three allele theory 
(1924) 
Hirsifeldts thelry as to the antigenic composition of the red Cells 
Within the ABO system iS shown by the diagram in Fig. 8. 
11111111i 	111111iliilliiililli 
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Developments within the ABO system after the establishment of the sub-groups 
Ai and A2 have proceeded along two main lines. The first is associated with 
the discovery of still further "sub-groups" within the system, the antibodies 
concerned being extremely weakly reacting antibodies.' The second main line 
of development has concerned the concept of group O. Although these two lines 
of development are related, it will be convenient' to discuss first the 
additional sub-groups of the ABO system before going onto discuss the modern 
developments in the concept of group O.' 
Friedenreich (1936) described a weak entigen which he called A 3. This 
antigen is not only Very weak but also very rare. Gammelgaard (1942) has 
estimated that it occurs no more than once in a thousand group A individuals. 
Although Cotterman (1956) has suggested that A 3 is a combination of A2 and 0, 
both Friedenreich and Gammelgaard consider that : .he gone responsible is an 
allele at the A1A2 locus. 
In 1940 Gammelgaard and Maxeussen described an oven weaker antigen, known 
as Ar Whether this is really a distinnt sub-group or not does not appear 
very clearly from the literature. 	It is so described by Boorman and Dod44 (/75-) 
but not by Race and Sangesi‘ 
Another possible sub-group within the ABO system is that reported by 
Fischer and Hahn (1935) the antigen of which is usually known as A. Not 
all the authorities are completely consistent on this point however. Race 
(rts,9 and Sanger/imply that Fischer and HaIan's A x is the same as Gammelgaard and 
Marcussents A4, whilst Weiner (1946) and Harley (1944) seem to consider that. 
it is the same as Friedenreichis A3'1 It is hardly possible, thenafore, to 
-29— 
say very much here as to who is right. The difficulty in working with 
such very weak antigens is obvious and it is all too easy to give specific 
names to samples that "merely' represent different parts of a nonnal distribu-
tion curve of antigen strength" (Race and Sanger),' 
Wiener (1953)bas even suggested that "44" is not a:  form of A at all but 
is a group 0,' The use of such nomenclature which is ito distressing to the 
layman when he first encounters it will be discussed later, but just to 
complete the ee? ,2usion it may be added that an alternative explanation of 
some of these weal er form within the ABO system is that "modifying genes" 
are operating; these will also be discussed later. 
TWO other antigens Within the ABO system which have also been claimed 
are referred to as Am and Ag: The first of these was announced by Wiener 
and Gordon (1956) in a paper entitled "A hitherto undescribed human blood 
group" but Race and Sanger suggest that the case described may be explaixe d 
on the ...asis of the operation of "modifying genes". 
The antigen. Ag was described by van toghara dal., (1957) but again it 
is doubtful whether a distinct antigen is really involved. The patient had 
originally been grouped as A without apparent difficulty, but within a year 
his cells reacted so weakly that they were at first believed to be O. The 
patient was in fact suffering from myeloblastic leukaemia from which he 
subsequently died, and it is possible that the reaction of his red cells was 
being affected by his disease, an explanation which is strengthened by the 
more recent report by Stratton sitja, (1958) of a somewhat elmilfor change 
occurring in a patient suffering from hypoplastic anaemia: 
-30- 
Whilst it is possible therefore that there are several sub-groups 
caused by allelic forms of the A gene, attempts to demonstrate additional 
sub-groups caused by allelic forms of the B gene have not been so successful. 
Nbullec et alo , (1955) have however reported the existence of a weak variant 
B which they call B3 since its agglutination reactions resemble those of A30 
It is inherited as a single dominant gene, but there appear to be no figures 
available relating to its frequency; it maybe presumed to be very rare. 
Levine &el., (1958) describe another phenotype Bw which reacts very 
weakly and which, on other grounds, seems to be analogous to A3• It is also 
inherited as a single dominant gene, whilst Dunaford et al., (1957) have 
described an even weaker variety known as Bx which appears to be inherited in 
the same way. Finally mention should be made of an anomalous variety of B 
reported by Armstrong et alo , (1957). This was discovered in an hermaphrodite 
whose cells reacted as group 0 but whose serum lacked anti-B and whose saliva 
contaLned the B sUhstance. Whether this is an abnommality associated with 
hermaphroditism does not appear .  
The above mentioned ABO variants appears to cover all those described 
at the date of writing. It must be admitted that few, if any of them have 
much medico-legal significance at the moment. Most of them are too insecurely 
based to be of much value for this purpose and in any case few laboratories 
mould be capable of testing for such variants. It is however worthwhile 
mentioning them for two main reasons. First, they provide a striking 
illustration of the complexity which blood group systems are rapidly 
attaining. Second, bare mention of them at least introduces the nomenclature 
employed which is some guide to those who attempt to read the literature 
-31- 
without any extensive acquaintanceship with the subject. 1 
An attempt has been made to explain the existence of sub-groups within 
the ABU. system on a single comprehensive theory by Hirszfeld. Consideration 
of this theory involves discussion of the more recent work on the nature of 
group 0 and it will therefore provide a useful bridge between our discussion 
of the two main lines of development within the ABO uysten.' 
In formlating this theory Hirszfeld takes as a starting point Bernstein 's 
suggestion tha43 OA and B are expressions of mutations of a single gene and 
states: 
It seams reasonable to assume that the mutations which led to 
the appearance of different blood groups had not been complete, 
but that they have produced many transition forms. Accepting 
the hypothesis of the 0 group as the point of departure, it is 
safe to suppose there is a variable residuum of 0-antigen in 
the mutants which express correspondingly incomplete mutation. "  
Or. the basis of experimental work by himself and his collaborator be claimed 
to be elle to distinguish not only a series of mutations, which he called 
upleiadesn from Al to A5 but also to distinguish betueen three pleiades within 
the A1 group. He also claimed to have demonstrated that the same principles 
applied to B as to A.1 Be thus constructed a theory of transitional blood 
groupearising byway of incomplete mutations from 0 in the direction of A and 
B, a theory which is well illustrated by the diagram reproduced in Fig.9. 
It is now clear, however, that whatever else may be said about the 
theory it needs modification iii so far as it regards 0 as the starting point 
for the various mutations. Zpavt from this, however, at least one person 
has found it a very stimulating idea although it does not appear to figure 
very promdnent4 in recent textbooks on the subject. It is obvious, of 
course, that it cannot be regarded as a complete explanation of all ABO 
Ficr • 9 t- 
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variants since other factors are manifest34, at work, but equally well 
it may be an explanation of some of the variants. 
We turn now to consider the more recent developments in the concept 
of group O.' The classical theory regarded group 0 as being characterised 
mArely by the absence of A and B antigens and further asaumed the complete 
dominance of A and B over 0 with the consequence that the homogygote =lad 
be indistinguishable from the heterogygote.1 Bernsteinis theory of three 
allelomorphic genes, however, always carried the possibility that group 0 
was capable of more positive definition than mere absence of A and B. 
Indeed the first suggestion that group 0 could be so defined actually 
preceded the annovacement of Bernstein t s theory (1924) for in 1921 Hooker 
and Anderson produced a so..called "anti-0" sermn from a rabbit by immimisation 
with human 0 cells, and in 1926 Laresteiner and Witt and Iandsteiner and 
Levine demonstrated an "irregular" icoagglutinin in the sera of Aland A1l3 
imlividuals which reacted weakly with 0 cells. 
Most development In this field took the form of a search for animal 
sera with anti-0 properties. Schiff (1927) and Greenfield (1928) found 
that normal cattle sera, after absorption with A and B strongly agglutinated 
0 cells and in 1930-31 Eisler reported the formation of a powerful anti-0 
agglutinin in goats after immunisation with phigtuajzomtaniasj whilst in .  
1945 Morgan and Waddell produced an anti-0 serum by immunisation of rabbits 
with a preparation of 0-substance obtained from pseudpmucincus ovarian cyst 
fluid of group 0 persons.' Meanwhile reports of isoagglutination. of 0 cells 
-33- 
bad been increasing Oainer 2 .1_210 (1941); Dockery and Sachs (1941) and 
Henry (1946))*: 
Attempts were made to explain these reactions on the basis of 
heterozygosity on the assumption that the so-called anti-0 sera were 
genuinely anti-0 and that the A and B cells which were agglutinated by 
them were heterozygous AO and BO.' (The sane exTlmietion was also advanced 
in respect of the ability or the anti-0 sera to agglutinate A2 cells on the 
basis that A2 was a weaker gene than A1  and was therefore less able to suppress 
the properties of the 0-group in the heterozygous form than A1 - it was aotua14 
this problem which led Birszfeld to his theoly of transitional forms within 
the ABO system)* 
The explanation based on heterozygosity of the reactions of the anti-0 
sera was exploded by Moureau (1937)* Later work by Nbureau (1946) indicated 
that the baatigen recognised by the goat or ox anti-0 was not controlled by 
Bernstein's third gene* 
A major advance was made in 1948 when Morgan and Watkins demonstrated 
that the so-called anti-0 sera could be divided into tuo groups known as 
anti-H and anti-0; the factor which was being recognised by the goat and ex 
antisera was in fact H and not 0* The anti-0 sera are those which specifically 
recognise the product of Bernstein's third gene a few of which have been 
described in the literature. One such was that reported by Boorman, Gilby 
and Dodd, a powerful imman anti-0 zerma (Mrs* GO which was found to be 
specific for both 0 and A2* 
-34- 
The proof that the serum "Mrs G. was specific for 0 as well as 
A2 depends upon calculations of theoretical gene frequencies, comparing 
the observed results with those calculated and assessing the statistical 
significance of the discrepancies. Methods used for the calculation of 
gene frequencies will be discussed later; for the present TAB merely append 
a simplified forA of the findings of Doorman 014104 so that the nature of 
thcir results may be seen. 
cm ..a1.--911M-----SWM/Y22--------.:4-- -.2.----0---nr-L1-°' °b e e --ZZadeil- 
0 00 . 44 214,00 Al0 
. 1 1  A1A2 151 155.'69 
Al 
A1R'1 A20 21 22.012 
A A A - 62 62.00 2 2  2 
B BO . 32 30.836 
B BB . 0 1.114 
A1B AiP . 12 -9.006 
A2B . 	8 4419 
....„-- 
Total 500 499.998 
Source: Boorman, Oilby and Dodd (1948) 
It will be noted that the use of this serum increases the number or 
groups within the ADO system to eight, it being possible to distinguish 
between the heterozygous and homozygous B and Algroups. Despite the 
convincing character of their results, and although in their first edition 
results 
Race and Sanger wrote that the/ appeared to establish beyond doubt that the 
00 AO 
AA, A, A • c., A c 	HOf 
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anUsenta would azglutirate cella hanozygouo or heteromous for the gene 
0 mul the f,:aZte 112* the same authors," in their third edition apilear sceptical 
4:72. "do not feel confident of the =lame° of any se= capabls) of making 
thi 1.7.0thetion." It mist" it 00=, l'Orlaill* all 0.00Z VMS taw hether sly 
Grrattiaa aritO. SorUri has 1=m re2orted" and we are tlierefore left Ilith the 
ar.guires a few brief ockkamtse 	- 
The ilzot point ,trich maty bc made is that it le the diecovery of the 
• 11-er -tatioe that '2.as required SOW modification of Ili.rezreldle transitional 
fezme theory for it now eanto clear that if the A and B antigens have arisen 
zityoiLatation it is fron U rather that fit= 0 that they have arieen• 
((70-6) 
suai la,),"12.f5.cationn have be pro.,r3.7. 0.3 one kr nripa ty=3, tlatldn$ the 
ov*to 
oth3r l eermans, Bold awlGlittA They tin.) aefieientizr illultratodbt 
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does not occur if an artificial mixture of A and B sera is used ' 	in 
this case the antibody molecules would only occur in the unconbined state. 
The second explanation is that group 0 persons possess a third antibody 
in their serum, anti-0, for uhich A p B and AB individuals have the correspon-
ding antigen (C) on their red cells. The work of Dodd (1952) and lalgrom 
(1952) seam to tell against the C: anti-C interpretation of the phenomenon. 
Milgrom has suggested that it is possible that antibodies may trivalent, 
so that in the serum of a group 0 person the following antibodies mould be 
present. 
0M<X , 	d et o 	ocos 
	 oø 	do/3 	ot 0(3 	(3 00 
	13/3 0 	13 72 7 
There is, clearly, no immediate medico-legal significance in these 
researches at the moment. They are mentioned here primarily as a means of 
explaining the concept of "group C" to which references are often found in the 
American literature but uhich, without explanation, are very confusing to the 
neophyte. 
We now turn to consider the remaining complication of the ABC) system, 
that resulting from the operation of "modifying genes". In 1951 Bhende et al" 
described a "new" blood group characteristic related to the ABC) system. The 
propositus was remarkable in that his serum contained anti-A, anti-B and anti-H p 
whilst the red cells were agglutinated by neither anti-A, anti-B p anti-0 nor 
anti-H. The phenomenon was originally explained as being due to an additional 
allelomorph at the APO locus, but in 1952 Ceppelini suggested that an inhibitory 
mechanism was at work, a suggestion which was proved correct by Levine 
(1956). 
The current interpretation of these eases is that there is a rare 
gene (x) which is independent of the ABO locus and which in the homozygous 
state prevents the B and 0 genes from operating Ilia& from causing the 
corresponding antigen to appear on the red cells. There is no information 
wirailable as yet on the effect of (xx) on the production of the A antigen.' 
The rarity of this type of blood is shown by the fact that Bhatia et alos 
(1955) failed to find a single example in tests on over five thousand 
unselected group 0 individuals. It should be noted in conclusion that the 
Inhibitory meebanism is related in some way to the secretor ggstem s a matter 
which will be dismissed when the secretor system itself is considered. 
In 1957 Weiner et al• 's reported the existence of a very rare gene (y) 
whieh in the homozygous state inhibits the development of A, antigen in the 
red cells. It is to this phew type that Race and Sanger have given the 
name Ara on the assumption that it is the same as that reported by Weiner 
and Gordon (1956). They also suggest that Gammelgaard/s Ax is probably 
of the same type. The Y.y genes are independent of the ABO locus. As yet s 
however, there is little information as to the operation of these genes. 
The ABO blood group system has clearly developed very considerably in 
the last few years. From the classical four groups there has been a gradual 
proliferation of sub-groups with a fog of increasing density settling over 
the nature of group 0.1 Despite all the uncertainties, however, the four 
classical sub-groups and the two main sub.lgraups remain finalyestablished 
and available for medico-legal work: 
One final matter to which reference should be made, namely the 
possibility of still further sub-divisions of tho ABC) system based 
an the work of Friedenreich and Witt (1933) among others, as mentioned 0.5-0 
by Haat, 4004, Group Slibstarag4ibut not by most other recent writers. 
These workers found that mbilst anti-B in human serum could be 
completely absorbed by some Winn, red cello, it was only partially 
-1 absorbed by other red cells. Thus whilst rabbit red cello would com- 
pletely absorb human anti-B, guinea-pig red cells would only absorb a 
fraction or the anti-3 leaving part which could then be absorbed by rabbit 
red cells. To account for this phenomenon Friedenreich and Witt postulated 
three factors, all of which were present in normal humans, Bi, Bii and Bilis 
Similar results have also been obtained in respect of the other antigens of 
the ABC) system. Thus Furshata (1949, 1954) has suggested the existence of 
0i, Oil and Oiii, whilst Terajima (cited by Furuhata) indicates the 
possibility of the el-lotions() of an A1, Aii and Aiii. He also suggests 
that that aspect of the A antigen which acts in a manner similar to the 
Forssman antigen is really an Aiv . 
Here we see yet further possibilities for major advances in the 
ABC) system, and only time will show what the true potentialities of this 
mit rep117 are. 
There is, however, one final problem which must be discussed in 
connection with the ABO system before we can move on to discuss the other 
blood group systems, namely, the problem of the inheritance of the ABO 
blood groups.1 
-40-- 
UtumpragTAtins g,T1 ADOazazai  
Tho first auggostion that blood grovos we= inhoritod characteristics 
vas natio by Bpstpin and Ottonborg (1903). i . 1910 von Bungern and 
Ilirszfeld proposed a genotic raechanisn for this inhoritanco, and although 
tho dotals were crabsovently alma to bo incomet by Bornstein (1924) 
bo =Ai/ to discuss first von Dumorn and Blirszfoldls theory as 
a emporium botvoon it and Bornstoinis theory will indicato the methods 
by wilichhahoritanco nochaniams arc ostablishod• 
Inen rbzgamtuad Birszfoldts theory proposod two indopondont pairs of 
allolomorphic cones: 
A 	 for antigen A 
a for antibody 
B • o ••• • • es • • 1.6.- for antigen B 
b ..••........•. for antibody. (3 
Tho theory was thus endeavouring to account for the inheritance of both 
antic= and ontibottios• On this scheme the four phonotypos 1,rou1d be 
rolatod to nine Do aibio genotypos as follows 
Phenotvoo, 	 G9notippe  
AD 	 AABB,AABbolianripAa0b 
B •••••.. o o ...••.. oo 1 . oo 	e.aBBsaaBb 
0 .....•...•.........,...• 	aabb 
Doztotein pointcra out that on statistical analysis the theory of von 
Dung= and iiirssfeld did not coto 1,V to Ox.).Ootonol 011100 the actual 
frequoncy of distribution of the blood.groups did not confoin to that 
which would be tr.k)octsd if the inhoritanco 	deponded u?on two pairs 
of allolaeorphs. rixErb it is nocossaz7 to sot out the method by which the 
o=7octed frequency of distribution can be calculatod. 
-hi- 
	
Let p = frequency of A 	Let r = frequency of B 
q = frequency of a S = frequency of b 
Now by definition p+q = 1 and 
r+s = 1 
and the possible combination of these factors is given by the equation 
(p4, 	(r + 0)2 = 
Bearing the above equations in MinA let us now consider the blood group 0.4 
As was shown above this phenotype comprises but one genotype (aabb). Now 
the frequency of (aa) and will q2 for the frequency of (a) is given by q 
and qg results from the union of two germ cells each tearing the gene q. 
In the same way the frequency of (lob) will be 02 and consequently- the 
frequency of the genotype (aabb) and therefore of the phenotype 0 will be 
q2s2• i 
Turning now to consider the phenotype AB it can be seen, by the same 
reasoning, that the frequency of the genotype (ALSB) will be p2r2.' The 
frequency of the other genotypes within this phenotype must, however, be 
calculated slightly differently. Consider the genotype (AaBb). Aa may 
result in one of two ways: either by the union of a sperm carrying A and an 
ovum carrying a, or of a sperm carrying a and an ovum carrYingAL. 1 The 
frequency of the firsteventis given by pg. Equally, however, the frequency 
of the second event is also given by pq, so that the frequency of (Aa) will 
be given by 2pq: By parity of reasoning it can be seen that the frequency 
of Bb will be 2rs. As a consequence the frequency of the genotype (laBb) 
will be 2pq.2rs. By similar reasoning the frequency of all the other 





































On the basis of these genotype ,frequencies the phenotype frequencies can 
be computed arithmeticatly as follows: 
AB = AABB + AABb + AaBB + LaBb 
= p242 * 2p2rs 2pqr2 + Apqrs 
pr (pr+2ps + 2gr + 4gs) 
pr (p + .2g) (r + 20) 
But p + .=.7 1 and r s = 1 
Therefore 
AB = pr )1 + g) (1 + s) 
(1 - q) (1 7 s) (1 + q) (1 + ) 
• (1 - g2) (1 - 02) 	 (1) 
-43- 
Oonaidering the phenotype .A, we can see that 
A 	AAbb + Aabb 
p2s2. • 2pqs2 ' 
02 (P )  + 2130 
s2 (1 , e)  
9,11,110 .8(2) 
By parity of reasoning it can be shown that the frequency of the phenotype 
. B± q2 a - s2  Jo  •..(3) 
whilst the frequency of the phenotype 0 is the same as that of its sole 
0 = q202 	•••••(4) genotype s namely, 
From equations (2), (3) and (A) the gene frequencies q 2 ands2 can be 
calculated. Thus substInting (4) in (2): 
0 
A 	Tz-( 1 7 L ) 
0 - 0 
- 
W- C t-o) 0 	 (c) 
PY substituting (4) in (3) and by slmiur reasoning it can be shown that 
2 	• 0 	(6) 
' 0-B 
Finally by substituting (5) and (6) in (1) we obtain the eration 
AB 	0  - 0 - A 	0 	B 	) 
Equation (7) gives a figure for the frequency of group AB which can be 
compared with the actual frequency observed andthus provide a check upon 
the accuracy of the theory. An alternative method of proceeclipg is to 
note that 0* AB 	4,2020. — q2) 	82) 	Equations (1) & ( 4) 
and also that A*B = q202 (3. _ q2) 	_ s2) Equations (2) & (3) 
so that 0+ AB = A +B or rather it should holdtrae if the theory from which 
it is derived is correct.' 
In. 1924 Bernstein cane to the conclusion that the observed distribution 
frequencies were not in accord with von Dungern and Hirszfeles ter y and 
he proposed the now familiar triple allelomorph theory. A notable feature 
of this theory, as compared with that of von Dungern and Hirszfeld, is that 
it takes account only of the antigens and makes no attempt to include the 
antibodies. Since, with the exception of the natural antibodies with no 
known antigenic stimulus, antibodies are produced only in response to 
immunisation, this was not an unreasonable supposition, as events have proved. 
Bernstein's theory can be subjected to the same statistical treatment 
as von Dungern and. Hirszfeldls with the following results: As we have 
already noted on Bernstein's theory the four basic ABO phenotypes are related 
to six possible genotypes 
0tenotynes  
	
AB  	AB 
Aiooliese. *   	.114 vitlt 
BBAR . 
0... OOOOOOO AD. 	 RR 
On the bags of this theory the expected frequency distribution can be 
calculated as follows: 
Let p 	frequency of A. 
q e. frequency of B 
r TIL frequency of R 
• * * • • • S 0 O.) 
2pr • • • • • S • • • • • (2) 
2ar • • • • • • • (3) 
; 	4 1 	1 
S 	4, (4) II 	• 	• 	• •• • • • • • • 
ZP4 
A = p2 
B = 4 .2 
0 = rg • 
—45— 
Now by definition p + q * r = 1 
and the possible combination of these factors Is given 
. (p + q + r)2  = 1 
The genotype i'requencies can be calculated on the same 
those used above in discussing Hirosfeld's theory, and 
be summarised In much the same yap 
by the equation 
principles as 









, 	 Z 2 	il 7 2" 
.Z71- 
0 
-r 2 	ifs" 1" 
, 
r 7- 
On the basis of these genotype frequencies the phenOtype frequencies 
can be calculated arithmetically as follows: 
From these p oq and '1!! can be calculated very simply: 
.2. 	• 
	
0 + B = r 42 • = (1* + 
Therefore r 	= ,V15-17-IT 
p LI; 	 B 
Therefore 	 1 - WT-117-1g 	• • • ••(5) 
By parity of reasoning it can be shown that 
q = 1 - if/M • ***** ...(6) 
whilst of course * 
r 	kin 	• ■ • • • • • • • • • • (7) 
Dubstltutine equations (5) and (6) in (1) ve obtin the relationship: 
AD = 2 (1 	 (1 .13 	• 4) 
CiMaiing tie actually observed frnusnay clistelbuticat of AB with the 
value calculated frau the above eqtiatim a measure of the accuracy of the 
theory Cait be obtained* An altermtive nothoa in to pr4.1eced frua the 
relationship p +q+r=-1 and substitute thertr:n tho results from 
equ.ations (s), (6) and (7) so that a further measve of the accuracy of the 
theory ie provided tri the relations4p 
(i. - tt/0 +B) + (1 -4/0 • A) -.it. 
'Gana the figaree quoted earlier for the observed .requeney attribution 
of tb.o Lour blood groups tie (Jan now Neoceed to a statistical ecaparison of 
the two theories. 









ce..)-/•(•2 . 1-140.144.7 Qteu-4-../ 4e.tc44Viet 
7.?-10 ecoureicY e Dory:Ft-41113 th,00:(7 i fLorofc.no aronisly supported by the 
observed frequency distrilution of the four coms. 
In j„)ractice, of e mrso, the observed frequcmo:les nuvor correpond 
mao'4.1,7 1.-.1) that ca oulatod for no test aezvle is orar ab.uolirtoly representative 
oZ tie Inikalation frau which it is drawn, Les2i, 7z.cceacle p q # r will 
=ter coolotly equal 1. Various names haw, therafore been devolo2ed for 
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obtstning improved estimates of gene frequencies. One method, also 
developed by Bernstein results in the following formulae: 
= 	?)( — A/ 
-I/ 0 -r A ) 
7-
' -20( 
Lt 	-D = f 	-f- -1( -t- 
g C 	Ot Professor Sir Batumi Fisher has developed yet another set of formulae, 
being those we used to calculate the gene frequencies within Australia, 
and which are as follows: 
- P 	s  
V 
where 	s = 07- 
t = ,t/b • 4. A 
u 1-4 4/0 
.7 	t 	u 
There is a further test which can be applied to the two theories, a test 
which brings us to one of the fundamental aspects of the medico-legal 
significance of blood-group testing. This is the test of family data: 
We have already emphasised that no child can possess any gone (other than 
one arising by way of mutation) that is not possessed, by either of its parents, 
On the basis of the APO blood-group system, therefore, all possible marriages 
can be classified accorAing to the blood groups of the two parties, and in 
the ease of each type of marriage the blood groups that the offspring thereof 
can have can be ascertained. Now with regard to the possible blood-groups 
of offspring the theories of von Dungern and Hirszfeld and that of Bernstein 
40* 
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lead to different results, so that once again the expected results can 
be convared with the observed results as a check on ths accuracy of the 
two theoriesol 
On the von Dungern and Hirszfeld theory the four phenotypes are 
related to mine possible genotypes so that the various ADO mating° with 




Phenotrve Genotame Impossible 




ip  AB AAA NONE 
A 	AB 
AAbb x AABB 
AAbb x AABb 
Akbb x AaBB 
AAbb z AaBb 
Aabb x AaB 
Aabb x AABb 
Aabb x AaHB 
Aabb x AeBb 
AB,A,B20 NONE 
B x AB 
aaBt x AABB 
aaBB x AABb 
aaH13 x AaBB 
aaBB x AaBb 
aaBb x ALUM 
aaBb x AABb 
aaBb x AaBB 
aaBb x AaBb 
AB A tB 10 N o NE 
Uat1nE 	S Std,1400 _ 	. 
Phenotype Genotype Poesible Impossible _ 
0 s: AB AABB x arab AABb x aabb AaBB s: aabb AabB x aabb 
ABA A 0 HooE. 
A x: B AAbb x, aaBB AAbb x aaBb Ae.bb x aaBB Aabb x. aaBb 
AB*4B*0 NoNE 
.0•1•■•■■■•••••~0MMOMMMo 
A x, A AAbb x Aibb AAbb :x Agbb Asa) x Aabb A10 AB* B 
B x B aaBB x aaBB aaBB x aaBb aaBb :x: aaBb B*0 
A x 0 AAbb x aabb Aabb x aabb A10 AB, B 
, 




0 x 0 aabb x aabb 0 AB, As B 
On Bernstein's theory the four' phenotypes are related to the six 
genotypes giving rise to twenty-one genotypical-17 distinct matings * 
from which* by the application of the principle that no &lid can possess 
a gene not carried by either of its parents * the blood groups of the 




















00 x 00  
AB x 00  
AB x AB 
x 00  
BOX 00  
BB x AB  
BO x AB 
BB x BB 
bB x BO  
BO x BO  
AA x 00  
AO x 00  
AA x AB  
AO x AB  
AA x AA'  
AA x AO  
AO x AO  
A$B 




B, • 0  • 
As 0 
A AB  
A$BtOtAB 
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Comparison between these two tables reveals that there are two main 
differences: 
1) according to Bernstein's theory a group 0 parent cannot have.... 
a group AB child, whilst he or she can on von Dungern and 
Hirszfeld's theory; 
2) according to Bernateta's theory a group AB parent cannot have 
a group 0 eliiirl y 1 whilst, again, he or she can on von Dungen:I 
and Hirszfeld's theory.1 
This is a matter which can be checked against empirical data, 
and the results of so doing favour Bernstein t s theory. 
We must hote here, however, a point which will assume some 
significance later. In explaining anomalous firwlings in family dats, 
it is no uncommon for haematologists to suggest that the child in question 
is extra-carita1. 1 One of the most important medico-aegal applications of 
blood groups is in disputed. paternity proceedings.' Care must therefore 
be taken in resorting to the easy explanation of illegitimacy in deni ire 
with anomalous results for oth.ervise there is a danger that a child might 
be held illegitimate by the application of a theory which had become 
established by the simple expedient of dismissing exceptions as , due to 
iUegitimacy.1 
In point of fact the empirical data was inconclusive for maw' years, 
for from the literature published prior to 1925 a substant3n1 'number of 
"exceptions° to Bernstein t s theory appeared. Subsequent4, however, the 
number of "exceptions" has declined, a phenomenon which Wiener' etributes 
.52. 
to the fact that before 1924 when Bernstein's theory was published, 
the cases did not attract attention, and were not therefore retested. 
The published family data relating to the problem :of the validity of 
Bernstein t s theory has been collected by 	and Snyder. To collate 
all the published sources wouldrequire more time, more linguistic ability 
and greater lilyrary- facilities than we . possess: We will therefore content 
ourselves with reproducing those collations which have already been made: 
Wiener/has collated all the published results dawn to 1941, but 
on.147 inuluding those studies undertaken between 1924 and 1932 if they 
included a total of 250 or more children examined: The results are as 
follows: . 
Matings No: of Families N 	• f 	dre• 	I - _ • •,* • 0 I A Total 





3795 2903 2707 3749 10) 6467 1385 556 2538 0 3096 1456 1418 Fli 1831 3257 1,4  554 203 1 1009 1213 13,00 605 937 771 3181 530 (8) 633 646 1290 455 0 533 247 3.092 323 (2) 183 406 823 59 0 28 36 129 
Totals 10,628 9,271 8,643 4,965 1,4641: 24,343 
0,1440 Snyder/on the other head lists those investigations into the offspring of 
0 AB fmailies made between 1910.1929 including those tests which involved 090.0 
only very few fnmilies, Following Harley,/we divide the list into a pre-. 
1926 and a post-1926 part, summing the results foreach part separate4.thuB 
-53- 
malcing clear the decline in the frequency of the exceptions: 
Investigator No. of 
Families 
No of Glildre 
AB A B 
V. Dungern & Hirszfeld (1910) 
Learmonth (1920) 	, 
Avapievai&Grizevioz (1921) 
Keynes (1922) Tebbabt&McConnel (1922) 
Ottenberg (1922) 
Oyanada (1922) 
Buchanan (1923) Jervell (1923) 
Dyke &Budge (1923) Kirihara (1924) 
Plass (1924) 
Nino (1924) 






























































































































Snyder has also am:Ay-Bed the results of the reported results of investigations 
into the offspring of 0 x 0 matines which were carried out betwee4 1910 and 
1929 which also includes results excluded from Wiener's table 1.6. 1 those 
involving. less . than 250 children. We again divide the table into a pre- 
1926 and a .post.1926 period, summing the results for each period separately:• 
-54- 
Investigator Childoen in 
Group 0 Children in. Other Grotu) 
v. Dungern 8: Hirszfeld(1910) 
Learaonth (1920 Keynes (1922) 
Tebbutt & Ileomiel (1922) 
Ottenberg (1922) 
Buchanan (1923) 
Jervell (1923) Dyke &Budge (1923 
Kirihara (1924) plitso (1924) 
Nino (1924) Hirsafeld et al, (1924) 







































T 	- 	0-,_ 	• 
Staquet r926 
Thomsen 1927 
Sievers 	1927i Kliewe (1928) 


















To , 	• 	• .4: •,.. .,_. 
A comparison between the .incidence of "exceptions" in 0 x 0 and AB x0 
matings is of same interest, for any exceptions in the latter case would 
be exceptions to both Bornsteints and von Dungern and,Hirszfeldts theory 
aid therefore even before 1925 would, have attracted attention and probably 
undergone re-test. The greatest number of exceptions were probably due 
to faulty technique, operation of weak antigens, not then known and 
illegitimacy.' 
-55- 
One final piece of informaticgtmtich it is worthwhile recording 
in relation to Bernstein's theory, namely the tabulation, made by Boyd 
(1939), as to the total incidence of exceptions to Bernstein is theory, 

































It may be added that if a similar analysis is applied. to the results of 
Wiiner's figures, quetka above, involving 24;343 children, and covering the 
perio4174VrtlX4 the figures are 2.383 exceptiourper thousand children 
and 5.456 exceptions per thousand fent1 4 es.1 
The last analysiawhieh is worth quoting in support of the Bernstein 
theory is that undertaken bylitener„ who hao collected the published results, 
over the period 1925-1935, relating to the offspring of Group AB mothers 
and Group 0 mothers which shams that the incidence of exceptions is almost 
negligible .1 
0 c, • 00, 1.00 ht .2.. I 47•47 • 12 1,)• o9 ttepsiad 	
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It may be theu3ht that the point regarding the evidence for and 
against Bernstein's theory has been unduly laboured particular4 since 
the theory has been unquestioned for so long now. If the point has been 
Laboured, it has bean done so deliberately and for two main reasons. First 
it provides a convenient means of introducing a number of fundamental 
concepts, and second, it provides a very good illustration of the type of 
evidence and reasoning upon which the theories of inheritmneP rest. 4 ' The 
application of blood groups in the field of disputed paternity proceedings 
recta upon the inheritance of blood groups and it is desirable that those 
who are concerned with such applications of blood group testing daould 
have some idea of the evidence upon which the theories they are apAying 
rest. 
So far as the evidence goes, however, it seams quite clear that 
Bernstein's theory as to the inheritance of the basic ABO system must be 
regarded as well established and as sufficiently reliable for use in 
medicor.legal disrrted paternity prelelcme.-i Indeed there appears to be 
on1y one well 	exception so far as the basic AB( system is 
concerned. This is the case reported by Hacelhorst and limaer (1930) in 
which a group a mother , had a group 0 child who was unforteente4 a deaf-
mute with major deformities, who was also blind. 1 If, as lamer suggests, 
this case was due to a recessive mutation, it is net unreasonable to add 
that the gross congenital deformities suffered by the child could well 
have resulted from the same cause. 
Be-mete-in.'s theory, however, has to be modifica slightly to allow 
for the exietence of sub-groups Within the ABO system. This modification 
does not in any way involve any reconsideration of the principles discussed 
above, it is merely an extension of the sane principles to cover the 
situation ceeated by the operation of four rather than three alleles. 
Witheth. the A.J.A2B0 system there are six phenotypes related to ten 
genotype according to the scheme set out earlier. 
If p1 = frequency of Ai 
p2 = frequency of A2 
frequency of B 
= frequency of 0 
then the forinulae for the calculation of gene frequencies become: 
1 	
+ A1  + A— - 
1/0"-+ A2 2 
p 	WrIPT"-- 	Afif 
2 2 
r air 
and the calculated distribation frequencies correspond satsifactorily 
with the observed frequencies. The theory of the ezdstonce of a fourth 
gene allelic at. the ABC) locus ie also borne out by famil,y data studies, 
Within the AiA2B0 system there are twenty-one possible mating types, and. 




Ai x A I 
Ai x A2 
A 	x Il 1 
A X 0 1 
Ai  x A113 
A 	A B 1 x 2 
A2 lc A2 
A's x B 4 
A2 7`C ° 
A2 :4; AIB 
A2 x A211 
B x B 
B x 0 
B x A1  B 
x A B 2 
0 x 0 
0 	:-4 	n Ar' 
0 x A2B 
Ag 	x Alp 
AIB 	X A B 2 
A2B 	x A2B 
Children 
IMR9221112.-__ 
Al, A2„ 0 
Al' A2$ 0 
Alt A2, B 4O,A113,A2p 
Ai, A2s ° 
ApB,A1°  B A2B 
AI, A2,B, 4,23, /1,211 
A0 0 
AVB V C) t A2B 
A2,0 
All B IA2B 
A2, B2 AB 
B 0 , 
Bp 0 
A1,BIA1B 




AV Bp A1 1 
Ai B, Ap, A2p 




B.A,B, A B 
	
- 	.1. 	2 
A 	0 2' 
0 
All Ws A213  
Ail AlE 
Ai , B, Ai; A2B 
 
A 0 A B 
2$ $ i 




A 	0 A - 1: 	/ 	1. 
AV A2'B$A1B: A2B 
A2:0 : AlB$ A2B 
AV 0 : AlBS At 
A2, 0, AB 
A2, o 
Al„0,.A1B 
As against the above table may be put the summary, made by 	of 
the published results of fsalli.ly data relating to the sub-groups of the 
AED system, showing only ten exceptions in over three thousand children, 
and in none of these exceptions does it appear that illegitinacy was 
ruled out as a possibility, so that the published remate may be taken •  
as a sufficient confirmation of the theory. 
Mating No. of 
P 	4 	ie..: 
. 
A2 
(1-4/1_2, 6,-- /./ 
B 0 A r,B AB Total 
Ai x A1 168 79 394 16 0 0 (1) 490 
Ai x A2 

















Al  x 0 387 404 695 69 0 (1) 0 1169 
liej x LIB 35 0 65 0 19 40 5 129 
Ai x A213 16 0 14 9 10 8 2 43 
A2 x A2 13 13 (1) 26 o o 0 40 
A2 x B 43 21 0 34 29 0 32 316 
A2 x 0 105 124 (4) 163 0 0 0 291 
A2 x 123 8 0 18 0 5 (1) 30 34 
A2 x A2B 3 0 0 3 3 0 1 7 
BxA1B 25 0 15 0 32 16 0 ' 63 
B x A2B 10 (1) 0 10 15 0 6 32 
o x Alp 38 0 55 0 53 0 ' 0 108 
0 x A2B 16 0 0 37 27 0 0 64 
A03 x AIB 2 0 6 0 2 8 0 16 
AiB x A2B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A2B x A2B o o 0 0 0 0 0 o 
_ 0 	=_tzuj,zggL hac,L2zk9ja62j,M 
It may perhaps be added that the discovery of further sub-groups within 
the ABO system will lead to the necessity for further extension of 
Berneteins o theory, provided, of course, that the Fugal  tional groups are 
in fact controlled by additional allelic genes at the same locus. Thus 
the sub-group A3 appears to be fairly well established, although very rare. 
AB an indication of the way in which Bernstein's theory mty be extended 
to include a fifth allele '.re eve below the ecuations for the calculation 









= frequency of Ai 
frequency of A2 
frequency of A
3 
- frequency of B 
- frequency of 0 
A 
v 4. -2 * A3 * 	143 * A2 




Alteamatively if the theory is to be modified to include a sub-group 
based on a distinction between B1 and B2, then ignoring the A3 gene the 
equations will become as follows: 
	Let PI 	frequeley of A1 
frequency of A2 
ql 	frequency of Bi 
q2 =, frequency of B2 
frequency of 0 
then 
pl VAI * A2 
	477-1. 0 
P2 = 	* 
C11 2.. 1667137" 
C12 	V82 	.o 4J 
r 
The corresponaing equations for any other combinations of alleles can 
be computed on the same principles. 1 
Despite the universal acceptance of the Bernstein theory, from time 
to time alternatives are proposed. It is hardly necessary to discuss these 
here, but the follatring may be noted. 1 
1.1 Koltsov (1921) proposed a theory based on three allelomorphs the 
main objection to whlch seems to be that it makes group AB recessive. 
2. Furuhata (1927) proposed a theory which postulated two pairs of 
completely /inked ellclomorphs. This theory leads to exactly the 
same results as Bernstein's theory but on general genetic grounds 
is not as acceptable as the latter. 
3. Kirihara and Halm (1927) and Bauer (1920 suggested partial linknee 
of two pairs of allelomorphs. The chief objection to this theory 
is that in time the situation would develop into that envisaged in 
von Nngern and Hirszfeldts theory: it would then be open to the 
same objections as the latter. 
In 1929 G4ri proposed another theory based on polyploidy 
(a type of chromosome mutation arising from failure du2ing 
meiotic division to reduce the chremsome camplerent of the 
gametes to the haploid nnmber so that on fusion of gametes 
triploid or even tetraploid motes maybe formed) Ho 
ae+m,01 details seam to be available as to the operation of 
this theery. j 
e. The same is also true of the theory proposed by Darken (1932) 
1,11.ich is based on "polymeric." 
6. Ile mny finally note the theory proposed in 1937 by Matta which 
involves the three genes 0,A and B but requires that they occur 
four at a time in. each individual. The theory is both unorthodox 
genetically and unsupported by observation. 
It is perhans net without significance that no alternative theory 
has been proposed for over twenty you's* That fact is, in itself, a 
testimony to the geaeral acee?tanoo of the Bernstein theory. 
There is one Drol !mint which requires emphasis before ue leave 
the subject of the inhoritanne of the ABO system. We have already 
shaaa that it is possible to determine, in relation to any given type 
of mating, the possible blood-groups possessed by agy offspring thereof. 
It is therefore possible to state in any given case whether a child could, 
biologically, be the offspring of any given parents.' This is a matter 
which will be discussed in greater detail later, but for the present it 
must be noted that it is possible to state this foot in terms of 
probability i.e. the probability that the child is not the offspring of 
the given narents. Small a probability is simply a measure of the 
degree of accuracy possessed by the theory of inharitance tinder which 
the child is excluded. It is also possible to state the probability, 
in any given case, that the child of any given parents will possess any 
particular blood group. Thio however is a totOly different thing from 
the probability that the child in question is or is not the child of the 
alleged parents, and is mentioned here only for the puxpose of emphasising 
the di5tinction bet:roan the two things, for the distinction has not always 
been made clear by nom-medical writers in this field.' 
For the purpose of underlining this distinction we propose to 
di cuss briefly- the problem of the probability that the child of any 
given ion will possess any given blood group. 
Conider the case of an 0 i 0 mating, any child which is the 
offspring of such a union must (mutation apart) be a group 0 child: we 
mu therefore say that the probability that any child produced from such 
a union will be group 0 is 100% whilst the probability that the child 
will possess any other group is nil. To take another case, consider an 
AO x BO mating. 	As we have seen the blood group possessed by any child 
of such a union may be any one of four types: ABA0,B0,00. Now there is 
no reason* the child should possess one group rather than another so 
we may say that the probability - OPt the child will be of group 0 is 1 
in 4 (25%). Thus the probability of any given blood group resulting 
from any given union can be calculated. The figures for the basic ABO 
system may be tabnlated as follows: 
Matin,gs P o 	b.i.litv of Ic .illd nossessiw blwIrl-ono -, 12,_ 
00 AA AO BE AB 
AA x AL,1 1.00 -- - -- -- 
AA 7,, AO 0.50 0,50 - -. _ _ 
AO x AO ' 	0.25 0.50 -- --• - - 0.25 
BE -- -- -- -- 1.00 
AA x 30 -- 0.50  
AO x ED -- -- - 0,50 0,50 
AO 71. BO -- 0.25 - 0.25 0.25 0.25 
AA x AB 0.50 ....- -- 0.50 
AO z AB 0.25 0.25 -- 0.25 0,25 -- 
AA x 00 -- 1,00 _- -- -- - 
AO 7, 00 ...No 0,50 ..... 0.50  
ED-7-. BB - -- 1.00 - -- 
BB x BO - -- 0,50 0.50 - - 
BO at 30 - -- 0.25 0.50 - 0.25 
BE x AB - •••••il 0.30 0.50 
BO x AB -- 0.25 0,25 0.25 0.25 - 
a3 z 00 .- -- __ 1.00 - -- 
BO x 00 -- -- 0.50 -- 0.50 
KB x AB 0.25 0.25 -- 0.50 
AB x 00 -- 0450 - 0.50 - 
00 x 00 -- - 114.an .0.1 ".... 1.00 
_ 
The above calculations relate, of course, to tae genotypes: the 
sane type of calculations can be made in respect of the phenotypes, 
although in this case they are rather more complex since account has 
to im taken of the probable frximncy Of occurrences of each of the 
gen.oty.pic ratings comprising each phenotypic mating. Thus an A x A 
mating comrises thrar,, genoty.)le matings; AA. x AA, AO x AA. and AO x AO.' 
In calculating the probability of any given blood group resulting from 
an A x'A rrtina. the probabilW.es resulting frcea each of the genotypic 
matings =et be caw:Adored together with the frequency with which each 
of the genotypic matings is likely to occur. 
-.66- 
The calculation of the probable frequency of the different mating 
types is a simple application of tho calculated gene froquenoiec and this 
type of analysis can be carried thrluigh to tho aztezt o2 calculatin; tho 
probable distribution of the various blood groups throughout the entire 
population. Some exnnples of the type of analysis will be given in 
connotation with some of the simoler blood groups. 
Tho point to bear in mind, however, is that there is a fundamental 
distinction between calculating the probability of the blood group of a 
child given the blood group of its parents, ord determining, given the 
blood groz of the child end moth.-,T, the possible blood groups that could 
have been possessed by the father. 
PEVETAKIIIIIT OP MB ABO ATM=  
The A and B antigens can be detected in foetal blood long before birth. 
Kemp (1930) has thus detected A in a foot as of bat 37 days. Wiener (191+6) 
points out, however, that the subgroups of A are not so well developed =I 
oven at birth there may be difficulty in differentiating betmen A1 and A2. 
Nothing vary reliable, however, can be said about the development of 
the 0 or U antigens. Obviously this is a problem ..71iose solution must await 
a decision as to whether there is a problem, and if so what is its nature. 
Thus if there is no 0 antigen it can have no development. The problem has 
boon investigated ter Farmaggie (1952) and Watkina (1953.) but their results 
seem to abow that the state of &Nam:tent varies according to the antiserum 
used. 
THE 1111 BLOOD GROUP VIST114, 
La already recoirated, the MU blobd.group systera was discovered in 
1927 by loarzisteiner and Levine when eacperimenting with rabbit sera 
into which human red cells had been injected. In this way they 
discovered two it rune antibodies which were capable of recognising 
two additional antigens in man. The antigens so discovered were 
christened 11 and U, the corresponding antibodies being anti41 and 
anti...11 e 
As we shall see shortly, the original theory proposed by Landstoiner 
and Levine, that of two allelic genets, is generally accepted. On the 
basis of this theory it can be seen that there will be three genotypes 
relat°d to throe Phonotves as follows: 
Genetyee 	 Plicoot799  
Mg • • • • • • • • • 	• X 
MU 
 
• • • MU 
 
The frequency of distribution of the phenotypes can be obtained in the 
usual way.' There appear to have boon no tests taken on the white Australian 
ponulation (although there are sem Boma available where anti -S has been 
used which wiU be referred to later). We therefore quote the relevant 
English figures: 
OPP) ficb• % 
14 363 2803 
MU 634 49.57 
11 282 22.0 
Total 1279 100,00 
Race. 	S'a 	ri) 
As in the case of the AEO system the frequency distribution of the MN 
blood groups is very different among the Australian aboriginal from that 







IMI511.11111111111M1111111111 .. 00 
U. 7.4 ((cf *0) 
141‘11'" e-- 1--.—=`1 ' ((Yip+) 
e(- 	C(-fq-4) 
The most notable feature of these figures is the very low frequency 
distribution of 14, although it should be emphasised that the frequency 
figures vary not inconsiderably within Australia itself. Thus whilst 
tests in New South Wales and Victoria have revealed a total absence of 
14 (admittedly the tests were done on relatively email numbers) whereas 
in the North.orn Territory the frequency distribution rises to as high as 
ll.0%. 
Using the phenotype frequency distribution figures the gene frequencies 
can be calculated. The calculations lh this ease are extremely simple: 
141 M - 	2'  'M 	tru.7 ,/-4_417 
2 	 = f, AcA4etyli-2 iru-7 Li 
2 
Substituting the phenoloope figures in the above equations we obtain the 
following results for the gene distribution figitrees 
14 •••••. ■••■■•■•••••••0953165 
N •••••••• ** • • **** 40446835 
Using these figures the calk-looted frequency of the phenetpes can be 
calculated end comparison between the values thus obtained and the 
phenotype frequencies observed in practice 431 provide a test as to the 















Appleirc these calculated frequencies to the stipple of 3279 fres whick*. 
the phenotypes distribution Mares were obtained we obtain the following 
moults 
grou 	libve0.94 	Mamma 
14 36.1.5 363 
NU 	 636.9 	 634 
N 230.5 282 
Total 1278.9 1279 
This result, as Race and &Inger A= Id= the above calculations, were 
taken, point out, vas battar than wad roasonably be hoped for. 
SIJSZTVISXONS OP TW IT sytsm 
Although now weak and rare tartan of the 11 awl IT antigen° had been 
reported =Aim the first major davelopment of the 121 system oceurred 
in 1947 when licanh and ilontgamory of the How South Wales Blood Transfusion 
Service (Uncovered a norm which recognised an antigen which although 
associated 4th the 101 twat= was dintinot fras caber LI or U. The 
serum van *Winton:A Anti-Si the antigen which it wan recognining boing 
called S. 
For a time the exact relationship of S to the 1111 systormn in doubt 
but in 1951 thin problem wan =paged when Irevine att.a. ip (Uncovered a 
further entice= known as antt-s a discovery which made it clear that 
S tica a °operate gone with an allelomorph (a) tibich wan recognized by 
the antibody (Uncovered by /ovine. 
Anti-n in obill very rare and wont rests are therefore confined to 
anti41, anti-47 and anti-S. The frequency distribution of the phenotypes 
and gallotypen nay be obtained in the usual way * but before clotting out the 
moult° it may be noted that within the ilITS° blood group system there are 
ten genotype° from ditch °ix phenotypes can be dintinguinhed by the uso of 
anti-li and anti-°. Those axe an follows: 
—72-• 











Tho Austral= ficuroo tOr tho fxrquoncy distribution of tho six 
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MUNIMMI111•1111111111111111111 
ammgas trait% CMontzonery (1947) 
Simons ez GI-0Am (1950) 
Azaint of coursoo uo find that the frequency distribution Maros for 
the Austrolian oboricino diffor fzuu tilos° for the uhito populati(m• 
Tests uado 1rSangor (1950) an 173 aboricinos chowad a total ammo or 
11,11S and ff,ris sha•ine that azeociated uith lou M frequoncy is an_ 
alnost total abaanco of 3, 






















































Fran tho phonotypo frequency dictribution flame; tho gono frequenciec 
can be calculated* Although $a aro not al/aloaer,ha of FS or IT at tho 
looua thoy are neveztholoce so o1oso37 Linhod that oach ahrwocemo can bo 
treatod for Ulla ,p—trvoco ri theutA0 it we= a angle gono co that tho 
oaloulationa become ac follow; 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • (1) = 	11,17—:10 	• • 
4/f."*..1.1 	•• • 
therefore 
• • • • • • 
















*(3) .742L = 
but wo havo alreakr coon that r-1 1.1 + 	2 	• • * • • • • • • • • • •(4) 
theroforo cubatituting (4) in (3) we obtain 
tic t $  
-1174z yeti 
(1/ tis 	)/ firt t- Clef ) 
e4 113 	c6e}i-ivsta 	d1f f Itt44 
NS  
3` 1- 	N s cu.-Lt.(tSJ S co4,2 
trow...t  
(LUE. 	I./a-Li. ..es 
C j c c-J ø ttor,s 
ta 0.17 0 S 
Zio valuos thuo obtained nay bo adjucted to tera ct000unt of the 
incidence of 0 and a within tho 117 group. Thic con bo dono by noting 
that a =.47 and adjuattug Vev) wawa of 120 and ga co that thoir atm ic 
°qua to (c). Thicor„ljtent rrq 	•wdo by multiplying the valuo of 
oaoh by 	 * The vat= of I and US are then adjueted co that 
/10 + Ila 
0619u9•0° 41 44 • a* • • • I • • * a I 0 
ZOSCl2C*0* a • • • • • • 	a •00 a is S 
WOW.  09 • • • 0 4i • s 4 * • • .. • • tl 
catEoS•oi . . . 	 • • • • • z-I 
	
;LA:mowf. -Axirto3 a 	r,i7 grre..4y2 eitownra ota4o S.q 
trarm,qo col trco a sro c4, 'gin Jo ormonbem a% arialOw Qom, 1:114Ad 
• •••••••••41041• on 
OSOZOile• 0 • •••••••••••1111 
COEICM• 0 • .4041104.0•11■ •••• c;!.1 
=UN* 0 9 •• 99 • • 0. • •ea 
mixrrio3. ot cm guns= aqt •Date= met 
uo Pc=i totm 4PoWn ImotriTerat CMTPMU 	art= StXOTTPTI t:1 10111 
-721"4  1.)014 
szoncojead powcracvo cowangootv mogct 4C4 
tocq cizttlo t-ala rowirudo41 rovipawar om30reqvcremd ova. oam 
APE so east erg, trf rowenTri arcw—oatemoo 
.i.olFm 	utrdVabo aCPA3 trATact) avatr-A C1 trivra oLt 14- OE V= (41* SZI 
07 eit1 
thtdor tm.a heakting to amt. Meat, refer to a nuaber of r.i,lro mad mak 
for= of the /1 and IT antigone. Orono (1935) ana rziadosizolah (1936) 
reported the criateace of a mak IT antlgen ghlah iv Imam as 1129 The 
mrity of the wagon ic ahoun bg Andros= (1947) Vile reported that it 
I4 only boon found eieht tin= in 20,000 paternikr maks°. It appeara 
to be contro111410 thisti a111 zA the I 'caw, in zuch the =a way 
that A2 La an :.-ulditional alai° at tho ADO loaua. 
In 1938 Vriodenreich mr1 IcaricIcon reportod 'the amoral:: of a 
malt fora of II, tmo 	iOt in 1949 tialtobtmaieo gt al., rezzerted 
the calatenco of on additional Corn of 14 ubioh 	crOitativoly distinct 
frau the noraain but no furthor detail° are available. 
Dunsforel ,1141,10 4, (1952) furthor re?orted the orlatenoo of an 
antigen ?mom an ti° vhich la apparaottly conaidemi to bo on antigen 
intereediato Intuaon II and IL but again no Author detail° aro avallablo* 
PinatV noto ahould be taken of the oport by Allen atja. (1953) of 
yot a further allele of II and II !moult ay tf uktch is of groat rartkr 
bavitte co far been found in only ono familvt, ammo, the anti-boar 
(onti-ZV) appeara to be fairly ccon. 
The detallo of Ulla cam) aro -.10ral ann,';iilering a little turthor 
for it bath,ao Race encl ,nger point out s intereating nedico4o0c1 
inplicatione. 2ho detaile oi* tithe frni_17 are af3 fanotto; 
3 	N 	t11 
Mls/Ns 	(isms ls/N Ns/ Ns 
o 
Ns/Ns 	ri Vets 
ki on_n bo c,4oczt from the above cletalls on the uso of clati-ti and enti41 
mum both fathers would Itavo boon =eluded Elva the paternity of their 
sow: uhezvan in point of fact Wo promeo of the =treacly awe 10 
aaticon virtmlly conclusively proves paternity in than° canon. 
Tho full 0..lifieeneo of a case wall as thin will bo cliecuneed 
in creator detail later : but it nay be) cc9haninatl that it provides a 
vow cootl illustration of the feet tlazt, oven from tie notlieo.-lesal 
point of Vial'. W...Vo Ma =usual anti5olls cannot be loft out of account 
ninply on Ile crowd that they GM, t '210 =Mt* MODS tho curiosities 
of =Joao°. 
furthor dovolopnont of to LS quilt= oceurrod l95, with the 
dincovery of a thil-a cuoio t tho 3 locus: now ha= as att. Thin was 
cliceovorod by Moms ctsji: who first callod it 17 : ana postulated tho 
=Intone° of a ?air of alaie amloo 	u, but sahnevent mat by 
Groozzrat .214,14 (1954) shouoil that 11 wan rola:tea to the 1113 cyst= 
as an allele at the 0 loon. niffteroc)tinc feat= of suiithat 
=cativo racetiono E= only obtvIn.c4 fron nozxoes. 
r011 fitwoo aro available cto to the distribution frequency of 
• The latot au= quotod by Rae° and &vigor avo gono frequency 
of 04529, in the observecl results agreo troll crith thew calculated on 
the Izois that a third allolo a the $ locuo is oporating. 
ranailzr reformat) rust be natio to =oral antic= Arhich had 
earlier boon dootzsibod ao "privatoo on the ground of their rarity and 
lack of indontilloation lath tho nein blood group oyoteno, but uhich 
are nou Imam to be aosociatod 4th the IL9 ystan. The first of the o 
io the antigen Iiu diocovered in 1934 br lendotoinor gig.4, and found to 
be present in about 751 of Anoricai . nogroos and 22% of Wort Africans. 
Zt oc:auro bu4 io very rare in Zuropoano4 AltIvyadct ito aosociation 
trith the IZ13 Lorotole clearly fallen frau the fact that all blood giving 
positive roactiono are found to be either IT or MT, the ccirtat naturo of 
the rolationolvip bettrom Hu and the NM sziztee, oomo not yet to have boon 
discovorod. 
In 1951 Ian and Viourant :;ilontifiod. another WV() allti.CON knotra 
as Ile whit.h is found in about 2.75 of tract Africano but hao not rot boon 
tblocovored cam Buropoans. Apin the 'nature of ito emaciation ulth 
the MIS agatomt ubilot clearly ostabliched aio a fact is obscure as to 
the detail°. 
Three other antic= aosoOlatod 4th the ISIS oyston have boon 
rooted. The first, /atom as anti4e man diocovered in 1951 by 
Levine i2LAI,. Tho antigen Coos not occur vory froqueely, abytt 
one in 500 2o.o?1e iving pooitivo reactions,- 
Vae second of theca mitigate, !mom W u doporiboa in 1954 
by van 	lbart attztjo tatiCh la= to bo on antigen of ther groater 
rarity than EfLa. 	diczatrorr that the Z 	 V11 *CO firot 
found tiers alao 	podtivo led to tne ouezpotsUon that tho tic Uarra 
idelricals. Tills I-as 74. - za alaproved by tThlinicz, ejLe., (1957) uho shove 
that may about half Ufa positive peogo aro caw Vr port/AV°. The 
Lizantiondalp betiman thoset, lupwors etitt. area= to be an open 
quostions• I:ohn .2141., (1950) ougGosto that the phenotype r•H, (a+) 
Vvr 	is due to the preseD.00 of a single aano Yi,whilt the phenotpo 
W. (a+) Iht (.) is due to the presence 	tho cono Ed" trat -:.lat 
cora contd./is bat one arcktboikir antiArp %enlist anti-rlic laara contains 
both onti-Ma and anti-Vii• latlo ElOre ern bo added 12oro s, fox. the 
problen i° ono trbioh raino to he oolvod. 
ranalkir rogoranco mot be made to the recentV decori'd Vi' antiaen 
mortice by van cler Hart 	(1950 	is apparent3y asoociated x-rlth 
the 	eyeten Vat ra5arans vinich no details aro mailable. 
Prom the duplicity of the MI cyst= trith its 'two antigens n 
much cromul hasbom covered in the it tvelvo roar o to rxen the 
pineMt ixtats of wmpleatity in ditch problem.° aria° more rapidly than 
their oclutloas. 
At.M14_141 ANaitt' Or `MT' 'RI BLOM MO 	Ivar. .1 
 
There has been n.) castrate rolz-,ar,linc the co:cu.:tic nechazia.1 control:Aug 
the inheritance of the 1-21 systan ccjb10 trith that utrich arose in. 
connection mith the ADO cyataa. The thz)ry oriainaliv• proposed by 
landsteiner and :63vino s that of a sinao i;air of ailelonorphc a is 
cenerally agreed V0n and is supported by the avattabl,) arldence. 
A statistical twsk, neg. be  arranced as fellaws: 
Let 	n # frequency of M 
71 # f=quenoy- of N 
so that by detinition 
possible cixabinationo of the Zactors being emen by the equation 
n)2 = 
Fran the above it tollavis that 
1421 4-6 
!IT # 2tan 
= n2 
therefore m 
but 	n = 
therefore Aar+ 4,nrst: i. 
Tho observed phenotype frequencies can be caramined to see mhether this 
relationship holds; if it does the accuracy' of the theory is strong-1Y 
supported. If we apply this test to the 	oh frequency distribution 
figures we obtain the following results; 
Of' "•44.1.1* 
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vedieh io a suraciaatly pod fit maw to oi.rorstenees. 
Th3 EamAy data also otworts the thoory. With the throe 
nhmietypos and co.notyp.,ss in the aystena &fined by anti -A end anti-II 
matinca tpe MO possible. gbioh, uith the blood iszettps which could 
be pollee:30o:: by their offs1m =0 0:rb out below: 
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Wiener has collated the pui)lisheti Drily data, which allows 13 
"ozooptioaal in 6718 ohildren• The results arc as foliowst 
liatings No s o- 
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Lands-bane? datj, 47.5 1.0246 
3303 0.9856 
36.29 0.9996 
Wiener djit 48.23 160134 
Wiener gt_a 50:32 . 0.9939 
50.71 0.9869 
49.01 1.0055 
Sohiff 49.77 0.9940 0.
0
4  49=44 14114
  
CI
N )AN  0.9992 
43•09 1.0102 
46.81 140294 
Shigano 44646 1.0538 
45.80 1.0394 
Blaurook 49.1 14031 
Thomsen gtzl, 44.57 1.0520 
!tattoo .211413,. 57.4 0.04127 gossovitch 4540 1.0349 
Crow 49.0 1.0002 
igabenb.aimer 52.9 0.9682 
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S*0 -^ te IRO& a•tot Szt•ore 
Tho results con bo coon to be a good fit. Sinco vory fow toot° have 
been done with anti-in the obnarvod =meta are norhaon not vito so 
Sztpreenive, yet so far an they go they show clear support for the theory. 
Below aro Oxon, the rosalta of tontine with both enti-S and anti-0 203 
caldron* the offspring of 101 fimilioss. 
getting mitom~1••••■••• •liWOOMII••••••••••••••010940114M. 
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Sov,,,4-11 : Waczt: cx•ce.( .5'••••y4.4" (tYs-5-) 
Apai'n the romIts can be nom to be a good fit and aufficiont to justify 
once:Am= the idea that S and oaro Ilendolian allelic gonna. 
flaying thus considorod the inheritor= of S and n indo -,?oi,temAly 
uo 11110t turn to consider the inhoritance of the whole 
415. 
ergo club-aria= of the Zia oystori by tho um of 8 on,t1 (0) afoot) a 
vaet Inc:nose in the uuribor of manic tit= that l'zina to be eanaVorA.. 
Z.vo Imo of anti-3 olono incroacoa tho irtrib-,,x ofrhomotypoc to ain a1 tho 
nuebor of =Una tmes to tvanty-ona• trith the use of anti-is U.° number 
or diatincalahablo sxlting toes is raised to forty tivo, oat of a total 
of ilfty-ave genotpie maim typos. In tha attached table tho =tow 
natinc typos anti their offspring, ao defixtodi 	 t oat tall 
tho addition f a 'o1o.taaliut of the fiftir-fiva conotypie riatincc. Tho 
distribution rziecrzeoy of tho rzatinz twos and thlir offcprine, as thus 
calculated con be can:lama vith tho van= obtainr-4 fron obewvations 
Tha oboorvad results, as tab.Zatol TV 7400 Clai r*ricor aro set out on tho 
coamd att000d teblo. The moults 1ndica4o a fair/g Coed fit, boarin2 
in and that tho corplo on which the r,xmlta ore bacod lc ro1ativo3y 
mall ono. 
It =aims en2y to conciliar tho clapla diatributicn of phanotrpoo 
aa a Za-c-thor cityat.too1 boot of tho tloory of totialitezco (basod on a 
=ago of 3.419 inavidorao): ( a act h rtat frowt Race A Sa../.4r, (95-s ) 
?kat= 	tiatttal 	. 9202=11 
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132 46.84 17.16 
31 1435 10.63 
34 9.29 9.29 
1 .... 0.79 
47 . .... 
19 .... 10.39 
Totals 529.00 529 1199 288 286 213 55 
Moro maid bo little point in attoapting bore an equivalont 
analvoio of all fiftrafive gonotypiadly diotinot MSc mating°. So 
far as poosiblo offopring arc) ooneemods houovors a full analvtios 
rootriotod to that points iU be cli7On lator llama tho problmo of 
patornitg are &Luella:mi. 
DEVELOMENT OF THE Mae ANTIGEN  
The H and N antigens are well developed before birth. Thus Moureau 
(1935) has grOuped foetuses as young as nine weeks. In like manner the 
S antigen has been detected in a foetus as vow as twelve weeks (Race 
and Sanger 1958): 
ME k pKori (mu? 
The P blood group system was discovered by Landsteiner and Levine 
(1927) at the sane time as they discovered the HU system. Tvo distinct 
types of blood were found and were christened P 4» and P —• As will appear 
shortly the view taken was that a pair of allelccorphs were responsible 
and so the two phenotypes are related to three genotypes as follows: 
	
Phendlar4 	 enotne 
P + • • • • • 	• • • Ff 
P - . • • 6 • • • • II • • • pp 
The only Australian figures far the frequency distribution of phenotypes 
are those of SIMMS and Graydon (1950) Who on testing 128 individuals 
found the following values: 
P + • • • • • •• • • • 70.33; 
P 	• 	• 
• 
• • • • 29669% 
Since the sample used was very small we give, in addition the figures 
obtained by Renningsen, regarded by Race and Sanger as the most reliable: 
Wad= 	11.2• 
P + 1&49 	78.85 
P 	 496 	2145 
Total 2345 	100.00 
From these figures the gene frequencies can be calculated very simply 
for p AZ and P = 1 — p. These equations give the following results: 
p = 0.4599 
P = 0•540l 
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE P BLOOD GROUP SYSTEM 
The first development to be considered involves a point which was noted 
by Landsteiner and Levine in their original paper, namely that there is 
a distinction between weakly and strongly reacting P- samples. The real 
problem is to decide whether these variations in antigen strength follow 
a normal curve of distribution or whether they represent distinct sub-
groups within the P system. The work of Henningsen (1949) suggests that 
there is no qualitative difference. On the other hand he also suggested 
that antigen strength appeared to be inherited. Professor Sir Ronald 
Fisher has established that a partial cause of such variation is heter- 
oxygosity, but whether the residual causes are genetic or not appears still 
tobe uncertain. 
A further development which took place in 1954 was the recognition 
that the P system Was identical with the Q system which had been reported 
by Furuhata in 1935; a rare example of a development in blood group 
serology which engendered a simplification rather than further complication. 
Rather surprisingly a simPar development took place in 1955 when 
Sanger showed that the Jay system of blood groups (which had first been 
described by Levine et 9,1. 1951) was also related to the P system. 
The original Jay system was based on a powerfUl antigen Tja which 
was possessed by the vast majority of people. The antibody, anti Tj a 
recognised two phenotypes Tj (a+) and Tj (ar). It was assumed that Tj a 
was a Mendelian dominant and that a pair of allelamarphs controlled the 
system, namely, Tja and Tjb and that therefore there were three genotypes 
(previously anti-1.) 
1 	(previously anti-T35 ) 
(previously P) ‘ 
(previously p) 
(previously Tib) 
possible genotypes related to three possible 
previously Taa 
Genotvoeg  







The gene Tjb was assumed to be exceedingly rare since no random sample 
was found in tests of over 10,000 individuals. Once it was discovered 
that the known Tj(a-) persons were also X6' raised the possibility that 
the two systems were related, for even P- is a relatively rare phenotype. 
The exact nature of the relationship, however, remains in some doubt. 
Race and Sanger suggest that in fact the P system is constructed on the 
same pattern as the A1A20 system. Their scheme for the expanded P 
system is reproduced below: 
Antakagat: Anti-P1 Anti-P 
Antieens & Genes: P1  
P2 
This scheme gives rise to six 
phenotypes as follows: 
Phenotvoes 
Pi  PiPi 
(PiP 
(P 1P 
• 2   iFF F2p 
It may be added that the resemblance between the P system and 
the ABO system is still bather strengthened by the recent report, 
Matson 2.1a (1958), of a group which Race and Sanger suggest may be 
the analogue in the P system of B in the ABO system. The antibody 
is s4milnr to anti-R P1 but 'the red 'cells from the paitient react 
strongly with anti-P1. It looks as though the P system, for long one 
of the simplest of human blood groups may soon achieve the complexity 
of the ABO system. 
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INHERITANCE OF THE P SYSTEM 
No figures are available far inheritance studies to be developed for 
the expanded P system but those available for the original P system 
are worth quoting to show that the assumption of a pair of alleles 
controlling that part of the system seems to be Justified. 
Taking the P system as defined by anti—P the following distribution 
of mating types and offspring would be expected: 
Matings Proportion of children 
Type frequency P+ 
P. x Po 0.6217 0.9008 0.0992 P. x P— 0.3336 0.6850 0.3150 P— x P— 0.0447 0.0000 1,0000 
Taking the genotypically different matings, then their frequency, with 
that of their offspring is as follows: 
Matings Children 
Type Frequency PP Pp PP 
PP x PP 00851 00851 ..... PP x Pp 0.2898 0.1449 0.1449 _,.. Pp x Pp 0.2468 0.0617 0.1234 0.0617 PP x pp 0.1214 -- 0.1234 ... Pp x pp 0.2102 -- 0.1051 0.1051 
PP x PP 0.0447 ...• . 0.0447 
These calculated frequencies may be compared with the Observed results, 
showing a satisfactory fit. The collated results of the published 
fAmily data studies are tabulated below, 
Children 
iivvp z ..- ..lils •!: .03 .q233! 
Dip x 14 
P4 x P- 






















Total 1532 101.9 3253 3343 1099 1010.7 4352 




Sanger Lta___ (1949) 
Grosjean (1950) and (1952) 
Brendemoen (1952) 
Wiener (1953) Voted in Race and Sanger (1958) 
Race et a]. (1953) 
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I 	I•11:0101 OF THE P ANTIGENS 
Adopting the nomenclature appropriate to the expanded P system it 
appears that Pi is not always fully developed at birth (Henningsen,1949) 
although Race and Sanger (1958) apparently had no difficulty in detecting 
Pi in a foetus as early as 32 weeks. The same workers also found that 
P2 was well developed in the card blood. 
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TH RH BLOOD GROUP SYSTEM 
The circumstances leading to the discovery of the Rh blood group 
System have already been recounted. The original antibody (now known 
as anti-D)divided human blood into two phenotypes known as Rh+ and Rh-. 
The Australian figures for the frequency distribution of these two 
phenotypes (Jakobowicz and Bryce 1944) are as follows: 
afglattp2, 	Number  
	
Rh+ 	4582 	82.29 
Rh-. 986 17.71 
Total 	5568 	100.00 
On the assumption that.the gene responsible far Rh+ is a dominant 
Mendelian characteristic the gene frequencies can be calculated in 
the usual way: 
rh= 	,AW15.7 = 0.4208 
Rh = 1 -ATM = 0.5792 
The correspond-Ire genotype frequencies will be: 
rhrh = (0.4208)2 = 17.71 
Rhrh = 2 x 0.4208 x 0.5792 = 48.74 
RhRh = (0.5792)2 = 35.56 
100.00 
a result which indicates reasonably goad internal consistency. 
The corresponding English figures which may be quoted by may of 
comparison are set out in the following table. 
Investigation 	' _ Number tested 
Rh+ a H
WEI tioaLiIic4  
_ Wo9 - TG: "-- 3T 
Boorman e 	.(1942) 1610 1371 14.84 Race stAl. 	1943) 4618 3896 15.60 Plaut gt.a... (1945) 2944 2472 16.03 Discombe (1952) 10000 8278 17,22 Rice (1952) 5000 4116 17.68 Dunsford (1953) 1206 988 18.08 n 25$3 2138 17.23 n 1258 1076 14.47 n 787 655 16.77 n 916 781 14.74 
-----1-912.1.----.1022 ...21Ca 83.33,  5151 16.67 
Using these figures the gene frequencies may be calculated giving the 
following results: 
rh = 0,400 
Rh = 0.5917 
and checking the internal consistency of the figures we obtain the 
following genotype frequencies: 
rbrh = (0.4083)2 = 16.67 
Rhrh = 2 x 0.4082 x 0.5917 48.32 
RhRh = (0.5917)2 = .15.41 100.00 	, 
The corresponding figures for the aborigine]. population (Simmons 2 .1.a. 
1944) based on tests of 281 individuals show 100% Rh+, 
The Rh system did not long remain in this state of pristine 
simplicity. Within a few years further antibodies had been discovered, 
but until 1944 there was no indication of the nature of their inter-
relationship. In 19441 however, Professor Sir Ronald flaher produced 
a generalisation of tremendous organising power. He showed that the 
results then available could be explained on the basis of three pairs 
of allelic genes closely linked on the chromosome which be named 0,c; 
Doi and R t e. At that date may four of the six genes had been 
-98- 
discovered, namely, C oo, D and E and spectacular confirmation of the 
theory was provided when the other two predicted antigens were 
discovered; e by Mcurant (1945) who demonstrated the existence of 
anti-e and d by Diamond (1946). It should perhaps be added that 
some doubt has recently been thrown on whether d has in fact really 
been identified. This is a matter which will be discussed when further 
developments in the Rh system are considered, It may be further added 
that the acceptance of Fieher'a theory is not seriously affected one way 
or the other by the doubt as to 'whether the d allele has really been 
identified. 
We may pause here to consider the structure of the Rh system as 
defined by the three pairs of allelomorphs required by Fisher's theory, 
but before doing so it should be noted that neither this theory, nor the 
nomenclature associated with it have commended themselves to Wiener who, 
with Landsteiner, discovered the Rh system. The substance ofWiener i s 
objection to Fisher's theory appears to be that he prefers to distinguish 
between antigens and "factors", and instead of referring to three closely 
linked loci he refers to three factors operating within the boundaries of 
a single gene or genetic locus. The practical consequencfes of thiS 
distinction appears to be almost nonw.existent, save that it complicates 
the expositien of a subject. Since there appears, at the moment at any 
rate, to be no particular advantage in wing Wiener's theory we shall 
adhere to Fisher's treatment. 
In the matter of nomenclature Fisher and Race use a nomenclature 
based an that or the genes themselves whereas Wiener uses one based on 
the symbols Ft, Rh, Hr, and hr with various complicated sub- and super-
scripts. Whilst the latter has a certain advantage in that, on the 
printed page, it occupies less room, it is much less convenient for 
typing purposes and positively unwieldly when used orally. Quite apart 
from practical difficulties the Fisher-Race nomenclature is, to the novice 
at any rate, much easier to handle and is self-explanatory, whereas that 
of Wiener is quite arbitrary and very clumsy. For these reasons the 
Fisher-Race nomenclature will be followed here despite the fact that the 
American Medical Association have recommended that the Fisher-Race 
nomenclature be discarded. It is unfortunate that no generalky agreed 
standard nomenclature has been adopted for the Rh system as was done in 
the case of the ABO system as early as 1921, for although Wiener refers 
to his nomenclature as the "International Nomenclature" the worldwide 
use of the CDE notation, as Race and Sanger point out contravenes no 
international agreement. 
We may now turn to describe the structure of the Rh system as 
defined by the three pairs of alleles required by Fisher's theory. 
Three pairs of alleles can be combined on a chromosome In eight different 








CDE CDe CdE Cde cdE cde cDE cDe 
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These eight chromosomes can be paired in 36 different ways giving 
rise to 36 different genotypes. The number of phenotypes that can 
be recognised depends, of course, on the number of antisara used for 
testing purposes. The Rh system may therefore be considered at various 
levels of complexity. We have already considered the system at the left' 
attgined by testing with anti-D alone, and the narb level at which it is 
convenient to consider the system is attained by testing with three antisera, 
namely, anti-Conti-D, and anti-E. At this level eight phenotypes are 
distinguishable, and these, as related to the genotypes are as shown on 
the following table. 
For the purpose of calculating the chromosome and gene frequencies 
advantage is taken of the fact that of the eight Possible chromosome 
combinations, two of them= and CdE are extremely rare and may be ignored. 
Of the remaining six chromosomes that have to be considered they may be 
treated as follows: 
Csive 	ODe 4 Ode E-ve = cRE + cdE 
This leaves cDe and ode whose sum is equal to the sum of the Cuove and 
Eve. types. From these groups the following equations can be derived: 
aDe + ode 	ee  
CDe + Ode = C 	= 1 	44.173 




































eDE/CDE cDE/6De cDEMB cDE/Cde cDeAdE 









+ . . 	, 
ode/ode -. . .- 
These equations are of couree s analogous to the equations 
r 
p 	1 ak.,40 
q 
which we obtalued in the case of the i30 system. This treathent 
is ohly possible, of =roes by igtoring the two are ohrtmososes 
OM and Ca. Since the eqmticms aro analogous we may apply 
Bernstein's COrrestionj and where 
– (ce + C + E) 
ciDe + ode=i cfliCri3 .+ N 1 + ) 
D 
CDe + Ode 	(1 4.,1/4;r) 	1 + 
cDE + odS * (1 	) 	+ 
Nair ode =,ocr-r—dee so that if this value is substraoted frac the 
value of (ode + cDe) we obtain the value of one s and the values thus 
obtained nay be adjusted to give the oorrectted value obtained from 
Berstein's equation. The corrected value of ode can then be used to 
obtain the values of Ode and cdE free the questdwess 
OdeLit Cddmr—erViode, 	ode 
cdB 'c; docddB + (ode) 2 	- im ode 
and the values thus obtained ciay be used to obtain the values for 
ODe and are by subtraction. ( CC4-le " ( CLI;": tve ,4• 1‘400i'Cl"" ) ?S-41-) 
The Australian figures for the phenotype distribution frequency 
(Simmons ats.a. 1944) for the white population based on tests of 350 




ODE 16.57 CDee 54.00 CddE — 0.00 Oddee 0.86 cae 12.57 ccDee 0.57 ccddE 0.57 coddee 14.86 
From these figures the chromosome distribution frequencies can be 
calculated, as indicated above, with the following results: 
CDe 44.95 ode 37.20 DE 15.24 Ode 1.13 cdE 0.76 oDe 0.71 
Further from these figures the gene frequencies can be obtained by 
siRple addition to give the following values: 
C = 46.08 = 53.91 D = 60.90 d = 39.09 E = 16.00 	, e = 83.99 
The next level of testing is that which involves testing with four 
antisera, that )a to say with anti—c in addition to the three used at 
the previous level. Twelve phenotypes become recognisable at this level 
of testing Which, as related to their respective genotypes are set out in 
the following table. (S."- Nefe. tog) 
The calculation of the chromosome distribution frequencies becomes 
a matter of some complexity, and the actual calculations need not be given 
here. The results obtained for the white Australian population (Simmons 
et al. 1946) based on tests of 225 individuals are as follows: 
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. + +• + 
cdE/edE cdE/cde . 4° ..• -+ 
cDe/6,De 
ale/6de  
. + + - 
Cde/dde + . . 
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CCDE 	0.00 CCDee 	23.56 CCddE 0.00 =dee 	 0.14  CODE 16.44 CoDee 	 31.56 CaddE 0.00 Ccddee 	 0.44 odDE 12.44 CoDee 	 0.00 coddE  0.44 coddee 	14.67 
From these figures the following values for the chromosome distribution 
frequency can be obtained: 
ODE 	0.00 CDe 47.60 ca - 	 0.00 Ode  0.2 aDE 	15.32 odE 0.61 oDe 	 0.100 
ode  35.84 
and the corresponding gene distribution frequency figures are therefore: 
C m 48.12 	51.77 D m 62.52 ci 
- 
37.07 E m 15.93 84.06 
The English figures, at this level of testing, are available and since 
they are based on tests on a much larger number of individuals than the 
corresponding Australian figures, they are cited here by way of comparison. 
. 
Phenotype Race & Sanger (1950) 
, 	Fisher & Race 
(1946) rt11746 1 
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 0.00 Coddee 0.65 caDE 12.19 coDee 2448 coddE 1,29 coddee 14.78 
Byway of further comparison the corresponding figures for the 
Australian aborigiaaal population (gimmons et a].. 1948) may be quoted. 
The phenotype frequency distribution figures are as follows, based on 
tests of 234 individuals. 
CODE 2.99 CODee 47.86 COddE 0.00 CCddee 1,71 CcDE 27.35 CcDee 10.26 CoddE 0.00 Ccddee 0.00 coDE 8,255 =Dee 1.28 coda 0,00 coddee 0.00 
The corresponding chromosome frequency distribution figures for the 
aboriginal population may therefore be calculated to give the following 
values; 
ODE 2.08 OD° 56.42 CdE 0.00 Ode 12.87 cDE 20.09 cdE 0.00 cDe 8.54 ode 0.00 
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and the gene distribution figures are therefore: 
	
. G -yr 71.37 	c 	.28.63 
D 87.13 	d 	..,:- .12.87 E 	.21 22.17 e7.... 77.83 
There is little point in continuing to repeat results obtained at all 
levels of testing. It will be sufficient to note that testing with 
five antisera, that is to de; with anti-e in addition to the four already 
considered, eighteen:phenotypes become distinguishable; the position 
being shown on the following tab1e. 1 ( 	b4re- 1° O.) 
It may perhaps be added that when and if testing with anti-d 
becomes ocartmon it will then, be possible to distinguish 27 phenotypes 
from among the 36 genotype combinations, but until an anti-d serum is 
unequivocally demonstrated testing must be confined to the five available 
antisera. 
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Genotype Frequenoy in population 
..._....„- 	_,.... 	_... 	. 	..._.. 	., 	_ 	,..... 
	
teadticins 	'th mitt- C D E c e 
ODe/CDE 11.8648 + + CDe/CdE .0.9992 . . eDEAde 0.2775 cDeADE 0.0125 opeAdE oeb000 ODE/ode . 	0.1893 
—c-Di7CDE 0.0687 eDE/CdE 0.0000 4 + + + _ CliEtodE 0.0058 CDe/CDE 0.2047 CDpicdE 0.0000 + + + - + ODE /Ode 0.004 CD ODE 0.0006 + + - - 0.0000 . CDIdE ,CdE ode 0.0000 + • + + Ode/pdE 0.0234. CdE/ dE 0.0000 - Ode OdE 0.0000 .... , - . CdE OdE 0.0000 _ + - _ CDe oDe 2.1586 CDe/Cde 32.6808 + + - + + oDq0de 0.0505 CDe/CDe 17:6803 + - ..... + CDe C4: 084' cDE cDe 0+7243 
. cDE/Cde 10.9657 • + + + + 0.0610  6,DE 0 c DE c 1.9906 .. + + + .. oDE/pdE 04,353 edE 	dE 0,0141 - + + - .0 	t: 0 • _ - - + cDe ape 0.0.59 - - 4. eD/de 1.9950 Ode /Ode 0.0097 - - Cde/ de 0 76h2. + - 
ode /ode 15.1020 • • + 
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DEVELO ENTS IN  
Developments in the Rh system since 1944 have taken the form of 
discoveries of further allelamorphs at the three originally identified 
genetic loci and of discoveries of possible new loci within the same 
system.: We will deal first with the new, allelomorphs. 
The first additional allelomorph to be discovered was reported in 
1946 by Callender and Race. The antigen was christened Ow and is best 
known of the additional allelaaorphs within the Rh system. The existence 
of this allele increases the number of possible chromosomes to twelve, 






of these the last three are of extremely low frequency, even CwDe on-17 
has a distribution frequency of 0.0129, so that the gene frequency itself 
is also 0.01299 However, considering the twelve possible chromosomes, the 
number of possible genotypes within the Rh system is raised to 114 but in 
view of the great rarity of most of the additional genotypes it is hardly 
worth while setting out a complete analysis of the position here.' 
Further, but lesser known alleles at the Co locus are 07:, Cu and er. 
The first was reported by Stratton and Renton (1954) and its rarity can be 
gathered from the fact that only four examples were found in tests on 
3,931 unrelated individuals. Both Cu and ev were reported by Race 
et alo (1948). The frequencies of neither antigen are known but since 
one example of each has been found in tests on 2844nAividuals $ it may be 
that they are not quite so rare as d4. 
A further allele, Dal at the D locus was reported by Stratton in 
1946 It appears that Du exists in several varieties, although more 
recent work seams to indicate that the so-called "high grade ENV is not 
in fact due to the antigen Du but rather to a position effect exerted by 
the chromosome Ode on the normal D antigen when the D gene is carried by 
the opposite chromosome. 
Recent work indicates that there may be further alleles at the D 
locus but insufficient information is available at the moment to make it 
worth while to discuss this matter further here. 
A further allele at the E locus, VI was reported by Greenwalt and 
Sanger in 1955.3 It appears to be a rare antigen only one example having 
been found so far. Another allele, 	was described by Ceppolini 21622A 
(1950) 'whilst a possible ex was described by Gilbey (1950). Again in-
sufficient information is available to make it profitable to discuss the 
alleles further at this stage. 
That appears to complete the list of allelomorphs existing at the 
CDE loci but yet further development in the Rh system has concerned the 
identification of additional loci. The first of these was reported by 
Rosenfield 21...a. (1953). 1 The antigen which was recognised by the 
antibody which had been discovered was christened (f). On the 
assumption that absence of (0 indicated the presence of an allelomorply 
the absence of (f) was indicated by F$ although no anti-F has yet been 
411— 
found. 
A fifth locum of the Rh system was suggested torDeNatale et al. (1955) 
to account for a further antigen first reported by them. The exact statum 
of this antigen is still in doubt and it has been provisioroly christened 
V. It is possible however that V is an allele of (f). A further 
possibility is that V is the same as the recently reported G (Allen 1957). 
Race and Sanger point out that taking into account all the known 
alleles of the Rh system there are theoretically 288 different chromosome 
combinations giving rise to about 42 1 000 different rth genotypes. In 
actual practice, howeve; the position is not quite so complex for, taking 
the European figures, 98% of all European chromosomes fall within one or 









whilst the first three chromosomes of the above list account for 91% of 
all European genotypes. 
A final complication of the Rh system which calls for a brief mention 
is the discovery of the existence of "deletion chromosomes". These are 
chromosomes in which there is an apparent lack of any gene at one or more 
of the genetic loci. The first of these to be reported (Race et al. 1950) 
was described as 	the blood of persons concerakd showing a total lack 
of all e and E allelomorphs. More recently tuo other examples displaying 
this phenomena have been reported. The first of these (Wiener et al,. 1952) 
-13.2- 
is described, in the Fisher-Race nomenclature s as cD.; the second 
(Gunson and Donohue 1958) is described as OwD-. As yet the "deletion!' 
explanation appears only to be tentative, but it is mentioned here since 
the name phenomenon is also encountered in other blood group systems, and 
in connection with some of these alternative explanations have, in some 
cases been offered which may well apply alp in the case of the Rh system. 
These will be more fully discussed later. 
One final matter to which reference may be made is the plw.:emanahof 
crossing-over. This is a matter to which we referred in the Introduction 
and in Fisher's theory we see the possibility that crossing-over has in 
fact taken place. Fisher was concerned to account for the very low 
frequency of some of the chromosome combinations and he has suggested that 
the genes of the Rh system are not absolutely linked so that crosskovers 
can occasionally occur; the rare gene combinations resulting from cross-overs 
from the commoner. He has further suggested that the actual order of genes 
on the chromosome is not ODE but rather DOE. 
Thus taking the three commonest European chromosomes CDe s cde and OE 
Fisher has shown that the less common combinations cDe, cdE and ODE can 
be explained as resulting from cross-overs between the three common 
combinations as follows* 
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Since crossing-over in such a way as to separate the three loci of the 
Rh system would be a fairly rare event the rarity of some of the gene 
combinations would be explained. The same explanation would also .account 
for the extremely.rare chromosome CdE. This could not result from a 
crossing between the three common chromosomes but only as the result of a 
further crossing involving one of the second order chromosomes such as 
a cross between CDR and dee. Since the second order chromosome itself 
is rare a further crossing involving such a , chromosome would be rare 
indeed and would explain the extremely low frequency of Ca. 
AnnatrBocr,3 01? THE RH SYSTM 
rollouing R42,00 and *Samar up will diC014913 the inbatitanco of the 
vidual antigono Wore dincusning the inheritance of the cyntan ac 
a ub.olo.. 
Toheritance 	That 33 in inhorited an a Nendolian dominant character- 
laic in ostablished by the family data which in tams of the fundmontal 
phenotypos Rh+ and EU- is an follows: 
111111 11 
cHiLs ek- N 
1111101KM1111.111 . -lfli 
11111137MNIMIIIIIMMIIIIIIMINIMIMPOMEMINIMETPUr: Mallirem:!;.#11 
Rh+ z Bh+, 42.93 151 145.5" 32.5 
Rh+ x Pk- 15.636 37 34.5 
 
33.5 
- 	... 	,... 0 0 0 
INIIEMININNIMriall11111111111MitZlill 6_,* r e 0 linill. 0 
S. 00 7•Cg- 4tx•t6ist , (Aft ev 
Thin chow a roanonably good fit and the result in tmpported by tho 
published reunite of 57 rh- x Rh- matingo pxyducizz 331 offspring only 
one of which wan Rh- (and thin wan shown to be amtra marital by the 121 
eraii? ) • ( Watt 	r a ...7e." eys.--F) 
Xnheritmce 92 E gp&o: The inheritanco of E and o an Nandelion allelon 
in ohoun by the umal Emily data ixtfornation which io tailgated below; 
Notaries 
Ohildraft Be oct 
_1322.9 110- ob. .a.,i obs gxn. ob. aNDA 	, BE x BE 0 1
 1 I= x Eo 12.00 
. 
rea x eo ..... .... 




8 1  • 
so 1 10.25 Bo x es MOM 193050 
00 X 00 ••••1* 557000 
5 ,501ACK: RttLR Cci4d4 34u7te- @CO 
These results show a vary satisfactory fit and they are supported by 
the published results of 592 ee z ee matings 1,031 children of which 
only three were E positive and of these two were shown to be extra marital, 
one by the ABO system and one by the MN system.' 
1&...e.a...e_ca,LCa: Once again we see that the inheritance fo4ows 
the normal pattern of the Rh systems the family data being as follows: 
C4I AG. V R E E IN 
Fiatings CC --RP °bp. 	1 	ex9. cc obs Tyne 	No. 'Ohs. CC x,CC 42 84 84,00 
g 
..... ..... 
Cc x Cc 189 185 193.00 193.00  
CC x cc 	240 -- -- 450,00 (1) -- Cc x Cc 241 119 123.75 247.50 116 123.75 Co x cc 	451 -- -- 409.00 386 409,00 
cc x co 204 ..... ha 400.00 1ata___1367_ 388 400.75 1342 11299.00 903 932.75 
500'rce Race. amok S ctiti 	OW0%) 
Inheritance of the Rh system; The same principles govern the inheritance 
of a chromosome with its gene complement as govern the inheritance of a 
single genes assuming, of courses that no crossing-over occurs: indeed as 
we saw when discussing the fundamental prineiples of genetics it is actually 
the chromosomes which segregate rather than the individual genes. Thus no 
child can possess a genetic combination of genes which is not carried by 
either of its parents. Thus instead of speaking of the inheritance of C 
or D or E one speaks of the inheritance of CDes ode or oDE. If we there-
fore consider a mating of the type CDe/cde x CDE/Ole it can be seen that 
the issue must be one of the following genotypes: 
ODe/eDE CDe/cDe cde/CDE cde/cDe 
A full analysis of all possible genotype matings and their 
offspring with relevant frequencies is 'a rather complex matter much 
depending upon the level at -which the testing is undertaken and the 
number, therefore, of recognisable phenotypes.. Little would be achieved 
.by attempting such an analysis at this stage, but a partial analysis will 
be attempted when the problems of paternity are discussed at a later stage. 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE Rh ANTIGENS  
As is the case with most antigens the Rh antigens appear to be well 
developed before birth. Bornstein and Israel (1942) found D to be 
present in a number of foetuses the youngest of which was only 17 ems, ' 
which, assuming this measurement to be the crown•rump length, would mean 
that the foetus was approximately four months old. (If the measurement 
was the crown-heel length the age would be approximately three months.) 
Mollison and Outbush (1949) have found CI c and D well developed 
as early as fourteen weeks, whilst Chown (1955) appears to hold the 
record with the detection of Rh antigens in a foetus of six weeks. 
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BLOOD GROUP SYSTE24 
The existence of an antibody defining the Lutheran system was first 
reported by Callender at al,. (1945). The independence of the system 
from the ABO, 1414, P and Rh systems was demonstrated by Callender and 
Race (1946). 
The gene responsible for the antigen that waastimulating the 
antibody was denoted by Lua (original.4L); the antibody was therefore 
denoted by anti-lua and the phonotypes that it was capable of distinguishing, 
were denoted by Lu(a+) and Lu(a-). 
The existence of a gene allelic to Ile was postulated, but until the 
discovery of the anti-body anti-LP ten years later (Cutbush and Ohanarin 
1956) it could only be recognised by the absence of LU a. 
The existence of two allelic genes underlying the Lutheran system 
means that three genotypes are possible, but until anti-UP becomes more 
widely available it is only possible, using anti-Le, to distinguish between 
two phenotypes which are related to the three possible genotypes as follows: 




Lublitib • • • • • • • LU(a-) 
The distribution frequency for the two phenotypes shows the usual racial 
variation. The Australian figures (Simons at a).. 1953) for the white 
population, based on tests upon 100 tnAividuals are as follows: 
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La(ai 4,4 0000000 two. 93% 
The corresponding figures for the aboriginal population, based on tests 
on 178 individuals (Sanger et al. 1951) are as follows: 
100% 
0% 
The figures for the British Isles, based on 2,539 tests maybe quoted 
by way of comparison. They are as follows: 
InvestieaVon P. 	at:0 
.t“.ta.... .'. 
L _ re L MN 
Callender 21.11.(1946) 
Mainwaring et al.(1948 




















From the phenotype frequency distribution figures the gene frequencies can 
be calculated as follows: 
up 	/Wa- 
wa 1 - ,04Da(a- 
Using the Australian figures, therefore, the gene frequency distribution 
figures will be - 
..........0.9644 
Le 	***** 0.0356 
From these results the genotype frequencies can be calculated in the usual 














No population figures are yet available in which tests with both antiLua 
and anti-103 have been carried out so that no check is available on the 
calculated genotype frequencies. However one test (Outbush and Chanarin 
1956) on a random sample of 532 persons with anti-Ld revealed that they 
were all positive which is at least consistent with the calculated rarity 
of Le. 
Although the work of Mainwaring and Pickles (1948) indicated that 
using anti-Let it was 'possible to distinguish between strongly and weakly 
reacting Lu(a•) cells the suggested possibility that there exist sub-groups 
within the Lutheran system analogous to the Al and A2 groups in the ABO 
system is negatived by the more recent work of Race and Sanger (1958) who 
showed that the variability in the strength of the Le antigen follows a 
normal distribution curve and does not, therefore, reflect the existence 
of additional eilleles, althaigh the strength of the antigen may, at least 
partial34,11 be genetically determined. 
La(a ) La(a-) 
obs. exp. obs. exo4 10 9.212 2 2.8% 64 60.17 54 57.83 0 0.00 859 859.00 
Type 







Mainwaring & Pickles 
Lawler (1950) 










INHERITANCE OF THE LUTHERAN SYSTEM  
It was established by Callender and Race (1946) that Le was inherited 
as a Mendelian. dominant. This is clearly borne out by the family data 
available. If we consider the system as defined by anti-Le there are 
three different mating types to be considered. These, with their possible 
offspring are Shown in the following table: 
mdamo 40,Ort.11 !St 









La a+) x Lu a+ 
La a+) x Lu(a-) 
Lu a.,.) x Lu(a-) 
The published data is summarised in the following table: 
This shows a satisfactory fit. 
If anti-Lab is used then there are six matings to be considered and 
these with their possible offspring are shown in the following table. 
Since there are no published family studies involving testing with anti-Lub 
there is no check on the calculated frequencies. 
Matinga ldren 
_tat Rreauenc  I Lua1 L 
LuaLu!1 x Lualte 0.0000 000000 Me OM ve• 	WA 
/411aina z liaaLab 0.0002 0.0001 0 90001 - - 
Lualab = LaaLub 0.0056 0.0014 0.0028 0.0014 
LuaLIP x LIPLub 0.0028 - ... 00028 .. ea 
LIPLIP x LAub 0.1385 - - 0;06925 0.06925 
L1PLub 2: LAP 0.8529 ...,... -- 0.8529 
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DsvELOPMENT OF THE LUTHERAN ANTIGEN'S  
Race and Sanger (1958) found that the Le antigen was well developed 
in a Weave weeks old foetus and demonstrated that this could not have 
been due to placental transfusion since_ the foetus was La(a-) whilst the 
mother was,Lu(a+).. There appears, to be no published information on the 
development of the LUb antigen. 
guia 
The Lutheran system is the first oR the blood group systems to reveal 
evidence of 'linkage; Mohr (1951) published results which were strong 
evidence of linkage between the Lutheran and Lewis systems, this being 
the first reported example of autosomal linkage in man. Although the 
existence of linkage is also supported by the work of Race and Sanger 
(1958) the latter suggest that the linkage is not between the Lutheran 
and Lewis genes, but between the Lutheran genes and the secretor genes 
associated with the Lewis system." 
This matter will be more fully discussed wheh the Lewis system is 
considered. 
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THE KELL BLOOD =UP SYSTEK 
The Kell blood group system was first discovered by Coombs 21_21.(1946) 
as an immediate result of the introduction of the Coombs anti-Inman 
globulin test which demonstrated a "new" incomplete antibody. The antigen 
which was recognised by the antibody was called It, the antibody itself being 
named anti-K.' A second example of this antibody was found by Wiener and 
Sonn-Gordon (1947) which because it was not immediately identified as 
anti-K was called Si. 
The antibody corresponding to the expected allele of Kt antik was 
first reported by Levine 21100 (1949) but again, since its relationship 
to the Kell system was not immediately appreciated ) it was originally 
named anti-Cellano. 
Considering the system as defined by anti-K, two phenotypes can 
be recognised It+ and 	The existence of the allele k, however, means 
that there must be three genotypes whichwill be related to the two 
distinguishable phenotypes as follow; 
	
g2D21:XPIL 	Phenotype  
kk  K- 
Kk) 	 KK) 
The Australian figures for the distribution frequency of the two 
phenotypes (Simmons et a].. 1953) based on tests an 100 individuals 
from the white population are as follows: 
K+ 	 
K- 	 91% 
There appear to be no published figures for the aboriginal population, 
but the results obtained on related races suggest that tests would reveal 
a complete absence of K. 
The corresponding English figures which may be quoted by way of 
comparison are as follows: 
Investigation No. tested 
K1. &- No. % No % 
Dunsford (1949) Sanger al_al.(1949) Bertinshaw et 4.(1950) 




525 380 442 
92.74 89.83 93.05 
1464 117 8.00 1.347 92.00 
Using the Australian figures, quoted above, the gene frequencies can be 










From these figures the genotype frequencies can be Obtained as follows: 
KK = (0.0461)2 = 0.0021 
Kk = 2(0.0461 x 0.9539) .= 0.0879 
kk = (00539)2 0.9100 
Since no tests have been made in Australia using both anit-K and anti-k 
no check is available for these figures, but a check is available in the 
case of the English figures. Thus the results obtained by Ikin et al. 
(1952) using both antiK and anti-4c may be compared with the calculated 
frequencies obtained by Race and Sanger (1958) from tests on 1,108 persons 
using only anti-K: the results of Ikin at sa. were obtained from tests 
on 1,166 persons: 
Gez_ataa. 	11cm 	/lap_Ltak augaz 
KK 	049 0.0021. 
Kk 	94763 04872 
kk 	0.9228 	0.19107 
It may be added that using both anti4 and anti-k the results may be 
tabulated in a slightly different form, namely 
K+k-. 
Pk+ K-k+ 
Considered in this .form it can be seen that there is theoretically ., 
	
the possibility of yet a further genotype, namely, 	Inlact such 
6 genotype has been reported Mown pt alp 1957) but it is obviously 
extremely rare for although the tests of Levine fatsjo and those of 
Levis 2 -1.11. would have detected such a genotype no example was in fact 
found although their combined work involved tests on 5,372 individuals. 
The-Kia- genotype has not yet been explained. It comes withir the 
same general category- as. the "deletion" chromosomes of the Rh system, 
but the current explanation of the K-k- type appears tobe the suggestion 
that there may exist A third rare allele at tho Kell locus whose antibody 
has yet to be discovered. 
FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS IN THE KELL BLOOD GROUP SYSTEM 
The discovery that the Zell system, like most of the others t was more 
complex than it at first appeared was made by Allen (1956) who reported 
the existence of two new antibodies which have been christened anti4pa 
and anti4Kpb and have even suggested the possibility of a third antibody 
Allen's original suggestion as to the relationship of these 
antibodies to the Kell system was that Ka  anti KIP are related to K and k 
in the same way in which E and e are related to 0 and c in the Rh system. 
Race and Sanger (1958), however, put forward the possibility that Kp a is 
an allele of K and k: whilst anti4pb is really anti-Ek. At the moment 
it appears not possible to say very much more regarding these new anti-
bodies. So far as their frequency goes it maybe added that anti-Kpa 
sensitised the cells of 51 out of 2,363 individuals Whilst Kpb sensitised 
the cells of all but one of 2,363 individuals, 
It may finally be added that a further complication. results from 
the fact that the individual who was found to be K-1'...! was also found to 
be Kp(a-b-). The antibody carried by this individual is of as yet,' 
. unknown specificity. 
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INHERITANCE OF THE KRT.T, SYSTEM 
It was soon established that the K gene is inherited as a Mendelian 
dominnnt characteristic. This is established by the usual fowily data 
test. Considering the Kell system as defined by anti-K it can easily be 
seen that there are three different mating types to be considered. These 
with their offspring are tabulated below: 
Matins Children  
Ty e Freauencv K+ K- K+ x K+ 0.0080 0,7625 0:2375 K+ x K- 0.1626 0.5117 0.4883 K-x K- 0.8294 i..0000 
The published family data, which is set out below, shows a good fit 
with the calculated frequencies. 
- 
COIL, feE141 





12.20 91.59 0.00 
5 
91 827 923 
3.86 
87,41 827.00 460 1102 97 
The theory is also confirmed by the evidence of the results of K- x K-
matings. Race and Sanger (1958) report the results of tests on K. x K-
matings producing 1,262 children all of which were 
The position where anti-k is used as well as anti.Z becomes, as usual, 
slightly more complex. The calculated frequencies are tabulated below, 
but there are no published results with which to compare them. 
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M AA  
>4 )4  N
  1.4 t .4
 5.4 
OiraW
f4 :4  
0.0000 0.0000 — — 
0.0004 0.0002 0.0002 — 
0.0076 0.0019 0.0038 0.0019 
0.0038 — 0.0038 — 
0.1588 — 0.0794 00794 
0.8294 — saw* 0:8294 
------------- 
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DEVELO • Ix OF THE KELL. ANTIGENS  
The Kell antigens ) both K and 14 are well developed at birth. Race and 
Sanger (1950 observe that since antiZ is a potent cause of haemolytic 
disease the antigens are presumably well developed early in uterine life, 
but there appear to be no published observations on the point as yet, 
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THE KIDD BLOOD GROUP SYSTEM 
The Kidd blood group system was discovered by Allen et al.(1951) when 
they found a "new" antibody in the serum of a woman suffering from 
haemolytic disease of the newborn (erythrobaastosis foetalis). The 
antigen responsible was christened jk a and the antibody) therefore, 
anti-Jkas The antibody corresponding to the expected allele JO was 
first identified in 1953 by Plant 2,1A10 ' 
With too allelic genes three genotypes are possible, but testing 
with anti-Jka alone only tmo phenotypes are distinguishable which are 
related to their genotypes as follows: 
jkajka ) 
jkajkb 	 Jk(a-) 
Jk.:b4Tkb jk(a-) 
We have been able to find no published figures relating to the 
frequency distribution of the phenotypes in Australia, but the English 
figures which rarely, in other cases, differ very much from the Australian 
figures relating to the white population are as follows: 











The gene frequency figures can be obtained from these results in the 
usual way. The figures we propose to quote, however, are those calculated 
by Race and Sanger (1958) based on tests on 4 1 275 Caucasians. The results 
were as follows; 
Jkb = V0.2360 	= 0.4858 
Jka •= 1 - C/5.2.73r0 0.5142 














These calculated results are borne out by the result of testing with 
both anti-J0 and anti-Jib. The results of such tests, quoted from 
Race and Sanger, are as follows; 
J++b+k a 
)..  .b+) 	0  2218 
It may be added that no example of Jk(a-b-) has yet been foupd. 
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TANCE OF THE KID]) SYSTEM 
That Je follows the normal pattern of inheritance as a Mendelian 
dominnnt Was established by RaceliA10(1951). This is clearly supported 
by the famtly data. Taking the Kidd system as defined by anti-Jka it can 
be seen that there are three mating types to be considered. These with 
their offspring are tabulated below; 
Ittinga_  
tt_ .: A. ' , faillill1101111MIS Jk a+ x jk a+ 0.5837 0.8931 0.1069 Jk at x Jk a- 0.3606 0.6730 0.3270 3k a-. , x Jk a- 0.0557 0.0000 1,0000 
These calculated frequencies may be compared with the observed results 
which are as follows: 
Matinas ......-- _ jk4rdreu____517673___ TAO, Type obs. exp.' obs. _2xi. 




152 78 25 
13 4 51 (1) 
13504 51.94 0.00 
°IM
 
16.96 26.06 25.00 
117_ _111101 235 186 186.98 E 68.02 
500/"ce: Rmc4L 	Fft..4.7(r- (evS-P) Where the testing is done with both anti4ka and anti.,Jkb there will be 
six mating types to be considered and these with their offspring are 
tabulated below: 
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Tyne  Freauenqy JkoJk Jk Jk Jleatic41 JkaJle 
Aztata x metricb 
jkatikb x jkajkb 
jkajka x jkbb 






















There appears to be only one published series of figures with which the 
above series of calculated results may be compared. These arc the 
figures quoted bg-Race and Sanger (1958) which are as follows: 








JielJk%ffelkb 16 17.7 39 19.50 19.50 0.00 
JOJAJkatTkb 21 16.7 54 13.50 27.00 13.50 
JeleaxJkbJ01° 9 8.4 16 0.00 16.00 0.00 
JOJkbxJkbJ b 14 15.8 26 0.00 13.00 13.00 
_abjkbx303J0 4 7 0.00 0.00 7.00 Total 67 67.2 148 35 39.00 88 75.50 25 33.00 
It will be noted that there is a good fit save with regard to the 
distribution of the offspring of the JOIJO x JOJkb mating. It should 
be emphasised, however that the sample is rather small -with further 
testing on larger numbers it is probable that a more normal distribution 
will be found. 
-13 6- 
THE 	 0 TO KTD1) ANTIGENS 
Race and Sanger (1953) report that Jka was found to be well developed 
in a seventeen week old foetus. There are apparently no published 
observations on the developraent of jkb in foetal bloods, but antigena 
appealt to be well developed in cord blood. 
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THE DUFFY BLOOD GROUP SYSTEM  
The existence of the Duffy blood gratko system was first reported by 
Cutbudh et_ak.(1950). The antigen responsible for the antibody that 
was then discovered was christened Fy4, the antibody, therefore, being 
antij?. The expected allelomorPh Fyb was identified in 1951 by Ikin 
et al, with the discovery of anti-F?. 
Uith two alleles we have as usual three possible genotypes, whilst 
on testing with anti4e alone two phenotypes are distinguishable which 




FybFyb 00000 ceam Fy(a-) 
The Australian figures for the frequency distribution of the two 
recognisable phenotypes (Summons at al. 1953) based on tests of 100 
individuals are as follows; 
ry(a+) 	 76% 
Fy(a-) 	 30% 
The corresponding English figures, based on tests of 2201 individuals 
show a similar distribution, They are talraated below: 
TzvestiaPAM Blq, 
F74a+) 
No. % No. 
Py(i 
35.12 
34.51 32.92 35.20 
34.48 
Outbudh &Mailman (1950) Race aLa.(1951) 
Race & Sanger (1952) 
Race Ed _a..(1953) Thin et al, 
205 
255 
325 250 1166 
2rgam g_m_jdihhfap.zL2.523hsh5__ 
133 
167 218 162 764 
64.88 
65.49 67.08 64.80 65.52 
L'■ _Is. 
Using the Auntrallan-figures the gene frequencies may be calculated in 
the usual way; 
Fyb 	)8.36154.6 	0.5476 
Fya = 1 -/07-3006 	0.4524 
















Such limited testing as has been done using both anti-Ft and anti-Fib 
confirms these calculated distribution frequencies: 
Genotype $212 
gy(a+b-) 31 25.9 
gy(a+b+) 70 73.3 
Py(a-b*) 50 51.8 
As we have seen in the ease of other groups, however, there is a fourth 
genotype possible under these circumstances, namely anPy(a-b-) genotype 
and Sanger et al.(1955) found that this genotype was encountered in the 
majority of negroos. This has been explained by the hypothesis that 
there exists a third allele designatedry for which no antibody has'yet 
been discovered. This hypothesis receives support from the tests made 
on New York negroes by Sanger et al.(1955) the results of which are 
tabulated below 
-l39- 
Phenotype Genotype el's. 





gYiellei) 2 1.6 
F(s.,-471. ) 27.0 
FY(a-b--) 85 85.0 
From these figures the gene frequencies among New York negroes can be 
calculated to be: 
Fya 	 0.0534 
Pyb 	 0.1220 
P7 	 0.3246 
It may be added that Race and Sanger (1958) report that the frequency 
of the phenotype Fy(a-b-) is even higher among West African negroes than 
among those of New York. No example of Fy(a-b-) has yet been found in 
European blood. 
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IHIERITAHOE OF THE DUFFY BLOOD GROUP SYSTEM 
It wms early established that Fya  is inherited as a Nendelian daalnant 
characteristic. This can be established in the usual way by reference 
to famil:y data studies. Taking the system as defined by anti-Fe there 
are the usual three mating types to be considered, and these with their 
expected offspring are tabulated below; 
CI, dren 
COMIMEnt, _ Fresuen ■ 
Fy(a+) x Fy(a+) 0,4317 0.8636 0.1364 . 
Ey(a+) x Fy(a-) 0.4507 0.6307 0.3693 . 
Fy(a-) x Fy(a-) 0.1176 0.0000 1.0000 
The results obtained from a stud7 of 391 English families with 864 
children which may be coapared with the above calculated results are 
tabulated below: 
c 	: CO" bus h rie ths on c ro 
ga(e, Holt' "The..qt.r..t ( 471-0 
gace. 	S 	(ri, s-a) 




Tyr e obs e, obs. exp. 'b. Lexp  
	
Fy a 	Fy(a+) 





















The fit can be seen to be very good. It will be noted that all the 122 
children from the 54 Pr(a-) acFy(a-) matings wore Fy(a-) whilst in 
addition it may be noted that Race and Sanger (1958) refer to further 
tests by Ceppellini of 129 families with 434 children in which again all 
the issue of Fy(a-) z Fy(a-) matings were 
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The situation:them.° both anti-e and. antiZyb are used for testing is 
shown below. There aro, however, no published results, as yet, of such 
tests and there are no observed results which can be compared with the 
calculated frequencies. 
XatjaW ................ 'hilla16. , . 
' pa Fre, -  
FyaFya x FygFe 0.0295 0.0295 ... 
pep? x Fyapyb 0.1167 0.03335 0.00335 —. 
FraFyb x FyaFyb 0.2355 0.058875 0.11775 0.058875 
FY2'F'Ya x rYbilb 0.1178 0.1178 ... 
P,F? x FylV 0.3329 .. 046646 0.16645 
FrhEyb x Fybryb 0.1176 — 0.1176 
If the assumption is made that there is a third allele among negroes then 
clearly the above analysis of inheritance will not app4 in populations in 
which such a third allele is found. With a third allele the number of 
genotypes is raised to six among which four phenotypes can be distinguished 
by means of anti- Fya and anti..Yib. This means that there will be ten . 
phenotypically distinct mating types, with twenty-one genotypically distinct 
mating types. There is little point in setting out a full nnnlysis of all 
these various matings at this stage. The point will be more fully 
considered When problems of disputed paternity ara discussed. 
alb DEVELOPMENT ut THE DWI  ANTIGENS 
Cutbush and Malison (1950) found e to be well developed. in a 17 
week old foetus, but there appear to be DA published observations on 
the development of FA nor of course for the still hypothetical Fy. 
THE SECRETOR SYSTEM  
Before discussing the Lewis blood group system, the last of the major 
blood group systems that we have to consider, it will be of assistance 
if we briefly glance at the secretor system, for the two are closely 
related. (Grubb0.90). 
The presence of ABO antigens in tissues other than the red cells 
has been known for some years, in particular their presence in saliva 
was first noted byYamakami in 1926. In 1930 Lahrs and Fatkonen 
discovered that the presence of the antigens in other body fluids and 
organs was not universal but was limited to persons, known as usecretors", 
secretion being a genetically determined phenomenon.unrelated to the other 
ABO genes, and in 1932 the ability to secrete was shown by Schiff and 
Sasaki to be inherited as a Mendelian domirArt. The gene responsible for 
secretion is designated Se, its allele being se. 
Further work by Friedenreich and Hartmann suggests that there are 
two forms of the ABO antigens; 
a) a water soluble form which is not present in red cells 
but is found , in the body fluids and organs of "secretors" 
b) an alcohol soluble form which is present in both red cells 
and other tissues but which is irlAffected by the secretor 
genes. 
It will be recalled that the XX and Yy genes of the ABO system 
which act as trhibiting genes are also related to the secretion system. 
The following diagraml from Race and Sanger (1957) shows the way in which 
these various genes may be inter-related. 
There seem to be few published figures relating to the frequency 
distribution of the secretor genes. Using the figures quoted by 
Race and Sanger (1950 the gene frequency figures for England are: 
se = 0 .4923 
Se = 0.5077 
Two such allelemorphs give rise to three genotypes and the genotype 
frequencies will therefore be: 
ScSa = (0.5077)2 = 0.2577 
See = 2(0.5077 x 0.14923) = 0.14999 
sese = (0.4923)2 0.2424 
A 	 13 
cwt. ( ekis 144 
Scaiv 0. 4"1/44 	et Us 
-145.0 
INHERITANCE OF THE SECRETION USTEM  
The fact that Se is inherited as a, Mendelian domlnAnt can be established 
in the normal way by consideration of the fmnily data. Two recognisable 
phenotypes give rise to three distinct mating types which, with the 
expected issue are tabulated below, using the symbols 3+ to indicate 
a secretor and S- a non-secretor. 
Matipgs Children Tvne Prequeucv 3+ 3.. 3+ i'al.. 0.3740 04911 0.1089 S+ x S- (4)672 044699 • 00301 8,4 x S- 0.0588 o.b000 1.0000 
If the observed results obtained., by Race 21-01.(1949) and Andresen 
(1952) be added to those collected by Wiener (1943) the combined results 
may be tabulated as follows.' It may be added that the results obtained 
by Moharram (1943) and Chown and Lewis (1955) have been omitted on the 
ground that they involve tests on non-European populations and reflect 
racial variations in frequency distribution Thus that of Chown and - 
Lewis, obtained from tests on the Blood Indians reveal a total absence 
of non-secretors.' 
• ifatinia obs. 
C f4 (4.  
elm: Total 
3+' _ Tme obs. exr obs. e. 
S+ x S+ 
s+ x 3- , S- x S- tr. 














Total 377 937  691 246 
-3.46— 
With two aLlelomorphs there are of c ourse six genotypically distinct 
matings, and these with their offspring are tabulated below. There 
are, however, no published results 'with which the calculated frequencies 
can be compared: 
Matl.nzs Children 
Type Fre 	ncv SeSe Soso sese 
SeSe x SeSe 
SeSe x Sese 
Sese x Sese 
SeSe x sese 
See x sese 
sese x sese 
0.0664 





















THE DEVEIDPMENT OF THE SEUktralaq SYSTE4 
Wiener and Belaa (1943) testing for groups other than group 0 found 
that the ability to secrete the ABH substances is well established at 
the time of birth, whilst Formaggio (1951) found that the saliva of the 
new-born neutralised "anti-0 serum" to the same extant as saliva of 
group. 0 adults ! .. 
THE LEWIS BLOOD GROUP SxSTEK 
The Lewis system was discovered by Mcurant (1946) when he reported 
the existence of a new antibody which appeared to be independent of 
the other luaolm systems.' The antigen responsible for the production 
of the antibody was christened Lea and the antibody therefore anti-Lea." 
The expected allele was identified in 3.948 when Andresen reported the 
existence of anti.Leb. 
With two alleles the system, as defined by anti4da can be set 
out in. the usual form. The only modification necessary being that as 
Andresen showed (1948) Lea was probably recessive and not dominant. 
Thus the system may be set out as follows: 
Leo. 
 
	 Le (a+) 
 
Lealeb ) 
iebteb 	O ** * 
The frequency distribution of these phenotypes shows the usual racial 
variation. The Australian figures (Simmons et al. 1950 - 1) are as 
follows: 
	 72.64%  27.36% 
The English figures, by way of comparison are as follows: 
Investigation Total 
L9(a+) Le(a,.) . obs.; exi., ob. exo  
Mourant (1946) Grubb 7 Morgan (1949) Bertinshaw (1950) Race gtja: (1949) 	- 
96 212 475 571 
25.00 22.17 23.132 22.17 
72 166 369 444 
75.00 
77.83 77.68 77:83 
Total 1354 304 22.46 1050 77.54 
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From the Australian figures the gene and genotype frequencies may be 
calculated in the usual way: 
• Lee' = 10.2736 = 0.5230 
Le = 1 - 4145.27g = 0.4770 
The corresponding genotype frequencies will therefore be 
LeaLea = (0.5230)2  = 0.736 
• LeaLeb = 2(065320 x 0.4770) = 064989 iobLeb . (0.4770)2 0:2275 
Consideration of the observed results of tests using both anti-Lea and 
anti-Le gave rise to the first suggestion that the .Lewis system did not 
follow the pattern of the earlier systems. In the first place Andresen 
found that his anti-Leb gave positive reactions onIy in the case of blood 
of groups 0 and A21 a result which was confirmed tvRace and Sanger (1950) 
and Hubinont (1949): In the second place the results obtained were not 
quite those which might have been expected. Min pt ad., (1952) in tests 
on 1166 individuals found the following distribution of phenotypes: 
La Le amb+ 
Le a-bi 
490•44 414, 4 
46444044o 




Further it must be added that although the fourth phenotype Da(a+b+) 
was not found in the British Isles it Was found among Australian whites t 
(Simmons & Jakobowicz 1951) their figures for the distribution of 
phenotypes being as follows: 
-1507, 
Llaftb..) 	 26.14o% ' le ab+) 	 69.0% Le(ab-) 	 Le(a+b+) 	 . 0.'20% . 
Writing in 1950 Race and Sanger stated that the results then, obtained 
required at least three alleles to explain them. More recent work, 
however, has made it clear that the real solution lies in a totally 
different direction. 
Three observations in particular have radically altered the 
conception of the WAS system. The first was the discovery of Grubb 
(1948) that the Lewis system was related to the ABH secretion system 
when he observed that without any known exception persons whose cells 
are La(a-) are also salivary non-secretors of ABH substances. 
The second observation was that of Brendemoen (1949) who found that 
Q12,persons who were Le(a.) secreted tea in their saliva whilst most 
Le(a-) persons secreted Lea but the reactions, in the latter case, with 
anti-Lea were much weaker than in the former. He also observed that 
persons who are Le(a+) contain Lea in their serum whilst persons who are 
La(a-) do not.1 
Fina14 we must refer to the work of Sneath and Sneath (1955) who 
found that red cells which lack either Lea or Lob  will adsorb these 
antigens if suspended in plasma containing such antigens thus changing 
the grouping of the cells. It thus appears that the red cell antigens 
of the Lewis system are not under direct gentic control; they are acquired 
by the red cells from antigens in the plasma. 
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The current conception of the Lewis system, as seen in the light of 
the more recent works is to quote Grubb: that 
"le systeme de groupe . Lewis T.:test pas principalement un 
systeme de groupe sanguins mais un systeme serologique 
de mucoides hydrosolutaes.n 
Grubb has proposed a theory under which the presence of the Lea 
antigen in the saliva is governed by a gene Lwhich is dominant to 
its allele W.' He was also able to show that L and 1 were distinct 
from the ABH secretor genes, although there is clear1y some relationship 
between the two secretion systems since ABH non-secretors secrete more 
Lea than do ABH secretors. 
What hace and Sanger (1958) insist is only an aide amoire never-
theless provides a very convenient way of thinking about the Lewis system.' 
They envisage a limited amount of substrate which can be made into ABH 
or Lea substances. The demands of the ABO genes are satisfied first and 
therefore in ABH secretors there is little substrate available for the L 
gene to turn into Lea substance. A little of the latter reaches the 
saliva but insufficient reaches the plasma for the red cells to adsorb 
it and give a positive reaction to anti-Lea. In the case of ABH non-
secretors, however, there is sufficient substrate for the L gem to produce 
enough Lea substance to enable the red cells to adsorb sufficient Lea to 
give a positive reaction with anti-Lea. 
The position of Lob in this scheme of things is uncertain. Ceppellini 
regards Lob as merely a product of Se and L. Race and Sanger (1958) state 
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that We try to think of Leb as little as possibleas and we may- follow 
their excellent awmple, for In the present state of knowledge relating 
to the Lewis systen there is little that can be usefuL17 =Where 
It remOns to give the variOus frequencies relating to the gene I; 
as required by Grubb' S theory of the Lewis system, There are feu published 
figures available. Those given.17 Grubb based on tests on 1000 Swedish 
persons are as follOws; 
a Le present in saliva * 90.2% 
Le absent from saliva - 9•e% 
The corresponding gene frequencies are therefore; 
L ** ** 	04:6870 
1. 	 0,J130 
The genotype frequencies mould therefore be: 
LL (o,t8702 	. 04721 . 
Li *, 	2(0.6870 x 0,3130) 	. 0,4300 
11 - 	(0.3130)2 0,0979 
••153-- 
igammag_THE LEWIS =Mr 
Recent work has rendered the earlier inheritance studies obsolete 
but it is perhaps worth voting at least one of the earlier analyses 
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1025 241 784 
The result is an apparently satisfactory fit. Race and Sanger (1950), 
commenting on part of the results incorporated in the above tables stated 
"The agreement is seen to be so close as to leave no doubt that the theory 
is correct". That iii their third edition they state "it now appears that 
the theory is fundamentally wrong" is a tribute to the extraordinary speed 
with which serological work is being pushed forward at the moment and a 
warning against too facile acceptance of apparently satisfactory results. 
On the basis of the frequency figures given by Grubb for the L and 1 
genes a provisional inheritance table may be constructed, although there 
are, as yet, insufficient published figures with which to compare it. 
On the assumption that Grubb 'stheory is correct the following represents 
the expected distribution of mating types and offspring: 
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ii-ta_____. F =lama LL _____________ 
LL x IL 0.2228 0.228 
IL x Li 0.4055 0.20275 0.20275 
Li x Li 0.1849 0.046225 0.09245 0.046225 
IL x 11 0.0925 . 0.0925 
LI x 11 0.0643 ---, 0.04215 0.04215 
II x 11 0.0096 — . 0 .0096 
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TNE Dr,P,LOPIENT OF TEEJAUG ANTIGENS  
The Lewis system, when considered from the point of view of the 
development of its antigens, retains its reputation for complexity 
and uniqueness. 
Tests'ay Race and Sanger (1954) and Jordal (1956) indicate that 
in foetal blood the phenotype is always Le(a-b-) whilst tests by 
Rosenfield and Ohno (1953) si Unger (1953) showed the same results 
from cord blood, 
Shortly after births however the antigens appear and tests on 
children of three months dhow 80% of them Le(a-); it is not until the 
age of two years is reached that the adult frequencies are observed. 
If the Lea antigen is commoner in young children than in adults, it 
appears that the antigen Leb is rarer, and it is not until the age of 
six years is reached that the adult frequency is obsermi. 
Age is not the only factor which affects the Lewis antigens. 
The work of Brendemoen (1952) shows that pregnancy is another factor, 
the agglutinability of cells being considerably reduced during pregnanoy. 
We have been unable to discover haw long after the tenainatiaa of pregnancy 
it takes for normal agglutinability to be restored - a factor which might 




Under this heading are described certain antigens of veryhigh incidence 
which have not yet been shown to be part of any other system. It is 
perhaps important to emphasise the somewhat tentative character of this 
group of antigens, for at least two antigens, previously described as 
"public" have now been attached to other systems CU to the MNSs system 
and Tja to the P system) and it may well be that a similar fate awaits 
those that remain in this category. 
M§112,10.11g2w This was first described by Sussman and Rifler (1952). 
The antibody reacted with all but four out of 10,000 samples. Two 
examples of anti=Vel have now been reported, but there seams to be little 
information available as to the mode of operation of the antigen. 
The Yta antigen: Eaton pt al. (1956) reported a second antigen of 
apparently very high incidence. Tests on 1051 reveal that 88.4% of 
individuals are homozygous for the antigen, another 11.214 being heter-
ozygous (Zta being assumed to act as a dominant). Assuming, therefore, 
an allele Ytb the expected gene frequencies are 
Yta  0.9401 , 
,,b 
4041, 1tO OOOOO 0.0599 
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BACTERIOGENIQ PAN-AGGLUTINATION  
A subject to which reference must be made, and which may convenient37 
be dealt with in connection uith "public" antigens, is that concerned 
with bacteriogenic agglutination - on the bacis that the phenomenon is 
"public" rather than that it is antigenic. 
It has been known for some time (Friedenxvichl 1930) that either 
cells or serum may be acted upon by bacteria and virmes in such a way 
that the cells become aggiutinable by all sera, and the serum becomes 
capable of agglutinating all cells. The phenomenon whereby coils became 
pan-agglutiaable is known as the Hubener-Thansen-Priedenreich phenomenon 
and is explained as the result of action by a bacterial envme on a 
latent antigen found on all human cello which turn it into an active 
antigen. This antigen. Friedenreich called T, and it has been found 
that all normal adult sera conto4Tis Rnti-T, so that all human sera will 
agglutinate cells which have been subjected to the action of the bacterial 
ensyne which turns T from a latent to =active antigen. 
Pan-agglutinating sarum was dosaribed by Davidsohn and Tcharsky 
(1940) when they showed that normal human serun when infected, with certain 
strains of bacteria (which they called H) became capable of agglutinating 
all samples of human red cello.' This was explained on the basis that 
the bacterial action produced anti-h agglutinins which acted on a H 
antigen found in all human cells. 
7.4158-- 
"PRIVATE" ANTIGENS  
Under this heading are described various antigens of extremely low 
incidence which have not yet been identified as belonging to any other 
system. As in the case of the "public" antigens, many of the "private" 
antigens eventually find their way into one or other of the established 
systems. Thais the antigens Hu l He,Mia and Vw, originally described as 
"private" antigens have now been shown to be related to the MITSs system, 
and more recently (Simmons 21_11. - quoted Race and Sanger 1958) it has 
been showa that another so-called "private" antigen, known as Graydon, 
is in fact identical with Vmr, and is thus part of the MNSs system. 
Those antigens which survive as "privatol will be briefly noted. 
The first of these is the Kvs antigen first described by Callender 
and Race in 1946. Apart from the three persons in the original fanny 
no other example appears to have been reported. 
The Jobtdns antigen was described by Gilbey in 1947S but again no 
further examples appear to have been reported. The same is also true 
of the tigg,4.1; antigen (Elba]. and Prokop, 1951) and the Laantigen 
(van Loghem and van der Harts 1952): Several examples, however s have 
been found of the antigen Wel (Holmpn, 1953).' How much longer Wra 
remains relegated to the "private" category has yet to be seen, but if 
many more examples are fonna, and it cannot be shown that it is part of 
any other system it will presumably- qualify to graduate as an independent 
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which seals to disappear from the literature. soon after often without 
trace. The difficulties are of course foimidable and are well illustrated 
by the difficulties arising in attempts to co.or(linate European and 
Japanese work in this field,' 
Formany yes.,_rs there -uare reports of a blood D.,oup system known 
as • Q described by Furuhata and Imatura l and it was not until 1954 that 
Hermingsen established that Q.Iins in fact identical with F although 
this had been 'suspected for some time. Two other Japanese blood grows 
I (Iseki. and Makino$ 1951) end J (Iseki and Makino9 3952) but the antibodies 
involved have since been established as anti-e and anti-lea resped -bive3y. 
Other factors, references to whin h.are to b e found in the earlier 
literature are: 
1) Factor G (Schi'ff1 1932) the existence of which was demonstrated 
with immtrue rabbit. serum.' It may be added that a second factor, H, 
reported by Schiff at the sane tine was later shown by Schiff himself 
(1934) to be related to the. P system) when he identified the anti-body 
as anti-?. 1 
2) Factor Z (Andresen, 1935) whose existence was also demonstrated 
by the use of immune rabbit sera. It has been suggested that this factor 
might be related to the P system but if this has been shown we have been 
unable to trace the reference. 
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3) Factor E (Sug1shita1 1935) the existence of this factor was 
demonstrated by the use of eel serum. Wiener (1946) has suggested that 
the properties of :E and e are related to or identical. with those demonstrable 
with anti-0 seral Or as it should presumably now be called anti-H. 
Wiener (1946) refers to various irregular iscagglutininswhich have 
been reported from time to time, and in particular to nextm-aggIntinin 
about which little further seems to have been heard.. 
-162- 
GENEW CTIMEMBIE, 
We have now completed our survey of the various blood group systems 
and before proceeding to consider the purely - medico-legal applications 
of such groups we may 	to lot* back at the groups we have discussed. 
Taking all the systems together there are now some 57 antigens which can 
be positively identified and there are some 20 others that are presumed 
. to exist but for which no antibody has yet been discovered. Dven 
confining the scope of our discussion to the 57 positively identifiable 
antigens the number of individual blood types that they are capable of 
defining runs into almost astrommical figures, although of course many 
of the combinations would be so rare that it is linlilcoly that they would 
ever be encountered. 
Writing in 1950 Race and Sanger calculated that with the then 
available antiaera 29,952 phenotypes were recognisable and emphasised 
that this figure represented what could be achieved in practice rather 
than in theory. This involved the use of 17 antisera. The number of 
available antisera has been increased arca then and the number of 
phenotypes that can be distinguished in practice has correspondingly 
risen. 
The my in which these blood groups occur in practice can be seen 
from the results obtained by comprehensive testing. Race and Sanger 
(1949) using 16 antisera on 250 indivisuals found 178 different blood 
group combinations of which 132 occurred only once, 28 twice, 11 three 
times, 6 four times, and 1 five times. A similar analysia by Bortinshaw 
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t al. (1950) using 17 antisera on 475 indtvihals revealed 296 different 
combinations of which .211 ocaurred only once, the distribution of the 
others being as follows: 
45 occurred twice 
	
17 	" 	three times 
9 four times 7 	five times 
1 six tines 
 
4 seven times 1 	eight times 
1 	U 	ten times 
The commonest English blood group combination is 
Ms/us, P , CDe/cdel Lu(a-) 1 Le(a-b+), ry(a+b+) 	Jk(a+b+) 
and even this occurs on4 once in every 270 persons. 
One final matter which may be mentioned is the suggestion of 
Professor Sir Ronald Fisher that the usefulness of the various systems 
may be compared by comparing the sum of the phenotype frequencies.' 
The figure obtained represents the percentage failures of the system 
to distinguish between two random samples of blood. On this basis we 
quote the figures given by Race and Sanger (1950) and compare them with 
those given by the same authors in 1958 The former figures were based 
on the use of 17 antiserei the latter on the use of 22 antisera which may 
be taken as those normally available for testing at that date. The 
figures are as follows: 
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System 1221 1220  
PINSs 16.4 20.0 
Rh• 19.5 19.5 
111412B0  32.8 32.8 
Kidd 37.5 411110a0s.N.IM 
Duffy 38.3 53.8 
Lewis 56.7 64.8 
P' 66,6 61.5 
Keil 83.17 81.7 
Lutheran 85.9 85.4 
The major developments over the last eight years can be clearly seen 
from the above. The Kidd system Imo net !mown in 1950 and anti-0 had 
not than bean discovered. The use of anti- s has made the /Ms system 
the most "useful", whilst the use of anti 	which was also net identi- 
fied in 1951 has consideralayinereased the "usefulness" of the Duffy 
system. 
Such, however, are the blood groups as they stand atithe end of 
1958, or to speak more accurately, as they are known to the writer at 
that date ) but before turning to consider the medico-legal applications 
of this knowledge) it will be worth while briefly to mention the more 
recently discovered "serum groups" the medico-legal applications of which 
are so similar to those of the more orthodox blood groups. 
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SERUM GROUPS  
In addition to the antigenic blood groups described above a number 
of serum groups have more recently been discovered. It has thus been 
found that human sera which is a complex substance contains a type of 
protein known as serum glotrain. Serum globulin can be separated by 
electrophoretic methods into three fractions; the ok 0 /3 and 
fractions, whilst the d, and 0 fractions can be still further divided 
intod, ania l and p i 0 and (37. fractions. It is differences which 
have been discovered in the various globulin fractions which have enabled 
human sera to be divided into groups in a way similar to that in which 
blood groups antigens divide human blood.4 
ap_AinaLoglp_VzSgual: Haptoglobins were first discovered by Jayle 
(1939) when he reported the existence of haemoglobin binding substances 
which appeared to be associated with the a, globulin fraction. Smithies 
(1955) using electrophoretic techniques reported the existence of three 
distinct types of haptoglobins, and in 1955 Smithies and Walker showed 
that these differences were probably inherited and advanced a theory of 
inheritance according to which the serum groups were determined by two 
autosomal genes with incomplete dorinAnce. The three types were ornPlly 
christened Group I, Group ILA and Group 11B1 but a new nomenclature has 
now been adopted as follows: 
Odl_Lizezzletra 	NOW lipmenolatAre 	Genotvne  
Group I 	Haptoglobin 1-1 
Group ZIA Haptoglobin 2-1 	HpYHpl 
Group ILB 	Haptoglobin 	Hp2/HP2 
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Galativs-Jensen (1957) studied 1033 unrelated individuals and obtained 
the folloving results: 
P"443t, yp 
---- 
Male  -.E.2_1_, ob. 	-e 




















Total 238 237 795 796 1033 1033 
Using the totals from the above table the gene frequencies can be 
calculated in the usual way: 







The phenotype frequencies are therefore . 
Hp 1-1 r- (0.403)2 =7 04624 
Hp 2-2 	(0•597)2  "1. 0,3564 
Hp 1-2 	2(0.403 x O. 597 ) 	4812 
These figures may be comparea with the percentage frequencies which 
can be extracted from the results obtained by Galatius4ensen, quoted 
above- which are 
Hp 1-1 	' Hp 2.2 	 
Hp  	44476% 
16.93% 36.29% 
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This shows reasonable internal consistency in the figures. 
Fenily data studies are also available on the haptoglobins 
(Gslfrid.us-Jensen, 1957) the results of uhich are summarised in the 
following table: 
• — ___01,, ,._ , H 2- p_a_i _i.lt 
_._.T.— '------ah)IA------2-bkt.,.-, 2i_......RiZrD e42. 

















Hp 1-3. x Hp 2-1 15.5 19.5 
Hp 1-1 x Bp 2-2 P  11.6 0 0  S z8  29.0 o 
Hp 2-2 x 4,2-1 34.1 60.0 
Hp 2-2 x Bp 2.,2 12.7 0.0 
Hp 2-1 x Hp 2-1 22.8 25.0 
/EL ..Q._,==_226_32_7.-- i=4-----___ 
These results show reasonably close agreement, with those expected, 
sufficiently close for the theory of two autosomPl genes with incomplete 
dominance to be regarded as a satisfactory -working hypothesis. 
It is worth noting that the haptoglobins are not well developed in 
early childhood, but by the age of faur months poorly developed haptoglobins 
were rare. Even in some adults, it appears, bapteglabins remain rather 
undeveloped, a condition which may well be hereditary.' 
Galatius-Jensen regards the haptoglobins as sufficiently well 
established to justify their use in forensic cases, and speaking of the 
Danish Institute of Forensic Medicine, he states, "the electrophoretic 
evsnirintion of sera in paternity cases will henceforth be used on an 
increasing scale." 
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Th 	 G-couns: A second and independent systmn of serum groups 
was diecovered by Grubb (1956) when he foind that although some rheumatoid 
arthritic ;lora uould agglutinate Rh positive cells coated with some 
incomplete anti-Rh, this agglutination vas inhibited in a percentage of 
normal humem sera, so that brman sera could be divided into two groups 
by serological methods. Grubb and Laurell (1956) showed that the 
inhibitor was located in the gamma-globulin fraction, and in 1957 the 
same writers showed that the Gm serum groups, as they were called, were 
probably independent of the haptoglobin groups and also of the ABH and 
Lewis secretor systems (although it should perhaps be emphasised that 
this conclusion, was based on. tests on only 46 persons.) 
The two serum groups that iere thus established were christened 
Gm(a+) and 0m(a-), Gm(a+) being the group that inhibits the agglutinating 
effect of rhotmatic arthritic sera on coated Rh positive cells. 
The Swedish figures for the frequency distribution of these two 
phenotypes, based on teats on 360 persons gave the following frequencies: 
1:+.2 	215 
145 
Assuming that the groups are dependent upon the existence of two 
allelomorphs the corresponding gene frequencies are therefore: 
ama 
•  0.3653 
Gm 	***** 1,..* 0.6.347 
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These results can be taken, at the very 1st, as baing consistent with 
a theory of inheritance based on tuo alleles with Qm a dominant over Gm. 
The published results are scarcely sufficient, as yet, for the 
medico-legal applications of those grok's to be fully realised, yet it 
is clear that once the theory- of inheritance is hilly established they 
will have much the same application as the more orthodox blood groups. 
In any medico-legal application of the Gm groups, however, it will 
be necessary to bear in mind the findings of Bronneetam and Nilsson (1957) 
who found that in 73 cases out of 74 the Gm group of the infant was the 
same as that of the mother. They conclude that the Gm groups are not 
determined at birth and that the Gm substance is transferred to the infant 
by placental difiusion.' Thus the Gm phenotype of the child is not 
determined at birth by its own genetic constitution.' 
4.69 a- 
0 IM_SA jita =NW= 
Ono final point uhich is math montioning hero is that sow haemoglobin 
alztormalitios arc inheritod and can be used in much the am war as the 
moro traditional blood groups for medico-Up-1 purposes.. 
gammoglotAn is a conjugated protein in which the haw a 
forroporphyrin is the prosthetic groups four haws loping attached to 
the protabo. moiety. Abnormalities rosulting froo, amigos in the h.= 
(ouch as mathaemoglobinamia and enaphaomoglobinaemia) are normal.1,y noithor 
ponuanont or inherited whereas abnormalitios in globin synthosis (the 
haemoglotdnopathios) are invariably both pormanent and inherited. 
Two normal variotioe of haemoglobin ore imown Adult (A) and Pootal , 
(F). At birth about one half of the chilies haemoglobin is footall but 
after four to six montho no foetal. haemoglobin is normali ty found and 
therefore its persistence after six months is usually indicativo of some 
impodinont to -,uoglobin A production. Thus in a number of haemoglobin-
opathies the porsistenco of foetal haemoglobin is found. 
The first abnormal haemoslobin to be discovered Vat3 haemoglobin 
the .moglobin associated with •thalassaemia and the Sickle coil trait.' 
Althowli tho trait was identified by. Herrick (1910)it was not until 1949 
that c''auling uao able to show that siclgo coil mania was a molecular 
disease duo to abnormal haemoglobin. 
Heel (1947) suggostod that the distinction between the acids cell 
trait anaemia rooted on the distinction bcrtmeon the honornous and hotel.. 
ozygous conditions. Thls suggestion was subsoquontly substantiatod 
Pauline. 
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The incidenco of the sickle cell trait shows tho usual gooaphic 
variation. The highest frequoncies aro found in East Africa, with fairly 
high frequencies in Wont Africa also. ) This appears to bo related to the 
fact that tho h.otoro=ous condition confers increased itemaity to infection 
of Ekagglignaaktuamat (malarial infection). The single test that has 
been reported in relation to Auntralianchorigines (liorsfall & Lehmann 1953) 
has failed to reveal the ezistente of the trait. 
In addition to the pickling trait soveral other varietios of abnormal 
haemoglobin have been discovered by the application of electrophoretic 
Ma-re• eleve* 
=Awls. in adtlition to liaemoglobins 4  Ps' and 3 there are now Man known, 
abnormal hasmoglotdasst which appear to be inherited as Ilendoliersi character. 
a-7,ht 4 ri,ese, 	 0,F" 1.--”K. 5 
isticat the variant s are probably allelomorphs. They era shown onftho 
following diagram which shows their varying electrophorotie 
'-mE o 0.7 0 R tG IN • • •• 
•• • 
CED5GFAK Ti H 
E. led-1'v 	et lc. 	mob; 1;1:1 o(• 	haemosioipiet 
S c>0 i‘ce: Leh frta on ()el 5- 7) 
voLlt:te 
fi-re o l4'P r 	ti-Aa 
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" e"."4  I V 	..totarm,  
• 
6:du at agar% 
lAZAVVC..e 710•34.4.0.6.1 
ae..44_4 irte..z..7 	.; 
1‘ t, e4}4 d 
4-ke.4,,Lx 
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Ue mniy conclude with the observation of lobmann (1937) that "the 
haemoglobineses aro also of medico...legal importarce." lie cites a case, 
ho observed, in which the sickle cell trait was used as the criterion 
of =elusion of paternity. Two men were claiming to be the father of a 
girl. • The Earl was c.• Dickler bat her mother was not. Of the *Ivo claimen. ts 
to paternity on.1,,v one vas a Dickler. The other was therefore' excluded: 
Ilithin a feu years it raw well be that haccoglobin vtuteties will 
have assumed an importance equal to that possessed by the traditional 
blood groups, but for the immediate present it must be admitted that their 
use is likeizr to be very limited. 
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THE MEDICO-LEGAL APPLICATIONS OF BLOOD GROUP TESTING  
The medico-legal applications of blood group testing can be classified 
under two main heads; 
1) the identification of the grouping of blood and secretion 
stains; and 
2) the exclusion of parentage. 
Although blood' groups will soon celebrate the jubilee of their 
discovery, and although their medico-legal applications were recognised 
from the beginning -although whether these were first recognised by von 
Dungern and Hirszfeld (1910) or by Landsteiner and Richter (1903)0 as 
Masser and Coca claim, seems not to be settled - their forensic poten-
tialities seem to have been little used in England and Australia compared 
with the Continent of Europa,' 	0., •1-rc( stecte-c. 
The first use of blood group evidence relating to stain identification 
seams to have occurred in 1916 when Lattes gave evidence in a criminal case 
before the Italian courts., The first use of blood group evidence for such 
a purpose did not occur in England until 1929 when Dr. Roche-Lymph gave 
evidence in a murder trial (R. v. )akeman). ( 5 " 4-4-0 X'-1X 7:19• Al ' 4" 4 ') 
The first WO of blood group evidence in disputed paternity 
proceedings did not occur until 1924 when Schiff gave evidence before 
a German court whilst the first use, in England, of blood group evidence 
for such a purpose dates from only 1938. In Wilson v. Nileoni Hodson J. 
(as he then was) accepted such evidence in a nullity suit in which the 
petitioner sought anulment on the ground that the respondent was, at 
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the time of the marriage, pregnant by another man. The evidence showed 
that the child could not have been that of the petitioner, and a decree 
of nullity was pronounced. (Sec ods. 1.,Itt. v.  
The English Courts, however, appear to have been preceded in this 
respect, by both the Irish and the Australian courts. The first applica-
tion of blood group evidence in a matter pertaining to paternity before 
r„ird. L.T:  
the Irish courts seams to have occurred as early as 193F4 whilst a second 
example was mentioned in the lay press in 1935. 
The first mention of the use of such evidence in Australia also 
dates from 1935 in which year the Australian Law Journal reports an 
anonymous case in which a maintenance order was quashed after blood group 
evidence had been considered by the court. 
(fw-4.) In Hobson. v. Hobson/the matter came before the New South Wales 
courts involving the question of ,hether the respondent wife was guilty 
of adultery. The petitioner tendered evidence of blood groups, which 
had been voluntarily undertaken, showing that he was not the father of a 
child that had been. born to his wife. Bonney J., in accepting the evidence 
spoke as follows:. 
"I now come to the real crux of the case the technical evidence of blood tests tending to show that the petitioner is not the father of the third child. If that is satisfactorily proved, then it would' follow that the respondent has committed adultery. This is the first case in this Court in which scientific evidence as to blood tests is solely relied upon, in the last resort, to prove adultery. It is therefore the duty of the Court to examine this method of proof with 
some care." 
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The crucial part of his judgment was as follmds: 
"Am I warranted in accepting this evidence as sufficient proof that the petitioner is not the father of the respondent's child Barry, and that the respondent accordingly committed adultery? On the evidence before me, fortified by a reading of the literature to which the witnesses have referred in their evidence as authoritative, and which they have furnished to me s see no reason why in this case I should not act upon this evidence. At the present time s and for some years pasty longer, of courses in the case of the ABO tests than in the case of the MN tests - these tests have been accepted and acted upon in the Courts of all countries except Italy as evidence of a 'positive negative' character s whore they show that a particular man. cannot have been the father of the child of a partic-ular woman." 
His Honour continued: 
"The evidence which has been given in this case s An. my judgments relevant to the issue and I can see no reason to refrain from acting upon it. In this case the standard of proof is s in my views well above the standard of proof required by the Matrimonial Causes Act, as expinined in Briginshaw v. Mglashag. I an satisfied that the margin of possible error is distinctly less than it is in many cases that are decided in the ordinary way on a conflict of oral evidence." 
His Honour held that the respondent was guilty of adultery but declined to hold that she comnitted adultery with the co-respondent - the blood tests merely showed that he was a possible father and the other evidence was inconclusive.' 
According to Wiener blood group tests were little used in the 
United States before 1934. In that years however, in Beuschel v. ManowitZ: 
the court ordered tests to be taken. The decision in this case was 
reversed on the ground of lack of statutory authority to order such tests, 
but shortly thereafter many States introduced legislation authorising the 
courts to order such tests. (15-R-Q 	2L .a4 
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Blood tests had however, been used on a voluntary basis rather 
earlier. This blood group evidence was subnitted in Commonwealth v.  
Zammonelli (1931) in which a new trial was ordered in a bastardy case 
on the ground that the finding was reached contrary to uncontroverted 
expert testimony as to the blood groups of the parties. 
A Bill authorising such tests was introduced in to the House of (st.Q_ al-14AA4, ,c r ) Lords in 1938./ It was favourably received and the Select Committee 
appointed to consider the Bill reported in favour, but unfortunately, 
owing to the ware the Bill was not proceeded with. In 1939 a section 
(s.120) authorising such tests was inserted in the New South Wales Child (5Q. ceit4.4,... 	) Welfare Act but the section has not yet been brought into operation 
With this brief introduction we may turn to consider the basis 
of the medico-legal applications of blood group testing. 
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MEDICO-LEGAL APPLICATION OF BLOOD GROUPS IN DISPUTED PATERNITY  
PROCEEDINGS  
The application of blood grasp testing to disputed paternity proceedings 
depends on the fundamental principle that no child can possess agy gene 
which is not carried by either of its parents. Thus to consider the 
case of an ABO mating; if both parents are of group 0 the child cannot 
possess an A or B gene for the simple reason that the chiles genes are 
derived exclusively from its parents and if the parents do not carry the 
gene then neither can the child. Inbrespect of each blood group, therefore, 
it is possible to construct a table setting out, in relation to each 
possible mating type, the blood groups which any offspring may possess and 
the blood groups which their offspring could not possess. 
This information has been set out implicitly if not explicitly in 
the preceding discussion of the various blood group systems, but for the 
purpose of convenience the various exclusionary tables are collected 
together here, all of them being constructed on a m1 form plan which is 
adapted from that first used by Boyd in connection with the Rh blood groups. 
In addition the same information is given in a slightly different form in 
which is included the frequency of the various mating types. 	This latter 
is useful in assessing the efficiency of the system as an exclusionary 
criterion. 
It must be emphasised that much depends upon the availability of 
the necessary antiseral and where necessary, therefore, exclusionary 
tables have been constructed separately for the various levels of testing. 
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ABOSYSTEK 
Taking the ABO system in its classical form as comprising the four 
blood groupsy AO, AB and 0, there are ten phenotypical4 distinct 
matings to be considered. In the following table the blood groups of 
the child are set out horizontally and those of the mother vertically. 
Each of the blood groups is numbered, the numbering being the same for 
both child and mother. The numbers within each square represent the 
blood groups which, if possessed by the alleged father would exclude 
him from paternity. The table has been constructed in this way rather 
than in the more conventional manner on the ground that since exclusion 
of paternity is the information that is required it is preferable to have 
it set out directly and not indirectly. 
Blood group of mother 
Blood Rroun of child 
1. A 2. B 3. AB 4 0, 
1A /jsgisj4jj j4Aa___ 
2.B 21 4 None 2, 4. 3 
3.AB None None A. All 
4.0 2.4. 1.4. Al]. 3 
Essentially the same information, set out in relation to each mating 
type with the frequency of the latter is tabulated below: 
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A and 0 Al]. groups Al B a:AB A and 0 B and 0 AO &: AB B and 0 Al B &AB A and B 
0 
B and AB None 0 B and AB A and AB 0 A and AB O - AP and 0 AO and AB 
It will be observed that the 0 x 0 mating, from which only one type of 
offspring is possible, constitutes nearly one quarter of all ADO matings, 
whilst from the A x 0 mating which comprises over a third of all ADO matings 
only two types of offspring are possible. On the other hand the A x B 
mating from which no exclusion is possible may be expected to occur no more 
frequently_ than a little over 7% of ADO matings.' This factor of the 
relative frequency of the respective matings must be borne in mind when 
considering the efficiency of the system as an exclusionary criterion in 
cases of disputed paternity. 
Since there is no certain method of distinguishing between the 
homogygote and the heterooygote there is little purpose in setting out a 
full pnnlysis of the genotypically distinct matings. When and if a 
genuine anti-0 serum is discovered then 21 distinct mating types will have 
to be considered, of which five would only be capable of producing one 
genotype in their offspring. Thus much finer discrimination would be 
possible. If Race and Sanger (1958) are to be believed, however, the 
day when such a degree of discrimination will be possible is still far away. 
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Leaving aside s therefore, the possibility of testing at that 
levels the next level at which testing within the ABO system can be 
undertaken is that which includes the subgroups based upon A1 and A2. 
At this level of testing there are six distinct phenotypes and therefore 
21 distinct mating types. Casting the information into the same form as 
that used for the simple ABC) system we obtain the following results: 
Blood group of mother 
Blood. aroun of child 
1 Al 
2. A2 
3, 4, AlB 5. A2B 6. 0 
1. 	A1 None 4 421 6 . 1,21 6 42,6 45 
A2 2,3,5,6 4 1,2,6 AU 1,2,6 45 
B 2,5,6 31 6 None 2,3,5,6 3,4,6 415 
4. AiB None AU None 21 6 3,4,6 All 
5. A2B 2,3, 5,6 4 None 2s 3s 51 6 1,6 All 
6. 0 201 5) 6 32 46 1,21 6 All All Itt 5 
It Should be noted that those cases in which "All" fathers are excluded 
are, of courses cases in which maternity is excluded, lals, 4 mother of 
that group could not produce a child of the indicated group whatever 
• blood group had been possessed by the father. 
Below the same information is tabulated in relation to eachmating s the 
frequencies of the latter being calculated from the Australian figures 




Prornionwr Pasantlo illi..........oelae■■..... Impossible 
Ai X Ai 04216 AD A2 Emd 0 B l AlB and A2B 
A1 x A2 0.0675 AD A2 and 0 B 9 .A113 and A2B 
Al x 13 0.0509 All crave, None 
Ai x Ap 0.0178 ALI Bo AP mi AB A2 and 0 
Ai X AO 0.0053 AD A2, ;Apt and A2B 0 
Al z 0 0.300 h, A2 cnd 0 B 7 A1B and A2B 
A2 :?:. h 0.0094 A2 and 0 Al, 13 7 Alp and A2B 
A2 = B 0.014 A20 131 0 and A2B A1 and AiB 
A2 x Ap 0.0049 AD B and AB A2, AlB and 0 
A2 = A2B 0.0016 Az B and A2B All AlB and 0 
° 0.0844 A2 and 0 All B, AlB and A2B 
B x B 0.00'71 B and 0 A2, A2, Alp and A2B 
B x Ail) 0.0043 Ail B and Ail) A27 A2B and 0 
B 1; A2B 0.0014 4 	B and A213 All AlB and 0 
B v_ 0 0.0737 B and. 0 A17 A27 A1B and A2B 
A.113 3.t. AiD 0.0006 1t1, B and AB. A27 A2B and 0 
AD = A2B 0.0004 /..1, 14 AD and A2B A2 and 0 
AD x 0 0.0223 Al and B A2, AlB, A2B and 0 
AO x AO 0.0001 4a B and A211 Al, AlB and 0 
A2B x 0 0.0074 A2 and B All AlB, A2B and 0 
0 - 0 0.2392 0 All A2, B, AlB and A2B _ 
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Just as there was no justification for dealing with genotypic differences 
in the main ABC) system, so there is no justification for dealing with 
theca in connection with the sub-groups. It mill be realised, of course, 
that if it ever becomes possible to distinguish between the homozygote and 
the heterozygote the degree of discrimination achieved by the ABO system, 
incluAing the sub-groups A1 and A2 will be vastly increased. There would 
thou be ten recognisable phenotypes and therefore 55 distinct mating types, 
but before such testing becomes possible a reliable and genuine anti-0 
serum must be found. 
There is also little point in compiling exclusion tables taleang  
into account such rarities as A3, 8x or B3. They add considerab4 to 
the complexity of exclusion without really adding much to their usefulness. 
If and when, examples are encountered the problems can easily be worked 
out from first principles. 
MN SYSTEM 
We may consider first the original MN system with its three distinguishable 
phenotypes, 101, 14 and MN and its six phenotypicagy distinct matings. 
Casting the information in the form adopted for the ABC) system we obtain 
the following resultS: 
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Blood group.  
of mother 







1. 	M 3 1 All 
2. MN 3 None 1 
3.' 	N All 3 1 
The same information when cast into the alternative form appears as 
follows: 
Mat 	_.11_ Phenotvoe of Children Type I 	Frequenav Possible. Impossible 
M xHM 0.0799 M NOR and N 
- ML2CMN 0.2815 lit and MN N 
M x: N 04240 MU NI and N 
MN x MN • 0.?479 Mt MN and N None 
MN x: N 0.2184 MN and N 1/1 
N -at N 00431 N. PI and MN 
When the system as extended by S and s is considered then the picture 
becomes very much more complex. Ten distinct phenotypes can be recognised 
and 55 phenotypically distinct mating types. The relevant information is 
tabulated in the attached tables which follow the same pattern as those 
used earlier. 
The first two tables set out the position where anti-S alone is 
used, whilst the third table sets out that which is achieved by the use 
of both anti-S and anti-s. The frequency of the various mating types 
distinguishable by the use of anti-e has already been set out, and in 
view of the complexity of the table it was thought unnecessary to set 
















1. lisAle 5, 6 1 5 6 -P , 1,2,5 Al]. All 
2. 1414.S 5,6 ' 5,6 1,2 11 2 All Al]. 
3. 1.1010 5, 6 5,6 None 1,5 11 2 11 ; 5 
4. MILS 5,6 5,6 None None 1, 2 5,6 
5. Ne/Ns 	, 14.3. All 5,6 31 31 5,6 11 2 1,2,5 
6. NH.S All Al]. 5,6 5,6 1,2 192 
Matinpu Children 
Tyne Freauencv Possible Imnossible 
MsAls x Na/VIs 
Ms/Ns x MI.S 
ISI.S 	x ItIM.S 
MsAls x ns/Ns 
Mt1.8 	x IlaiNs 
lisAls x DIN.S 
IM.S x DM 
Ilsills x Ns/Ns 
illi.S 	x Ns/Ns 
Us/Ms x NILS 
101.3 	x NN. 8 
Ms/Ms x kisAls 
1•21.3 	x kls/Ns 
11LS 	x IDT.S 
Ms/Ms x Ns/Ns 
MILS x Ns/Ns 
PILS x NILS 
Ms/Ns x NILS 
Ns/Ns x Ns/Ns 
NILS x NILS 























MsAls and 141.S 
Noille and MI'S 
lisitis and 110/ils 
Ms410: 12-1.3) Ms/Ns and LIN.S 
DIB/1401 ISI.St ti,s/Ns and 1114.S 
Ils/klat I1-1.3, Lls/Ns and 111.S 
ils/Ns 
Ms/Ns and MS 
Ms/Ns and MS 
110/Ns and MILS 
Ms/Nat Ils/Iis and Ns/14's 
MsAtIst is.l.s, tis.N0,141.St Ils/NsI NN.S.NONE 
Ns/Ms1 111-1.89 Ms i st/IN.StNo/Nst &NN.S.NONE 
Ma/Ns and Ns 	0 
Ils/Nst kl/LS, Ils/Ps and NILS 
115,41st 111.4 Ns/Ns and NII.S 
lls/Nst 1•11LS, Ns/Ns and NILS 
Ns/Ns 
Ns/Ns and NILS 
Ns/Ns and NN.S 
MN.; 1-1s/hst MILS, NEA0 & NN .3 
Ms/Nst MILS, Ns/Ns & 1E4 
14s/Nsf MN'S, Ns/Ns & NILS 
I24.89 14N.St Ns/Ns & NN.S 
Na/Ns and NII.S 
Ns/Ns and NILS 
IT0/Ns and NILS 
NsA-lat tu.s., mu,s, No/Ns & NN.S 
Ms/Ms, 12-1.S.1 Ns/Ns & NM 
Ils/Mst 1414•St NsAs & NILS 
Ms/Ms, lokl.S9 Ns/Ns & NN.S 
MM.; NM CZ NILS 
• 
110/1101 MM.; MILS & mi.s 
Ms/Ms and MM.S 
Ms/Ms and ISLS 
Ma/Is and II24.S 
IvIsA4st klM.S1 Ms/Nst MN.S & NN.S 
MsAlst MivI.St Ma/Ns and MN'S 
Ms/Ms t /21.S9 Ms/Ns and muis 
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	 - Boo. 	14_,.. J. 	_t 
og inak..2L Lis&m_apKilms 
1. 
• 





1.; IBMS 3,6,70 8,90 
10 It 4, 5, at 9$ 10 Au 4 20 3, 50 71 10• 44314 6,8 - An 
All All All AU 
2. ES/Ms 30 4 70; 99 10 ;90 10 is 4 59 49,10 44 3t 517: 10 It 2, 3140 6,8 1, 2,3,. 59 71 10 it 21 30: 4, 6,8 All All AU 
3. 	Ms/Fis All 314 7, ; it 4 50 An All - 4 21 3E0 10 20 31 AU AU An 9,10 8$ 91 10 51 7,1 4,6,8 
4. 	rts/Ns 3, 4 Pit 81 4 4 5 ; 30 70 2.0 lt 20 3041 11 14 51 All lt 21 30 10 20 30 Au 9;10 9,10 6,8 499 10 517,10 4$ 6$ 8 
5, MS/Ns 30 60 71; 9,10 104150; 9,10 
Al]. 4 2) 3, 5t 
7,10 3 64, 8 
All if 49 h. 
89 901P 
An 4 2,4 59 71 10 1, 213, 4$ 6$ 8 
6. Ms/NS AU 31 6, 70 8 11 40 50 44; 81 30; 8 it 50 10 11 21 31 lt 20 30 it 21 31 All 9,10 	. 49,10 9,10 4, 6,8 5,7,10 4$ 6,8 
7.. Me its Al]. 3, 60;14 it 45, AU 3, 60 71 11 21 3, 10408 AU 11 21 3, 10 20 30 9,10 8, 9,10 8, 9, 10 5, 17, 10 5, 7910 4,6,8 
8. NS/NS All Al]. Al]. 3, 47, 70 All 104, 50 All 4 2/ 39 11 20 31 AU 8$ 9$ 10 8$ 91 10 52 79 10 4$ 69 8 
NS/Ns All Al]. All 30 6010 8$ 9$ 10 30 60 70 8$ 91 10 44050 8$ 91 10 104, 5, 8$ 9$ 10 4 20 30 5$ 7$ 10 4 20 30 10 20 31 4,6,8 
10. Ns/Ns AU AU All All 31607s AU 405t An 8$ 9$ 10 8lt $  9$ lo 351 ,24 11) 14 24 ?If 
The numbers within the squares represent the genotypes which, if possessed by the alleged father, would exclude 
him from paternity. 
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Whilst,' of courses the rare antigens cannot be ignored in problems of 
paternity, it is hardly necessary to take them into account in the 
construction of the basic exclusion tables. Thus neither the rare 
alleles of NA or S such as 	N2, Mc, Mg and Sul or such "private" 
antigens as 	He, nia and Vw have been considered in the foregoing 
account. That being so there are no further levels of testing within 
the MNSs system that need be considered here. 
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THE P BLOOD GROUP SYSTE4 
If we consider the P system as extended by Sanger (1955) to include the 
earlier Jay system then there are three distinguishable phenotypes and 
therefore siz phenotyp5.cal3y distinnt mating types. The extreme rarity 
of (p) - or, as it was km= earlier Tjb - makes it unnecessary to set 
out exclusionary tables which include this antigen. If this be disregarded 
then the situation is almost exactly that to be found in the unextended 
system. For convenience, therefore, the exclusionary data derived from 









2. P- 2 None 
NatiZZ qiildren 
MaLeagmemez_  Poss,L____ 
P+ x p+ 0;6217 Both None 
0.3336 Both None 
0.0447 P- P+ 
Since P- x P- matings represent only about 5% of all matings and since 
this is the only mating in which an exclusion is possible, the efficiency 
of the? system can be seen to be rather low.' 
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THE Rh BLOOD GROUP SYSTEM  
The Rh system must obviously be coasidcrad at various levels of testing, 
The primary level of testing, involving the use of only anti. , D is hardly 
worth considering in this context. An exclusion is only possible in the 
case of an Rh- x Rh- mating, and these only constitute 2.5$ of all matings, 
so that from the point of view of exclusion of possible paternity such 
testing is of little significance. 
The first level of testing which is worth considering in this 
context is that involving the use of the three antisera anti -Cs anti.D 
and anti-. At this level eight phenotypes are distinguishable with, 
therefore, 36 mating types to be considered. The exclusionary poten-
tialities of the Fla system, at this level s can be seen from the two 
following tables which are constructed on the same basis as those used 
earlier in relation to the other groups. 
It will be noted that, taUng into account the expected frequencies 
of the various mating types, no exclusion in a little under half (44M) 
of all matings, so that at this level, the Rh system cannot be ranked as 
very efficient, although of course with the use of additional antisera the 

























None I.: CDE None None 
2. CDee 29 itt 61 None 2$ 41 6, None 29 49 6, None 2 ht 6, None 
8 8 8 a 
3. CdcIE 39 14 79 3) 4, 7, None None 39 49 79 39 4, 7, None None 
8 8 8 8 
4. Cddee 2,3 Zvi 39 4, 7, 2, 4 6, None 29 31 4, 3, 4, 7, 2, 4, 6, None 
61 79 8 8 8 61 79 8 8 8 
5. ccDE 59 69 79 59 6979 59 6$ 79 5 	79 None None None None 
8 8 8 8 
6.1 casee ' , 29 49 5$ 59 61 72 2, 4, 5, 5, 6, 7, 2$ 11.9 6, None 2, 41 61 None 
61 71 8 8 471 8 8 8 8 
7. ocddE 39 49 59 39 49 59 59 69 79 59 69 79 3, 4,7, 39 ht '7, None None 
6,7,8 6,7,8 8 8 8 8 
8.' coddee 2, 3, 4, 3/ hi 51 2/ 41 51 51 6, 7 21 39 14, 3 4, 71 29 14 60 None 59 61 71 8 479 8 6,70 8 47,8 8 a 
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Natiruza , Children  _ 
Wee Freauencv Foesible Ittroalible 
CBE x ODE 
ODE x ceDE 
ODE x OddE 
ODE x CDee 
ODE x cOddE 
ME x caDee 
ODE x Cddee 
ODE x caddee 
coDE x ooDE 
coDE x CddE 
coDE x CDee 
caDg x coda 
coDE x caDee 
coDE x Cddee 
caDE x caddee 
CddE x CddE 
OMB x CDee. 
CddE x ccddE 
CddE x ocDee 
CddE x Cddee 
CddE x caddee 
CDee x CDee 
ODee x caddE 
CDee x coDee 
G'Dee x Cddee 
CDee x coddee 
ccddE x caddE 
coddE x aaDee 
caddE lc Cadee 
caddE x caddee 
case x case 
ooDee x Oddee 
caDee x coddee 
Cddee x Cddee 	0 
Cddee x ccddee 

















































oaDEI coda, caDee & caddee , 
A3.3. 
An. 
oar; coddE, coDee .& ceddee 
oaDE, coda) ccDee•& ooddee 
All 
coDEI °odd; coDee & ccd.dee 
CddEt coda; Cddee & caddee . 
Au 
CddEp caddEt Cddee & coddee 
All 
CddEt coddEt Cddee & caddee 
CddEt ccddE, Cddee & ccddee 
CDeet coDeet Cddee & ccddee 
All 
Meet coDeet Cddee & caddee 
CDee, coDeet Cddee & ccddee : 
Meet coDeet Cddee & ccddee 
ccddE and coddee 	- 
coDeet col;g1 caddE & ccddee 
WE,. caddEt Cddee & ccddee : 
CaddE & coddee 
caDee & caddee 
CDee,. coDee, Cddee & coddee 
capes & ccddee 
Cddee & ccddee 










one . • 




atEi ME, Wee & Cade° 
None 
gq-Pi* 	_ 
8M),, ,Oddei : - epee & LOddee, 
-0pg-: Ciii.ar,ribee. & Odifee 
trafiiii' .' • ... -,.). 	 ... 	 - 	 : 	• RE:FICA:14' 	-Mee. & ,Cdee 
0IJE ''s&F 	- 	-"eDE' ..& •C:iiee-- v..., eel .',3 , . 	a, 
Nono, , , ,, _ 	.4.0.... 
ODE 'Mee oat A Coffee 
Napa • 
• 04 OP#4,.., OW A ,capas 
9P4i '01?:9V%016),E44 ,r001).-ti Otei, CddEt i‘altiDE & 0,44. 
,Ndnia, 	• 	• 	- 	' 
ODEt..0dA, COE & .0:9.104113 
CA)4.04.A.. •ooDE & cad& 
04-weitat-7P-OPS •& '66470 
OD4.',Odd.E.i ,P)00caDF4-'coDee & Cddee 
04, 0d4Ei, ,CDejeC,&:.01417 lefe,i. 
CD4-10Dbeiy ‘.140E7& -Cdpee) 
CPPi , gai'iP*0-4., '0-07?„?!, ,Ogrge & gildPe• 
-CDEi, ,,OkiAi',110-64; COPF4k :,4.edclE• & Cad,b-e - 
cpg* .Cde.4 ,46DE`',& dcdag. : 
ODE,. •CddEi ., 0Dear ,c0DE0, ,caddE. & Oddee 
ODE, • •O;024 - POI •ail% 'faacidE,,:& COO 
. ,CDEI. 004, ..Opee, cow) 0.0.ag, & OPOP' 
OE, dijoi .CD(Sei cqp.E9 odttciE 	cope° & Cddee 
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The construction of the necessary tables relating to the additional 
levels of testing in the Rh system presents a problem for a typist* and 
we have therefore .confined ourselves to a single exclusion table showing 
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THE LUTHERAN BLOOD GROUP SYSTE-1, 
The Lutheran system need be considered at two levels only.' The first 
involving testing with anti.Le alone, and the second with both anti-Le 
and anti.LO%' The relevant informations at both levels, is tabulated, 
in the usual forms below. 
Blood group 
of mother 
Blood &Prom of chiL1 1. Wet) 2.' Laia-) 
1.1 14(a+) • None None 
2. 1 We-) 2 None 















x La at 
L a a+ 	, 
Lu a. x Lu ai 
It will be observed that although an exclusion is oilky possible in one 
type of mating, nevertheless that type of mating constitutes 85% of all 
matingss so that the efficiency of the Lutheran system as an exclusionary 
criterion is higher than might appear at first sight. Using both antisera 
the position is as follows: 
Blood group of 
mothgr 
Blood grow of child 
1. 
LuaLe. 
2.., Lune 3. LubLab 
1. La aaK 3 1 All 2,4 'Alin None 1 





Mimosal. ble 	. TY0e Fre 	, v 
LuaLua x LuaLua 0.0000 
. 
LuaLua LuaLubt LubLUb 
LuaLua x. LuaLub 0.0002 • LuaLuat LuaLub LubLub 
DaaLub x LuaLub 0,4056 AU None 
LuaLua x Luba; o:Oci28 LuarjuP: 	, 	• wawa, Lubidab 
LuaLub K LabLub 	• 0,j385 Luarabl yttinab Lein", 
Labiab x lublub 0./3529 LubLab aLnauta rzt lab t 
.l93- 
THE KELL BLOOD GROUP SYSTEM  
Since the position of the more recently discovered Ka  and Kpb is still 
very uncertain, the Kell system, when considered as an exclusionary 
criterion in paternity cases: needs to be treated at two levels only; 
that using anti-K only, and that using both antiA and anti-k. It will 
be noted that the situation, at both levels, is very similar to that found 
in the Lutheran system. 
Blood group Blood :tray of child 1. I+ 2.' K. ,_... 
K+ None None 2.' 	K... 2 None 
Matirzs . 	Children Possible 
Both Both K. 
- 
Tyne Frequency 
oeboao 0.1626 0.13294 
Imnossible 
Neither Neither K+ 
K+ x K+ 
K- xK- 
As in the case of the Lutheran system the only mating in which there can 
be an exclusion comprises nearly 83% of all matings time raising the 
exclusionary efficiency of the system. If both antisera are used then 
the position is as follows: 
Blood group of mother 
Blood group of chlld . , 3. ick 1. KK 2.1 Kk 
1.'KK 3 1 All 2.'Ric 3 None 1 3. 	kk 	. All 3 1 
-194- 
Ma-binge Children 






 If a 
Ek and kk 
. 0.0004 kk 
0.0076 None 
A 0.00$8 TICK and kk 
0.15 KIC 
0.8294 KK and Kk 
	— 
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THE DUFFY BLOOD GROUP SYSTEM 
The Duffy system, when considered as an =nitwit:aary criterion in 
paternity cases, must be treated in two distinct ways: the first concerns 
the application of the system to white populations, the second l its 
application to negroes. 
Considering first the application of the system to white populations 
there are two levels of testing to be taken into account. The first is 
that which involves the use of anti-F alone, the second that which 
involves the use of both anti-2y5' and anti.Fyb. The situation where 
anti-Fya alone is used is as follows: 
Blood group of mother 





4 Fy(a+) None 
2. 	Fy(a-) 2 None 
mdinea 014:dren Ti° Frequency Possible Impoisible 
Fy(sfr) x Fy(a+) 











It will be noted that in this ease the only mating from which an exclusion 
ie possible comprises only 11% of all matings, so that at this level, of 
testing the exclusionary efficiency of the system is not very great. The 
situation is however, improved slightly by the additional use of anti.;6 b 
in which case the position is as follows: 
-196- 
of  
Blood group 	 1. 	 1 	 2. 
Qr_mother FFva J arvb 
• 
14, FeVya 	 3 	 1 	 All 
.2.' Psra4b 	 3 	 None 	 1 
FylFyb 	 All 	 3 
FeFe x geFe 0.0295 Pee FerYbogYV 
PyaPya x Pyaryb 0.1667 Feitya,grvyb 4.1)6b 
Fyaryb x re-rib 0.2355 All None 
ryarYa x PYbP5rb 0,1178 Ferib BYO" Fib4-13 
FyalY) x PyNib 0.3329 Pra4b,P9bP7b Pefe 
FYbrYb x PYbFib 0.1176 pybpyb YVVA gerYb 
In considering the application of the Duffy system to negroes account must 
be taken of the phenotype Fy(ab.). Exclusionary tables may be constructed 
on the assumption that the occurrence of this phenotype rests on the 
existence of a third allele Fy. Assuming that this is so then the position 
would be as follows: 
Blood group of mother 








1,4 1 Fy(a.b.) 
2.Fy(ab.) 19 21 3 1? 2,31 1, 20 113 
3.Ma-b.) 1,2,3,4 1, 20 11394 3,4 
4.gy(a-b-) 1,4 193 3,4 4 
THE KIDD BLOOD GROUP SYSTEM  
Here again it is only necessary to consider the system at two levels. 
The first being that involving testing with anti-Jk a the second with both 
anti-Jka and anti-Jib. The results are tabulated in the usual form below: 
Blood group of mother 
Blood aro= of child 1: Jk(a+)  2: 
1.'Jk(at) None None 
2. J49,-) 2 None 












Jk(at) x Jk(at) 
Jk(at) x Jk(s-) 
Jk(s,-) x Jk(a-) 
It will be noted that the efficiency of the system as an exclusionary 
criterion, at this level of testing, is very low" as an exclusion is only 
possible in the case of 4k(a4 x Jk(a-) matings, and these comprise only 
about 5% of all marriages.' The situation is improved by the use of anti-4 
where the position is as follows: 
Blood group of mother 
Blood growl of chil5l _ 
jkg3kb 
Al]. 
1: JeJ ka 2 ' aJ Jk;b 
I.' JkaJka 3 1 
2: JOJkb 3 None 1 
3 1 	 bb All 3 
Matins 
en- TYpe FreiIlleneY (l Po s sib's 	Immo s sible 
Jkaika x Jkajka 
jkajka x akaakb 
jkajkb x jkajkb 
jkajka x jklajkb 
jkajkb x jkbakb 





















The.secretor systems although not a blood group systems properly so—called 
may nevertheless be employed as an exclusionary criterion in paternity 
cases on exactly the same basis as the blood groups themselves. The 
relevant information is tabulated below in the usual form s using Be to 
denote the daminant gene and se the recessive.' 
Mother 
- 
1 Se None None 
2. se 2 None 
_ 












Be x Se . 
Be x se se x so 
It can be seen, from the fact that the only matte from which an exclusion 
is possible comprises only a little over 5% of all matingss that at this 
level of testing. If and when it is possible to distinguish between the 
hamogygote and the heterogygotes then, as usual, the position will be 
improved slightly. The position will then be as follows: 
Mother 
Child Al Sae 2 Sese 3 see 
lei 	SeSe 3 1 All 
2. Bose 3 None 1 




Tyne Frequency Possible upcsaibla 
SeSe x SeSe 0.b664 SeSe Sew, sese 
SeSe x Seas 0.2576 sese, Sese seas 
Sese x Sese 0,2500 AU None 
SeSe x sees 0•1 248 Seas Sae, sees 
Sege x sese 0,2424 Sews sese SeSe 
sees x sees 0,0588 sees SeSet Sese 
-.201— 
THE LEWIS SYSTEM  
There seems to be little point in attempting to construct exclusionary 
tables for the Lewis system at the moment. Since there is no agreement 
as to the mode of inheritance the system obviously cannot be used as an 
exclusionary criterion at the =newt, and any tables constructed would 
be purely tentative and of no real value. 
-201a. 
Haptoraohin prima  
Althouch thoco aro not yot eztoncivoly =oil for foroncie moo= it 
to pothaixl uorthUhilo to Dot out the pocitioncfAchu_114 aviao when and 
if they aro co wed. 
Hp. group 2. 
proup ot d4114 	 1. 
1.44/214 3 1 
2.43;42 3 nano 
3.BW4P2 All 3 
Further acauming thatuomr.,v tem tie Swodieh diatzwibutionacuroa an 
roprocontativot tho abovo laormationma,T be oat Into tbe alternative 
form Co foliowas 
IMAMS 
k 	• 	i ale 
q:ditireln-------- ,---- 
ALTA , t N,10,11 	 t. 
UplAkIl x Ilpitapl 000264 liplAipl Up1/420 1/p2A1p2 
nplppl x iiplilip2 001536 riP1AP1, UPI/42 IIP2A1P2 
NplAnkol 2r. up2MO2 0.1157 1701,42 ' 4VIAPIIIVAP2 
//p3Ap2 z iip1inp2 0.2315 An uono 
Elpimpa z 42/iv 0.3430 up1tip2tup2/42 tiplitipl 
1/92/ffri2 z /11)2/42 04270 up242 IIPIAPit 4.71/1/11P2 
- 
It raqr be added that thoro appoara to be no juatifieation, at thic atom ) 
for emapilinc onclucion tablos for tho Cb and abnoraalhamozlctbin croupc, 
an innuNieiont incomatien appoarc to bo availablo roaardine thoir 
forenoic applicatilmo. 
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS  
It should perhaps be emphasised that the use of blood tests is not 
confined to bastardy or affiliation proceedings as such. They can be 
used in any type of proceeding in which the issue of parentage is raised. 
In addition to affiliation proceedings as such, suits for nullity on the 
ground that the woman was pregnant by some other man at the time of the 
marriage and suits for divorce on the ground of adultery. they can also 
be used in those cases in which babies have accidentally been interchanged 
in a maternity hospital and doubt arises as to which child belongs to which 
set of parents. 
A furthers and unusual, application of these tests is mentioned by 
(I?570) 
Sussman/. He refers to the use of blood testing in applications for 
derivative citizenship in America. It appears that children of Chinese 
parents were claiming American citizenship on the basis of their* parents/ 
citizenship. The large number of such claims was suspicious and blood 
grouping was introduced, the applicant children being tested in Hong Kong 
and the parents in America. As a result 40 of the applications were 
refused as the tests showed that paternity was excluded. By this means 
there was exposed an immense "immigration ring" the organisers of which, 
for doubtless a substantial consideration s provided the necessary contacts 
and documents to enable Chinese communist refugees to enter America under 
cover of "derivative citizenship." 
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MEDICO-LEGAL APPLICATIONS OF BLOOD-GROUP TESTING TO PROBLEMS OF  
IDENTITY  
There is really very little that need be said, at this stage, regarding 
these problems. The problem is that of testing the blood of a given 
person and comparing his group with that of a blood stain alleged to have 
derived from his blood. The most obvious application of these techniques 
are in criminal trials for homicide. The blood group of blood stains on 
the prisoner's clothing can be compared with that of his alleged victim, or 
the blood group of blood stains alleged to have been left at the scene of 
the crime by the murderer can be compared with that of the prisoner. 
The problem in these cases is that of straight comparison of two 
types of blood. No question of inheritance is involved and no exclusion 
tables can be drawn up. The only problems that arise in these cases turn 
on the question of the value that can be attached to evidence of blood 
grouping in these circumstances. This is a matter which will be considered 
later. 
A very good example of the operation of blood group testing under 
these circumstances is provided by a ease reported by Harley (1944). In 
this case a mother found blood stains on a mattress in the family's weekend 
cottage. Her son had recently spent a weekend at the cottage with a male 
friend, and on discovering the blood stains she acicused her son of hamo-
sexuality. Her husband thereupon stated that he had cut his hand some 
weeks previously when he was handling the mattress, and presumed that the 
blood stains had come from him. At his instructions blood grouping tests 
were carried out. It was found that the blood stains were of group B9 
that the son was group 0 and the father was of group B. It followed that 
the blood stain could not have come from the sons but could have come from 
the father. 
-204, 
This detemination did not, of course, prove the father's story, 
but it supplied sufficient probability which may be presumed to have 
satisfied the very suspicious mother. 
Tests of a similar type may also be applied to saliva stains. 
Cigarette butts left at the scene of the crime can be tested and a 
determination, made as to whether the person who smoked them was a 
secretor or not, and if so his ASH grouping. Such determinations can 
be used in the same way as a criterion for determining the probability 
of the story told by witnesses or accused. 
Exactly the same type of testing can be applied to seminAl stains. 
Thus in cases involving carnal knowledge grouping tests can be applied 
to seminal stains found on the victims garments and to the semen of the 
accused, and in suitable cases the accused may be excluded. 
The possible applications of blood group tests within this general 
field is limited by little other than the imagination of the writer s and 
there is little point in continuing to elaborate all possible circumstances 
in which blood groups could be applied. The principles are exactly the 
same as those considered above. 
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THE POSITION  
The first problem that inevitably arises =der this head is whether the 
results of blood group tests are admissible as evidence at all in a court 
of law. Fortunately there is little that needs to be said on this score 
at this time. Shortly after the introduction of blood tests doubts were 
raised as to whether the technique was sufficiently reliable to warrant a 
court admitting the results of such tests as evidence, but the day appears 
to be past when it could be asserted, as a general proposition, that 
because of the unreliability of the technique, the results of blood group 
testing cannot be admitted as evidence in a court of law. Thus in the 
(rig;') State v. Hamm/on rehearing, the court stated: 
"ide therefore say, without further elaboration or discussion, that it is our considered opinion that the reliability of the blood test is definitely, and indeed, nrmniuously established as a matter of expert scientific opinion entertained by authorities in the field, and we think the time has undoubtedly arrived when the result of such tests, made by competent persons and properly offered in evidence should be deemed admissible in a court of justice whenever paternity is in issue." 
Neither the English, nor the Australian cases reveal any doubt on this 
score, and the opinion of Einney 3. in Hobson v. Robson has been quoted 
A second general problem raises the question whether the courts are 
required to take judicial notice of the nature of the evidence which is 
submitted in such cases. That they should do so was denied in one American 
case, Commonwealth v., English (1936) in which the court stated: 
"The record is entirely devoid of proof as to the scientific accuracy of such test. We have only the assertions of counsel in argument and references to certain scientific discussions. The blood-grouping tests have not attained such standing as to justify a court in taking judicial notice of their value." 
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Later American decisions, however, have not followed this view. In 
mailmml (1936) the court stated: 
"It is, however, no straining of the doctrine of judicial notice for a particular tribunal to affirm its awareness of the principle underlying such emaminations is that certain characteristics or properties of the blood of a parent perpetuate themselves in that of his or her offspring in a4cordanee with the Mendelian, Um, and that the results of such tests arc, therefore, potentialkv relevant in the determination of whether a given child is the offspring of specified adults, or vice versa, whether a given adult is the mother or father of a particular child." 
In Shanks sr. Shanks (1940 the court merely stated: 
"Blood types are matters of common or ordinary knowledge" 
This point appears not to have been dismissed.) in so maw terms, in either 
the English or Australia cases, but the assumption has clearly been that 
judicial notice maybe taken of the nature and value of the tests. 
So far we have only discussed thio problem impurel,y general terms, 
We must now consider the various types of proceviirgs in which blood group 
evidence may be tendered in more detail, and gt the very outset it is 
necessary to draw attention to the distinction between those eases in which 
parentage is in dispute and those cases which involve such matters as the 
identification of stains and the like. 
If we consider first the problem of parentage we must stress at the 
outset the fact that the use of blood group testing can only exclude paternity ., 
it can never prove it. The results can show that a given man cannot be the 
father of the child, but they cannot show that he is the father, the most 
that they cculd do would be to show that he could be the father. This 
distinction is important when we consider the evidential problems raised 
by these tests. Supposing that in an affiliation suit, the parties have 
voluntarily subnitted to blood tests. If the results indicate that the 
defendant could not be the father of the child then no one doubts that the 
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evidence is admissible. What, however, is the position if the results 
do not exclude him from paternity? Can the mother claim to adduce the 
results as evidence supporting her claim. On this point there is 
considerable confusion. The trend of American decisions, for the 
problem does not seem to have come before the Australian or raglish 
courts, seams to be against the admissibility of such evidence. Thus 
in .S...tga.a.gpzeg (1951) andttaltpli21,1 (1954) it was held that 
blood test results showing possible paternity were of no probative value 
and should have been excluded as irrelevant. 
If however, we turn to consider those cases concerned with the 
identification of stains and the like, we find that a rather different 
principle seems to be applied. This principle, as enunciated in Shanks v. 
Shanks is that: 
"the objection of remoteness goes to the weight of the evidence 
rather than to its admissibility.' To exclude evidence merely 
because it tends to establish a possibility, rather thAn a 
probability, would produce curious results not heretofore 
thought of." 
Againy in Willismkv. Statg (1940) the court stated: 
"any evidence tending to indentify defendant as the guilty 
person and tb show his presence at the scene of the crime 
is relevant and competant." 
This was a case in which the accused was charged with rape. The evidence 
was that blood found on the coat of the accused was of the some group as 
that of the victim, namely group 0. The defence objected, that 45% of the 
population are group 0 and that therefore the evidence was not probative. 
The submission the court overruled on the ground stated above. A similwr 
conclusion was reached in the case of Commonwealth v. Stratti (1950) which 
involved similar facts. 
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It is submitted that in principle s there is very little difference 
between the two types of oases and that the principle enunciated in 
Shanks v. ShanIts should, in theory at least, be applicable in affiliation 
suits, i.e., the evidence should be regarded as wimissible s although the 
weight to be attached to it remains a problem in each particular case. 
The finding that both the stain and victim are of group 0 whilst the 
accused's awn blood is of some other group is not necessarily very weighty 
evidence. On the other hand a finding that both the stein and the 
victim were 13, N$, Ot ubiedes Lu(a-) s K could be regarded as very cogent 
evidence indeed since, outside the family of the victim there would not 
be another man in ten millions. This is not proof positive s but it is 
certainly very weighty evidence indeed. 
It is perhaes worth emphasising that in criminal cases involving 
stain identification the weight of blood group evidence may be considerably 
increased, not because of factors related to the tests themselves but owing 
to the way in which the evidence is used. The tests may be used as a 
check upon the veracity of explanations given by the prisoner. Thus if 
we consider the situation which arose in Shanks v. Shal*s. Upon finding 
blood stains on the coat of the accused the police would presumably ask 
for an explaaation. The accused might well reply that he cut himself 
whilst shaving. If blood tests then showed that the blood stain and the 
victim were of group 0 and the accused of group A, then the test have proved 
almost exclusively that the accused is lying, without of course proving 
that the blood stains are those from the victim. In circumstances such 
as these the tests, althoughnot necessarily of great probative value as 
regards the identification of the source of the stain / are almost conclusive 
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as regards the truth of the explanation provided. 
Even in paternity suits the situation may be such that the tests 
may achieve high probative value even of positive paternity. Thus the 
situation may be such that there are only two men who have to be considered 
as possible fathers blood tests by excluding one will then be coglnt 
evidence for the paternity of the other, even though blood tests on the 
latter t s awn blood may be indecisive. 
Despite the American decisions considered above we would submit 
that in all cases blood group evidence should be considered as admissible 
evidences although the weight to be attached to that evidence will depend 
upon the facts of the particular ease. As mentioned above, there is no 
discussion of this problem in the English or Australian reports, but our 
siihn.imical would seem to be consistent with an anonymous case reported in 
the Justice of the Peace and Local Government Review for 1935.. In this 
case a woman in a maintenance suit to adduce blood group evidence that 
the man from who she was claiming could have been the father of her child 
as corroborative evidence of her claim. The justices refused to accept 
this as sufficient corroboration. The report is very brief but the 
implication is that the evidence was not rejected as inadmissible but 
held to be insufficient corroboration on the ground that it merely showed 
that the defendant, along with some million or so other men, could have 
been the father. This we would respectfully =bait is the correct approach 
to these problems. 
Ire must now turn to consider the other main evidential problem 
raised by blood group testi% namely„ the weight to be attached to such 
evidence when it purports to establish an exclusion of paternity or as 
the source of a stain. 
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There is a tendency in some non-:medical literature on the subject to 
lay undue stress on. reported incidents which might seem to weaken belief 
in the reliability of the tests. This, we would submit, is a mistaken 
attitude. The real problem is not, what is the absolute accuracy of 
blood tests, but rather how much more or less accurate are they than 
the traditional methods of adducing proof.1 That is to say we should 
really be concerned, with their relative accuracy rather than with their 
absolute accuracy. 
Clearly, however, some measure of absolute accuracy is necessary 
before comparison is possible, and so we may briefly consider the 
techniques of blood testing in order to assesstheir accuracy, or what 
Professor Ross has called their biological accuracy. Into the details 
of the various techniques employed we are not competant to go, and it will 
be sufficient to quote here the view of Andresen (1952) that 
"blood group determination is one of the most accurate biological methods." 
The possibility of human error always remains, of course, although with 
suitable controls the risk of error can be reduced to a minimum. It is 
difficult to obtain any sort of statistical measure of the incidence of 
human error, but it would be foolish to deny that the possibility exists. 
A second factor which must also be considered when discussing the 
evidential value of blood tests, is the constancy of the blood grouping 
of an individual. Particularly as applied in disputed paternity proceedings, 
blood group testing assumes that an individual's blood group remains 
unchanged throughout his life, and indeed that it is established in the 
child either at or at the very latest, within a short time of birth. 
With regard to the latter point we have shown that, in relation to each 
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of the individual blood groups, the antigens are well developed in most 
eases well before birth. It ma perhaps be added that the establishment 
of the time at which the blood grouping of a foetus may be determined 
could have important medico-legal applications in cases, for example, in 
which child destruction or concealment of birth are involved and it is 
necessary to establish a relationship between the foetus and the woman who 
has been charged. In such cases blood group determinations could, in 
certain circumstances play a useful part.' 
With regard to the constancy of an individual's blood group, it is 
of course difficult to dhow that blood groups do remain unchanged throughout 
life, and indeed there are cases in which disease seems to affect in some 
way the apparent grouping of an individual. The case reported by van 
Loghem et al. (1957) and that reported by Stratton et gl, (1958) dhow that 
absolute constancy cannot be assumed, yet it appears to be true that no case 
of a change has ever been reported in the case of a normal healthy adult. 
It should perhaps be added that the reported "transformation" of the 
Lewis groups of red cells are only apparent exceptions. That is to say they 
are only exceptions in so far as the Lewis system is thought of as an antigenic 
system. Once the concept of the system as a secretor system is adopted the 
apparent exceptions disappear. 
Thus on the score of the constancy of the blood group systems , the 
evidential value of blood group testing remains high. The constancy is not 
*absolute but all the real exceptions appear to be associated with well 
recognised blood diseades, so that the channe of an error on this score can 
be reduced by suitable checks for the existence of these diseases. 
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FinAlly, and as applied in disputed paternity proceedings, there 
remains the problem of the accuracy of the theories of inheritance which 
have been worked out. Given a wrong theory of inheritance and exclusions 
based thereon will be valueless. It will be remembered that from 1910 to 
1924 the inheritance of the ASO system was thought to be based upon the 
existence of two independent pairs of allelomorphs, and it was not until 
Bernstein produced his theory in 1924, a theory which has now stood for 
35 years in the face of intense blood group testing, that the ABO system 
was put on what must now be regarded as the right lines. It may be added 
that it seems unlilrely . that the theory of von Dungern and Hirszfeld was 
ever extensively employed in any court cases, for the first ease in which 
blood group evidence was adduced in a. paternity case was heard by the 
German courts in 1924, the year in which Bernstein first announced his 
triple allelomorph theory. 
The same is true of the Louis system. The original theory that 
Le(a—) was inherited as a Mendelian recessive has subsequently been shown 
to be fundamentally incorrect. It is notable s however, and a commentary 
upon the pace of aerological research, that whilst it took fourteen years 
to establish that the von Dungern Hirszfeld theory for the ABO system was 
incorrect, it took barely two years to show that the original theory 
proposed for the Lewis system was incorrect. 
The only check on the accuracy of the inheritance theories is that 
of statistical control based on very large numbers of tests. Given large 
enough numbers it is most unlikely that any error in the inheritance theory 
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will remain undetected for very long. Once a theory :has withstood 
several years of intensive testing involving large numbers with no 
proved exceptions it may be regarded as "established". It may be 
remarked in this context that so far as we art aware ' no one has ever 
proved positively that it is impossible for two persons to have the same 
fingerprints. The acceptance of finger-prints rests simply on the fact 
that no cases of identical finger-prints have ever been observed 4 although 
the number of prints taken must be astronomical. No court woulds today, 
pay much attention to counsel who endeavoured to argue that the individuality 
of finger-prints had not been conclusively established, and in our submission 
they should adopt the same attitude to counsel who argue that the inheritance 
system of the major blood groups has not been established. There is s of 
courses always the difficulty of deciding when a working hypothesis 
acquires the status of an established theory. The only criterion that 
can be adopted here is one of statistical control, namely, when the number 
of tested families becomes large enough. Once this somewhat arbitrary 
Rubicon is crossed the hypothesis may be regarded as an established theory. 
In the case of the Lewis system the total number of families examined by 
1957, and relating to which the results were published was only 723, whilst 
by 1954 the total number of samples tested throughout the morld was only a 
little over 10,000. This number was clearly insufficient, in this partic-
ular cases to afford a guarantee of the accuracy of the theory. 
It is difficult to gather accurate statistics as to the number of 
tests and fnmily studies that had been done in the AEO system prior to 1910 
(the date of the von Dungern and Hirszfeld theory).and prior to 1924 (the 
date of the Bernstein theory). So far as Europe is concerned Mourant 
(1958) lists only one series prior to 1910 9 that of Decastello and Sturli 
in 1902 (although our search. was confined to those with a date as listed 
and does not include figures quoted as having been taken from a publication 
by a person other than the original author).' It may also be added that 
von Dungern and Hirszfeld, in their original paper s based their theory on 
tests on 72 fnmilies. 
Even assuming, however, that a given theory. of inheritance is 
regarded as established there remains the difficulty of mutations. The 
possibility of a mutation means that there is always the chance of a 
genuine exception to any theory of inheritance. The possibility of a 
mutations however, is very low indeed . earlier we quoted the opinion of 
Ford that a mutation rate of 1 in 50,000 is "exceptionally high and rarely 
exceeded". At least one case s however, has been reported in which a 
genuine mutation appears to have occurred. This is the well known case 
reported by Haselhorst ad Lauer (19309 ,1931) in which the child of a 
A2B mother was faind to be of group 0. 1 The child wasp however, a blind 
deaf mute with gross congenital deformities. A similat exception was also 
reported by KossOviteh (1929).1 Very careful testing is clearly necessary 
before it can be accepted that a mutation has occurred. This is illustrated 
by the case reported by Worsaae (1930) in which an .A 2B mother produced a 
group 0 child. It was later found that the child possessed a weak A2 
antigen. The existence of very weak sub-groups within the ABO system 
always presents a difficulty in these cases. 	This is illustrated by 
the case reported bylatetekvandlYoung (1945) in which parents of groups 
B and A2B produced a child who was grouped as AO. 
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"Exceptions" of this kind are always possible although as research 
proceeds they are likely to lose their exceptional character. Oases 
involving the Xx inhibitor genes might well have been put down as 
exceptions' a few years ago, and if an issue of paternity had arisen in 
such a case an inaccurate exclusion might well have resulted. Again., in 
the Rh systems Henningsen (1950 has reported a case in which maternity 
would have been excluded in a paternity case had not the rare chromosome 
been remembered. The sane applies in the case of the M g antigen which 
we discussed earlier in which paternity would have been excluded if anti-1 
and anti-5 had been used alone. 
Another rare occurrences which could lead to incorrect results is 
the existence of blood group chimeras. These are twins in which owing 
to uterine vascular anastamosiss interchange of primitive erythrocytes 
takes place so that each twin possesses two types of red cells. The first 
example of this phenomenon in man was reported by runsford datiol (1953) 
since when at least two other cases have been reported. 
Factors such as these reduce the nbiological certainty" of blood 
group exclusions to a little below 100%y but the fact ransins that the 
certainty of such tests remains very high. Some indication of the degree 
of certainty attainable can be gathered from the report of the Inter. 
Scandanavian Meeting on Genetics and Legal Medicine (1952) who reported 
that the degree of certainty of the ABO system was 99:90 la...* a risk of 
error of 1 in 101003: 
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It should be remarked, in passing, that the reliability of the 
various blood group systems is not uniform. Thus the Inter-Scandanavian 
Meeting on Genetics and Legal Medicine (1952) gave the certainty of the 
MN system as being only 99.9% accurate, i.e. a risk of error of 1 in 1000. 
The authorities however, seem to differ as to which of the various systems 
are sufficiently reliable and well established to warrant their use in 
paternity cases. 
The Committee on Medico-Legal Problems of the American Medical. 
Association, reporting in 1954 recommend against the use of the adb-
groups of the ABO system: 
"Tests for the sub-groups of A are not sufficiently reliable for medico-legal Wes The serologic distinction between agglutinins Al and A2 is not sharp, so that the diagnosis is not infrequently difficult to make, especially in newborn babies and individuals of group AB. Moreover, intermediate forms exist between. Ai and A2. At any rate the chances of excluding paternity for a falsely accused man4 which is about 18.5% using factors A and B, would be increased by only 1 or 2% were the subgroups of A applied. Therefore this committee finds that the subgroups of A remain too unreliable for general medico-legal use." 
The attitude of the Danish Medico-Legal Council (1947) is slightly more 
favourable. They state that "the possibility of paternity incompatible 
with the Al -A2 system has to be considered very remote" but they add: 
"until greater experience is gained in this matter, this paternity will not be considered so improbable that it will be looked upon as safe to attach a decisive importance to the outcome of the blood typing in such cases." 
In this connection it may also be noted that Andresen (1952) points out 
that the sub-groups of A tend to be particularly unreliable in the newborn, 
and he recommends further testing after a year in those cases in which the 
subgroup is of importance. 
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Although there is general agreement on the use of the MN system s 
the value that can be attached to the use of S and s is uncertain. The 
American Medical Association report as follows: 
"the number of studies to date on the factor S is small, because of the scarcity of this reagent, which unlike anti-M and anti-N cannot, at present, be produced at will. Therefore, the medico-legal application of the S test shaad be limited to selected cases and exclusions of paternity based on this test alone should be qualified by pointing out that the statistical basis of this test is still incomplete, though there is no reason to . doubt its' reliability. Reagents for anti-s are even rarer than Moreover, the anti-s reagents available up to the present had to be used with the anti-globulin technique, and the results were reproducible only with difficulty. or these reasons, the medico-.legal application of factor s is not recommended for the present." 
We have been unable to find any other published views regarding the use 
of Ss, but it would appear to the writer, approaching the matter as a 
layman, that the attitude of the American Medical Association tends 
towards over abundant caution. 
So far as the Rh system is concerned the American Medical 
Association recommend that tests be limited to Rh o, rh!, it" and hr', 
which being translated are 0,D,E and cr this being the level of testing 
contemplated in the last of the exclusion tables for the Rh system which 
we compiled and which were quoted earlier. 
The position of the P system is doubtful. The American Medical 
Association recommend against its use, but the system has on occasion 
been used in Denmark and Sweden. 
None of the other systems has yet received the approval of the 
American Medical Association for general use in paternity cases, and there 
are few reports concerning their use. 
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There would appear to be in some uriters, confusion as to the nature 
of the accuracy of the laws of inheritance as used in blood group testing. 
This confusion is well illustrated by the recent article by Professor Boss, 
Professor of Jurisprudence in the University of Copenhagen. In his 
0,761) 
article on The Value of Blood Tests as Evidence in Paternity Case94 
Professor Hoes draws a distinction between "prospective" and "retrospective" 
laws of inheritance. The former he defines as those which 
"presuppose that the qualities which the parents possess 
are known and on this basis the rules declare what quality 
progeny will have." 
whilst the latter he defines as; 
"(those which) declare retrospective4., with reference to 
the rules of inheritance and other factors, who (probably) 
could possibly (sic) be the father of the child." 
Having drawn this distinction, Professor Ross eaphasises that it is the 
retrospective laws, as he has defined them, which are relevant so far as 
the application of blood group tests in paternity cases are concerned. 
He furtheremphasises that whatever may be the probability of the prospective 
laws, the same probability does not attach to the equivalent retrospective 
We would submits with respects that this analysis of the position 
overlooks the exclusionary nature of the criterion obtained by applying 
blood group testing. The point may be illustrated by a simple example. 
Consider the ease of a group A child born to a group 0 mother. By the 
laws of Mendelian genetics, as applied to blood groups, it can be shown, 
that the father of the Child must be either group A or group AB. The 
mere fact, however, that the alleged father 	of group AB does not 
established that he is in fact the father; it merely establishes that he 
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could be the father - but so could any other man of group AB (or of group 
A). On the other hands if the alleged father turns out to be of group B 
then it can be said that he could 	be the father of that child. So far 
as the evidential value of blood tests is concerned, it is the certainty 
of the exclusionary rules -which is the relevant consideration, and in so 
far as the ABO system is concerned we may accept the figure of 99.99% as 
the certainty of the system. This figure, however, may be applied to the 
rule whether couched in prospective or retrospective form. Thus one may 
consider the position arising in the case of an 0 m: AB mating. The off- 
spring of such a mating must be of group A or group 139 but cannot be groups 
0 or AB. Therefore given the blood groups of the parents, the exclusionary 
rule stated in a prospective fora is that the parents of groups 0 and AB 
cannot have children of groups 0 or AB, and this rule may be said to have 
a certainty of 99.99%. On the other hand the same rule may be stated in 
retrospective form without in any way affecting the risk of error involved. 
Thus given a group A child and a group 0 mother, the rule that the father 
could not be group B (or that he must be groups A or .AB) still has a 
probability of 99.99% for the two factors underlying the risk of error 
are the same in both cases. 
If however we consider the rules of inheritance, as defined by 
Professor Roes, then clearly his distinction between prospective and 
retrospective rules becomes valid, although not strictly applicable to 
the problem of the application of blood groups in paternity suits. 
Given the blood groups of the parents as 0 and AB then it can be seen 
that their chances of having a group A child is approximately 50% (as is 
their chance of having a group B child) so that the prospective law 
which states that parents of groups 0 and AB will have a group A child 
has approximately 50% validity. If we consider the situation retrospec-
tively, however, that is to say, given the blood gralp of the mother as 0 
and that of the child as A then the probability that the father will be of 
group AB will depend on tmo factors: 
a) the nnmber of other blood groups that the father muld biologically posses 
b) the frequency of distribution of the relevant groups 
The father of a group A child born of a group 0 mother could biologically 
be group AB or group A (but could not be grow 0 or B). Taking the 
Australian figures for the distribution of the ADO groups, we see that 
the frequency of occurrence of group A is 39.75 and that of group AB is 
2.97. so that the chances of the father being of group AB are a little 
under 7%. 
This type of consideration, however, is irrelevant when discussing 
the application of blood groups to disputed paternity cases. In uach 
eases the only relevant rules are those of an exclusionary nature and 
their degree of certainty depends only upon the chances of human error, 
the possibility of a mutation and the chances of the operation of unkamin 
factors all of which could lead to a wrong detdrmination, but the combined 
effect of all these factors mould hardly add up to a risk of error of more 
than 1 in 100 to put it at its very highest, and in many cases it would be 
a good deal lower than this since where paternity is excluded by more than 
one system the possibility of an error occurring in both systems at the 
same time is very low indeed. 
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Having considered the various factors which affect the reliability 
of blood group determinations we must now turn to assess their relative 
merits in comparison with the traditional ways of adducing evidence. 
It is, of courses virtually impossible to obtain any sort of 
rational estimate as to the accuracy of the traditional methods. Just 
how accurate a judge is when he listens to the parties in court and tries 
todetermine who is speaking the truth is a matter which lies almost out- 
side the realms of rational ensuiry. There is s however, one line of enquiry 
which could lead to something like a reasonable estimate of the accuracy 
of the traditional methods. This is a line which we are unfortunately 
unable to pursue here, but it may be thought worth while to outline the 
basic method which could be employed. 
The method. turns upon the fact that it is *possible to calculate 
the statistical probability of a man being excluded from paternity, when 
such a charge is falsely brought against him, by the application of the 
knoun blood groups. The chances of an exclusion by any given system may 
be illustrated by taking a simple case such as that presented by the 
Lutheran system. Here the only mating from which an exclusion is posdble 
is a liu(a-) z tu(a-) mating, and in this case only an Lu(a4) child would 
enable an exclusion to be made. The frequency of such a mating is 0.8529 
whilst the chance of the real father of the child carrying the Lue- gene 
is 0.0390 which is the frequency of the Lua gene. It follows that the 
chances of an exclusion from the Lutheran system is 0.8529 x 0.0390 which 
is 0.03327. 
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In connection with the problem of determination of the "efficiency" 
of a blood group system, it is worth mentioning that Professor Sir Ronald 
Fisher has provided a series of standard calculations for evaluating blood 
group systems. He distinguishes between four types of problem, namely : 
O ndoubtful identity . how frequent37 will different persons (supposeay unrelated) be of the sane phenotype? 
b) identical twins - how frequently, will fraternal twins, children of the same father, be of the same phenotype? 
a) doubtful parentage - if an infant is interchanged with another in a maternity hospital, how frequently-All the supposed child be of a phenotype compatible with those of its supposed parents? 
c) disputed paternity how frequently All the child of another man be compatible with falsely accepted paternity?" 
However, to each question, each of the phenotypes will return a different 
answer, and Fisher introduces the concept of the power of a system as a 
whole, i.e., the proportion of all cases which present themselves, in which 
testing the parties for a given blood group system, All fail to make a 
discrimination. The power of a system is not the probability itself of 
a failure to discriminate, but, if this probability is represented by P I 
is 	 -log P = log (1A) 
Considering the problem of identity and using the 41'Ss system as a model 
Fisher sets out the power of the system as follows: Teldng the frequencies 
of the gene combinations from Race and Sanger (1947) he obtains the 
following table for the genotypic and phenotypic frequencies: 
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Genotypes Frequencies % with ...—......231%1214Pag anti—s without anti—s 
MOS 
 
6.1094 MS 6.1094) IIS 20.1058 
ms/ms 13.9964 msa 13.9964 
milms 8.6163 ma 8.0163 Ms 8.0163 
MSAS 3.9650 PINS 3.9660 ) 
ENS 27.7611 
MS/Ns 19:2542 ) ) MNSs 23.7961 MOS 4.5429 ) 
Ma/Ns 22.0553 MNs 22.0553 Ms 22. -0553 
Ns/Ns 0.6433 Ns 0.6433 ) ) NS 6,8913 
Ns/Ns 5.240 N$a 6.2480 ) 
N0/N0 15.1702 Na 154702. Us 15.1702 
From these values the probability of a falure to discriminate, in the 
case of identity, can be obtained. Thus given an individual of NS 
phenotype, then the probability of the blood of another individual 
being also MS will be 0.201058 (using three antisera) or 0.061094• 
(using four antisera). The probability of the aystan as a whole failing  
to discriminate can be taken as the sum of the squares of the phenotypic 
frequencies. This gives the results shown in the following table: 
• t 	era • _- 
Probability of non-discrimination 0.200324 0.163548 
Power log (1/P) 1.60733 1.31066 
Power per cent 100 112. 
• Thus it can be seen that the use of anti-s increases the power of the 
system, in cases of identity by 12.6%. 
The same type of analysis can be applied to cases of infant inter-
change and disputed paternity. For these cases, assuming the use of 
three antisera the usual 6 r. 6 table is compiled in each cell of which 
is entered the sun of the frequencies of all the phenotypes which each 
mating could produce. This gives the following table: 
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Sir Ronald Fisher's directions are then as follows: 
bultiplying each column by the paternal frequeney then by addition 
• the first column on the right in the above table is obtained. If these 
values are then multiplied by the maternal frequencies the general average 
of 64.2944% is obtained which is the frequency with which three antisera 
will isil to detect an interchange. 
In cases of disputed paternity the values in the above table should 
be divided by the sum of the frequencies of the phenotypes tch might 
have been born to the mother without restriction as to paternity. These 
are in fact the values in the column headed MRS, and from these figures 
the percentages of wrongly ascribed paternity which the use of the three 
antizera would not disprove can be obtained. These are shown in the 
second column on the right, their average being 72.5900% i.e. in a little 
over a (Tarter of cases presented would a successful exclusion of paternity 
be possible. 
Using this type of analysis Fisher is able to compare the power of 
the system within three antisera with its power when four antisera are 
used. He tabulates his results as follows: 
3 autisera 4 antisera % increase in 
------.:Pawer Identity 1.60783 1.81066 1266 
Twins 0.72792 0.81471 114 
Interchange 0.44170 0.60973 38.0 
Paternity 0.32035 0.40260 25.7 
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It is not without interest to observe that the use of anti-s gives a 
25% increase in power when the MNSe system is applied to paternity problems. 
This type of analysis is of considerable value in that it indicates the 
improvement which can be expected from the use of additional anti-bodies. 
Boyd (1955) has slightly different approach to this problem. His 
calculations are as follows; 
Let 	a 	the frequency of MB "MS 
"Ms n Ns 
and let 
a + c 
b + 8. 
a + b 
c + d 
then the chances of an exclusion using three antisera, will be 
= n 	mn) NS 
= n (1 -mn) s aq2 
 • 
bed 
IS =  0 
p = pe AN 
P 	= m (1 -mn) NS 
NI. AO= 	• 	 (a 2odpq2 s ed. e 
• 
ba2) mn -mn) ao2 be) q2 
•' 	m(lnra) 	bq2 + sod 
where Pms = the chentle of excluding a man of group NS etc., and Nuys = 
the chance of excluding a man of unknown MNS grouping. Using the MS 
frequency distribution figures for England given. by Race and Sanger, Boyd 




MS 	 0:3527 11 	 0 4734 MO  	 0 0000 
MN 	 . 	. 0.1481 
NS 	 03932 
X 	. 0 • ... 0.4618 
unknown • 0.2390 
This figures 0;23901 compares with 0.3158 obtained by the use of four 
antisera, as calculated by Wiener, 
The calculations in the case of the Ma aysteu are rather complex. 
Professor Sir Ronald Fisher prepared a table which was printed in the 
earlier editions of Race and Sanger but without any indications of the 
method upon which it was constructed. It is reproduced below as Table I. 
Boyd, however, has produced a general method for calculating the chances 
of an exclusicn which is as follows. He first constructs a table showing 
the frequency with which children of the various phenotypes would be born 
to women of the various phenotypes when mated with men draun at random from 
the population. This is done by considering the children which would be 
born to women of each phenotype when they reclive FL genes in numbers 
proportional to the gene frequency of the population as a vhole. 1 This 
is reproduced below as Table /I. 
Taking the gene frequencies to be: 
0.1280 2 
Bo 	u = 0.0305 






then the frequency of the various phenotypes will be as follows: 
ode V72 
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Substituting the gene frequency figures in the above equations and then 
'substituting the values thus obtained in Table II we obtain Table III. 
Since to derive general algebraic formulae expressing the possibility of 
an exclusion from the normal standard exclusion involves arduous algebraic 
manipulations Boyd constructs a table from the formulae of Table II based 
on the actual gene frequency figures, which is shown below as Table IV. 
This is constructed by Mang, from Table III using a standard exclusion 
table as a guide, for a man of a given phenotype all children's frequencies 
which, for each type of mother, exclude paternity. The chances of an 
exclusion are thus seen to be 25% using the four antisera implied in the 
above tables. It may be added that Allen, Jones mad Diamond (1954) have 
calculated that using seven antiseras namely, anti-09 anti449 anti-c9 
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The figures given by Race and Sanger (1958) , for seven of the 
systems are as follows: 
ABO 	 0.1760 
MNS0  0.2390 Rh  0.2520 
Kell 	 0.0379 
Lutheran 	 0.0333 
Duffy •  0.0487 Kidd ** . ** .m 	 01 .0286 
To these figures we may add the chances of an exclusion by the secretor 
system which would be 0.02985. The chances of an exclusion using any 
combination of the above groups will be the aura of the chances of using 
each group separately, so that the chances of an exclusion using all the 
above uystems, including the secretor system will be a little over 60%, 
iwu 60% of all men wrongfully accused of paternity could be exonerated 
by the use of blood group tests. 
The actual results of the application of blood tests in disputed 
paternity proceedings, taken with the above figures provide some measure 
of the relative degree of truthfulness of women who bring affiliation 
proceedings. Schiffle results for the years 19244934 (excluding 1929) 
using the ABO system throughout the series, and the PIN system from 1931. 
are as follows. The figure given for the MN system is, of course, lower 
than that quoted above as Schiff was unable to employ the subdivisions 
resulting from the discovery of So. 
Ryaminntion  Chances of No. Exclusions 
-----Sgr----•-----WaXlUC-----tagki----LQ1---------------L- 
0,A,B 17.0 140 7.7 I 	
5 
140 18.6 109 8.6 
Both 33.0 160 1482 
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Thus using both systems 14% of the accused man mere proved innooenti 
but assuming all the accused men to have been innocent one would have 
expected that one third would have been exonerated so that one may 
conclude that half of the men tested by Schiff were really "guilty° or 
in other words, hnlf of the women were inaccurate in their accusations. 
Thus some measure is provided for the assesSment of the relative truth-
fulness of women who commence affiliation proceedings. 
It may be remarked that the relative truthfulness of women seems 
not to show the geographical variation of the blood groups themselves. , 
Thus Wiener quotes the figures collected by Levine for the results obtained 
in Europe up to 1932 which are as follows; 


























r -I  
, r, 
353 43 39 6 64 . 	17 
4 
Total 6665 544 84, 
•Using the ABO system the percentage exclusion s assuming all the men to have 
been innocents is expected to be a little over 16%. The average percentage 
of exclusions actrally obtained is a little over 8% so that one may deduce 
•that of the 6665 men examined approtimate17 one half were in fact "guilty" 
.and that therefore one hnlf of the women were lying. 
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Three other collections of data have been made. Wiener s covering 
the European results 1930-37 and the English and American results 1932 -
1942, compiles the following tablc: 
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If the actual results be compared with the percentage of affiliation 
cases in which the putative husband is rendered liable by a court proceeding 
without the -aid of blood groups then some measure of the accuracy of the 
traditional methods of dealing with these cases is provided. 
. Unger (1953) reports a series which would appear to be the first 
in which the Rh system was employed as well as the ABO and the MN. In 
108 cases thirty exclusions were obtained which suggests that the women 
in this series were a little less truthful than the average. It is 
perhaps worth noting that of the thirty exclusions on.147 six were excluded 
by more than one system s none being excluded by all three. 
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The last series of cases that is worth considering is that reported 
by Susmman (1956).' This series was obtained from the results of applying 
blood group testing to derivative citizenship applications in the United 
States, as mentioned earlier. In this series 4so the Rh system was 
employed, as well as the ABO and MN systems. The results based on a very 
large number of tests showed 40% of exclusions. Since employment cf those 
three systems gives approximately a fifty per cent chance of obtaining an 
exclusion the conclusion would appear to be that some 80% of the clAims 
were false. There are clearly, therefore, circumstances in which a higher 
rate of untruthfulness may be expected than that arising from normal 
domestic situations. 
There is one final problem connected with the evidential value of 
the results of blood group testing that we have to consider.' This relates 
to the question whether the results of such tests can be considered as 
conclusive. In considering this problem it is necessary to distinguish 
between those cases in which the tests result in an exclusion, whether of 
paternity or as the source of a stain, and those which do not result in an 
exclusion* 
The attitude of the American courts, for once again there is no 
relevant English or Australian authority, towards the ve1ms of evidence 
which shows an exclusion has undergone a change in recent years. The 
earlier attitude was that such evidence was not conclusive but could be 
considered by the court along with such other evidence as may be available, 
This was the attitude adopted in Arais V. Ralsensnikoff (1938) and in 
Berry- v. Chanlin (1947) in both of which paternity was held to have been 
established despite the blood group evidence to the contrary. 
In Jordan vo] Nhce (1949), however, the court took the view that 
evidence of blood grouping was more than merely expert opinion.' Their 
view was that it was not open to the court to give such weight as it 
thought fit to what was a biological law,' The function of the jux7 1 
they held, was 1tmited to determining whether the conditions existed 
which made the biological lam applicable and whether such tests had been 
properly carried out. In assazaams, (1953) it was stated that "for a 
court to declare that these tests are not conclusive would be as unrealistic 
as it would be for a court to declare that the world is flat. 
In our submission the more recent American approach to this problem 
represents the correct approach. The point to bear in mind is that evidence 
of blood grouping is not circumstantial evidence. It cannot be weighed in 
the scales against evidence as to whether the inquisitive neighbour did or 
did not see a tall dark man leaving the house in the small hours of the 
morning. 
Either the evidence must be accepted as conclusive or treated as 
inadmissible. Once the courts have accepted the basis upon which such 
evidence is given then they must accept the evidence itself. 
Consider the position of a toxicologist who gives evidence to the 
effect that he has carried out the Marsh test on the remains of the victim 
and has found five grains of arsenic which he states is a fatal dose. 
What can the jury do with snch evidence? Unless conflicting evidence is 
presented to them they have no option but to accept it. Unless there is 
some other evidence for them to go on they cannot decide that the remains 
of the victim do not contnin five grains of arsenic, nor can they decide 
that five grains is not a fatal dose. 
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The same is true, we would subait, in the case of blood group 
evidence. For a court to hold, in the face of contrary blood group 
evidence that the defendant is the father of a child is the same as 
deciding that the deceased did not die of arsenical poisoning in the 
face of unrefuted evidence to the contrary. No court would take this 
view in a poisoning case, and there seems no reason why they should do 
so in an affiliation suit. Providing that the evidence is such that the 
tests were properly performed by a properly qiialified person then if the 
results are accepted at all they should be accepted as conclusive. The 
position was well summarised in the decision in Schulze v. Schulze (1942) 
in which the court pointed out that to reject the blood group evidence 
would be tantamount to holding either that the testimony of the physician 
was unworthy of credence, or that the tests themselves were futile. It 
is hardly open to courts today to argue on the basis of unreliability of 
the tests themselves - evidence of the results have been admitted in too 
many cases - so that the only valid ground for ignoring such evidence 
would be independent evidence relating to the abilities of the witness in 
performing the tests. 
It is, of course, true that the position of blood group evidence, 
in most cases, is rather different fropa that of other forms of scientific 
evidence which the courts admit without showing any qualms. In most cases 
in which scientific evidence is tendered it is not tendered as disposing of 
the entire issue before the court. Thus, in the case of the toxicologist 
which we cited earlier, the evidence that he has found five grains of arsenic 
in the body, and his opinion that that is a fatal dose does not dispose of 
the issue before the court which is whether the prisoner was responsible for 
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the administration of the arsenic. In the case of blood group evidence, 
however, particularly in paternity cases, the evidence, if accepted, may 
dispose entirely of the issue. If the issue is whether the defendant is 
the father of a child, and the blood group evidence is to the effect that 
he could not be the father, then, if that evidence is accepted the whole 
iSSUB before the court is decided. 
The courts are doubtless justified in hesitating before abdicating 
their function to such an extent; hesitating, that is, until they are sure 
that the scientific claims are well founded. It would be our submission 
that those claims are now sufficiently well founded to justify a wide 
reception of such evidence. 
An American Federal Court, in 1923, speaking of the use of evidence 
obtained by means of "lie-detectors" stated: 
'Just when a scientific principleogobs,out ,-par crosses the line 
between the experimental and demonstrable stages is difficult 
to define. Somewhere in this twilight zone the evidential 
force of the principle must be recognised, and while courts 
will go a long way in admitting expert testimony deduced from 
a well recognised scientific principle or discovery, the thing 
• 
	
	 from which the deduction is made must be sufficiently established 
to have gained general acceptance in the particulav field to which 
it belongs. We think the systolic blood pressure deception test 
has not yet gained such standing and scientific recognition among 
physiological and psychological authorities as would justify the 
courts in admitting expert testimony deduced from the discovery, 
development and experiments thus far made.' 
We would submit that blood group evidence has now gained such standing 
and scientific recognition among physiological authorities as would justify 
the courts in admitting expert testimony deduced from the discovery, develop-
ment and experiments thus far made, as conclusive of those matters to which 
it relates. 
-2.36a- 
In thus arguing that the tests must be treated as conclusive we are 
not inconsistent with the points raised in the previous chapter in which 
it was admitted that the tests are not 100% accurate. The results do 
admittedly fall short of absolute accuracy, but if evidence of the results 
is to be admitted at all then that is a risk that must be faced and 
accepted on the basis that even if the results do fall short of perfection 
the accuracy obtainable is nevertheless very much greater than that 
obtainable by traditional methods. 
It should finally be emphasised that the admission of the results 
of the tests as conclusive evidence is confirmed by those cases in which 
the results show an exclusion. It does not apply in those cases where 
the result shows that the defendant could have been the father or the 
source of a blood stain. Such evidence is purely circumstantial, and 
the court may attach such weight to it as it thinks fit. 
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POWER OF A WIRT TO ORDER mon TESTS, 
One problem which has frequently caused differences of opinion relates 
to the question whether apart from statutory authority' s a court has the 
power to order the parties or theiv. witnesses to adbmit to bleed tests. 
There appears to have been no discussion of this matter in either the 
English or Australian literature and it appears never to have been before 
their courts. The assumption seems to be i,hat statutory authority is 
necessary for such an order. Without such an assumption a Bill to 
authorise such tests would hardly have been introduced into the House of 
Lords in England or a similar provision introduced into the New South Wales 
Act. 
The problems however has been extensively considered in. the United 
States and although many states have introduced legislation to authorise 
the courts making such orders, it should be borne in mind that in some 
jurisdictions the power to order blood tests is thought to be within the 
inherent power of a court at common law. 
It is out submission that this latter view is the bettor views that 
is to say that it is within the power of a common law court to order such 
tests, and that there are no reasons in either precedent or principle which 
prevent a court from so acting. In making this submission, however, we are 
fully aware that no English or Australian court is really likely to act 
in such a way. Except in American the comma law seems to have passed 
its creative prime. This is the ago of the legislature and the courts 
prefer to emphasise the need for legislation to deal with problems that 
arise rather than with dealing them themselves. As a matter of practical 
realityi therefore, it must be ackmitted that it this problem is solved 
at all it will be solved by the passage of legislation. As a matter of 
academic interest, homaver, we inAicate below the reasons on which we 
base our autraission that the courts could, if they had the courage, order 
such tests. 
The first point we would emphasise is that the counte have had, almost 
from the inception of the common lair power to order medical exemlnation of 
the parties.' This power is exemplified in the old writ of de ventre  
tovlet. 
IngnklarAa under which the courts Wid erdcrAthe inspection of a widow 
who claimed to be with child in order to guard the next heir against 
(1?4-.) 
supposititious births Speaking of this writ Wigmortysays; 
"the compulsory nature of this inspection was never doubted; 
and its firm plane in our law is Shown by the six centurieo 
of time throngh which the employnent of the writ persisted *" 
The earliest case in which the writ was ordered which we have been able 
to trace in the reports isIljakailtjay,..case (1597). In subsequent oases, 
such as watt_iii3On=b, (1731) ax p* Benet (1786) and rellakpmega (184,5)nt 
the courts did much to ameliorate the rigors of the earlier procedure 
it was never doubted that in appropriate cases the examination was compulsory 
Another example of compulsory medical examination under order of the 
court occurred in cases of mayhem. In these cases the court insisted on 
g medical examination in order to determine whether the injury was a main 
or a mere mound* 
A third example is to be found in medical examinations 'which can be 
ordered in cases of nullity on the grounds of impotence. Instances of 
this type of examination, which can be traced back at least as far as the 
.Q439- 
Countess of Essx1 Q, case (1(13), are to be found in itaAJL,A,63.A.SAAL,A, 
(1905) and Intract v. Intrad (1933). In 	y. S 	 the court 
pointed out that refusal by the wife to attend for such an examination 
would be taken as evidence against her, whilst in Intrnrit ir,Introutt the 
court pointed out that the court had discretion in the matter of ordering 
such examinations and if satisfied that no useful purpose would be served 
by such an order may dispense with such an examination. 
These CAMS establish the proposition that the court has power, at 
least in some circumstances, to order medical examination of the parties. 
It must be admitted, however, that in some circumstances such examinations 
have been denied. Thus on the basis that the wording of the relevant 
statute did not cover such a contingency the courts held, in re Betts (f 888) 
that a bankrupt could not be cc:spelled to undergo medical wasmination 
for life insurance purposes, and in Arnew y. &ben ( ]E77) it was held, 
on a charge of concealment of birth, that a magistrate has no power to 
pa_1 7 
order medic4 examination of the female. Such cases, however,/ that 
there are circumstances in which a court will not order medical examination, 
what they do not establish is that cases in which paternity is in question 
are cases in which the court should not order such examination. 
C x &- 
That the power to order physical esrminations irloOklare can hardly 
be denied; the only question is whether the circumstances in paternity 
suits are such as to warrant the taking of blood tests, and all that can 
be said at the moment is that in,zeither England nor Australia has it yet 
been held that there is no justification for ordering such tests. 
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Consideration of the relevant American cases seems to reveal only 
two arguments against the power to order blood tests (apart that is from 
those which depend on the terms of the United States Constitution and 
which therefore have no relevance in either England or Australia.) The 
first of these is the rather extraordinary argument that to order such 
tests mould be a serious assault and battery. This argument was actimmy 
sustained by the court in Commonwealth v. Krutaick (1946). An assault or 
battery is an illegal application of force, and what is lawfully ordered by 
a court can hardly be illegal. The question under discussion is whether a 
court has paver to order such tests: if they have such power then the taking 
of the necessary blood samples cannot be an assault. Admittedly if they 
have not the power then to order such tests would be to require the 
commission of an assault, as in Agnew v. Iobsogo quoted above, but the 
possible consequence of their not possessing the necessary power can 
hardly be used as an argument against their possessing the power. 
A slightly different form of the same argument appeal to the 
"inviolability of the person". Such arguments are little more than an 
appeal to false rhetoric. Even if such % principle exists it is not 
absolute, for if it were it mould be an argument against bodily examinations 
in the case of lmpo*tence for example. Assuming the principle, therefore, 
one must admit the existence of exceptions thereto, and the mere enunciation 
of the principle is no argument when considering whether, in any given case, 
an exception exists. 
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We turri, therefore, to consider the second argument used against 
the existence of an inherent power of a court to order blood tests. This 
is the argument that to order such tests waald be to infringe the rule 
against self-crimination. This argument has been rejected in most 
American jurisdictions on the ground that the privilege against self-
criminatian only applies in the case of "testimony" and that in the case 
of blood group evidence, evidence as to the blood group of a party is not 
testimonrwilich is supplied by him, and therefore outside the privilege. 
Wigmore/puts the position as follows: 
"From the general principle it results that inspection of 
the bodily features by the tribunal or by witnesses cannot 
violate the privilege, because it does not call upon the 
accused as a witness i.e.S upon his testimonial responsibility 	 What is obtained from the accused by such action is 
not testimony about his body, but his body itself. Unless 
some attempt is made to secure a communication, written or 
orals upon which reliance is to be placed as involving his 
consciousness of the facts and of the operations of his mind 
in expressing it, the demand made upon him is not a 
testimonial one. Moreover the main object of the privilege 
is to force prosecuting officers to go out and search and 
obtain all the extrinsic available evidence of an offence 
without relying upon the accused's admissions. Now in the 
case of the person's body, its marks and traits, itself is 
the main evidence; there is ordinarily no other or better 
evidence available for the prosecutor. Hence the main 
reason for the privilege loses its force." 
In an earlier passage Wigmore comments: 
"If an accused person were to refuse to be removed from the 
jail to the court-room for trial s claiming that he was 
privileged not to expose his features to the witnesses for 
identification, it is not difficult to conceive the judicial 
reception which would be given to such a claim." 
This view was taken by the court in Davis v. State (1947), end, it is 
submitted, represents the correct approach to this problem. 
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It is on the arguments set out above that we base our submission 
that it is open to the English or Australian courts to order the parties 
in appropriate eases to submit to blood tests irrespective of particular 
statutory authorisation, bat simply relying upon their inherent powers of 
courts of justice. As long ago as 1877 in Schroeder v. 0,11./. 8:P. Hv. 
an American court emphasised the principle "if truth be hidden, injustice 
will be done" in the following terms; 
"We are often, compelled to accept approximate justice as the best that the courts can do in the administration of law.' 
Eta4 where the law is satisfied with approximate justice where exact justice cannot be attained, the court should recognise no rules which stop at the first when the second is in reach." 
and this principle should not be forgotten in considering the place 
of blood group testing today. 
Finally we quote the almost savage words of Wigmore mho, speaking 
of this very problem said: 
"How strange is this self-stultifying concession by a Court of Justice that it knows of no process to execute its pavers for enforcing a condeded dutyi Must there be a precise precedent for everything? Were the judges of Charles II or George who themselves were but the followers of six centuries of royal judges, the generation, last vested with authority to apply old principles in new forms? Nebody - has been able to find any definite authority for the 'duces tecum" form of subpoena; but the judges of 1808 were not moved by such trifling; such a power they declared. is 'essential to the very existence and constitution of a Court of common law'. The mere phrasing of an auxiliary writ is not to stand in the way of inherent powers. Is there any known precedent of a writ to a court-bailiff ordering him to shut the doors to keep out an excessive throng, or to open the windows to let in fresh air? But no judge ever refrained from such orders because he had never seen such a form. The ordinary subpoena for a witness is of no avail when he is in prison: but the judges - somebody, sometime, no one knows who or when - varied the form of words and order the jailer 'habeas corpus ad testificanduml. They did not supinely it and watch justice defrauded of testimony because the usual piece of parchment did not precisely fit the exigency. The Courts can as well command a witness to lot the jury, or qualified experts, inspect his premises, his chattels, or his person, as to produce his documents. It is not to be supposed 
that our Courts will finally commit themselves to the denial of such a plain dictate of principle and of commonsense." 
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Since the above was written the decision of the Court of Session 
in Whitehall v. Whitehall [1957] S.C. 252 has come to hand. Since this is 
the first United Kingdom case in which this issue has been directly raised 
it has been thought desirable to include some mention of it even at this 
late stage. The action was for divorce on the ground of adultery, the 
husband alleging that the child to which his wife had given birth was the 
offspring of adulterous intercourse. He expressed his willingness to 
submit to blood tests. The wife refused to agree to such a course so the 
husband then enrolled a motion requesting that the Court order the wife and 
her child to allow samples of their blood to be taken. The Lord Ordinary 
(Lord Wheatley) refused the motion. His Lordship's opinion is quoted in 
full below. He stated after setting out the facts: 
Pursuer's counsel admitted frankly that a motion of this nature was without precedent, but argued that since in cases of nullity and adultery a motion crillinf; for inspection of the body of a party to the action had 
been approved the present motion should be likewise granted, because here 
the position was even more favourable to the pursuer, since the proposed examination involved nothing indelicate, indecent, or unbecoming such as 
might be involved in an inspeatie_cgrperis, 
The submission is indeed a novel one and before turning to examine the legal principles and the legal authorities which may bear upon the issue 
it is desirable to consider clearly what is involved in the proposal. The obvious purpose of the proposal is to ordain the defender to make available to the pursuer evidence which might be favourable to the 
pursuer's case and damaging to her own. If the blood tests disclosed that the pursuer was of the blood group consistent with him being the 
father of the child, it would go no further than establishing a negative fact, since it would not preclude the possibility of another man of the same blood group being the father. On the other hand if the result of the tests was such as to exclude the pursuer as being the father of the child by grouping, it would be strongly argued that such evidence was 
formidable and weighty if not altogether conclusive in support of the pursuer's case. In these circumstances the defender is being called 
upon to provide to the pursuer the basis of evidence from which he has nothing to lose and a great deal to gain9 while she has nothing to gain and a great deal to loseo A motion to ordain a party to a cause to provide to the other side a basis of evidence of such a nature is one to which I would not give effect unless I was obliged to do so by the authority of principle or precedent° It seems to me that the proposal offends against all conceptions of justice and is contrary to the funda-mental principles of our lauo 
I accordingly turn to examine the cases quoted to me in support of the proposal to ascertain whether my instinctive view of the law is in any way controverted by precedents which are binding upon me 9 or by expressions of judicial opinion which9 though not binding on me i) might cause me to take an opposite view.° 
I was referred to passages in Waite% Husband and tiff% (3rd edo) Po 
and Prase; Husband and Wife (2nd edo) vol0i9 Po 1029 which were adduced in support of the proposition advanced by the pursuerus counsel° In the first instance these passages are referable to actions of nullity of marriage and9 in my opinioni the considerations which apply in such a type of action would not necessarily cover an action of divorce on the ground of adultery° In the second place most of the statements in these textbooks are dependent on English authorities and I an not satisfied that in such cases the English procedure would necessarily commend itself to the Scottish Courts° In the two Scottish cases quoted in this field of law9 both of which were Outer House decis5.ons9 the cases as reported do not seem to advance the pursuergssihaission in this case to any extent° In the case of A0B0 or D9 v0 00D0 (1908) 15 SoLoTo 9111 the pursuer (a wife) sought decree of declarator of nullity of marriage on the ground of the Impotency of the defender ° The case was undefended and the defender at the time of the action was an inmate of a lunatic asylum° The pursuer moved the Court to appoint a medical inspection of the defender u s person to take place and to appoint certain medical inspectors 9 maintaining that such an inspection was essential to her caseo She did not9 howeverD admit the defenderus insanity° Lord Salvesen granted the . motion° In doing so he said °In England 9 for the law on this subject is substantially the same as our own9 it seems to be the regular practice for the Court to order a medical inspection of the defender and if 
necessary this order will be enforced although where the defender 9 being sane9 refuses to submit to such an inspection9 such refusal may in some cases be regarded as sufficient corroboration of the pursuer g s evidonceo As the defender is insane9 I think houever9 such an inspection should not take place unless with the permission of the asylum doctor." The facts that the action was undefended9 that there was no opposition to the motion9 and that the defender was insane may not be without a sig-nificant bearing on the decision which was reached in that caseo Lord Salvesen9 howaver9 envisaged that the defender if sane might refuse to submit to such an inspection and expressed views with regard to the evidential effect of such a refusal on which I should like to reserve 
my own opinion° Be that as it may9 I cannot regard that ease as an authority in support of the proposition now advanced in a different form of action9 and even if it were 9 since it is not binding on me 9 I would not be prepared to follow it in the present caseo 
The next case to be cited MO that of Zre ,Kin 19-4 Sadao 1580. 
Thin uae en acticeno herenee and aliment brougat by a uife against 
ho r husband* In his defences the defender avermd that the pure-mew hod. 
pereletently ric iait1 intralVOUVEM and that the narrie had =VOX' 
b301/ oonst=ated, .9no plarsuor had suleaitted hereelf to .1•41( tion by a 
lady doctor on h.or G1111 behalf and a copy of that ciootor% report teee cent 
to the defender and his advisere. The defender thereafter coved the 
Courb to ordain the pure= to submit to a medica1 inspection by his 
dootor and deopito oppoeitio ley the pursuer Lord &Azov) gmuted the 
notion, Thom is nothing in the report to indicate the sowa& n uhich 
his Lordohip proceeded, bat it appeare to no that a roaeonablo ovlmation 
of that &vision can be found in the prinoiple of fair:moo* Zee pmetter 
had indicated that she MG prepared 'to lead nedical evidence in conneeetea 
uith an issue uhich formed an emential part of the ewe and in fairneee 
it oeeited but right that the defender should have on eval opportunity of 
promoting medical evidence on hie behalf in reepreot of that Jam :, 
evidence ernich could on.ly be obtained if the pursuer Imre to onleait her. 
self to a medical examination by a doctor on his behalf, In the proeont 
oase:, if the defender had obtained blood maples of herself' s, the child 
and the entreaxer and had intimatod to lain that she intended wing the 
results of these tests in support of her caca o then the areetecut of glair. 
nese night Won have been invoked to support a motion such ao is non 
before the Court in order to give the plareuer an opportunity of adducing 
counter-evidence on that isame That hetrevor i Oar from being the 
case here and, accordingly I cannot see that the (leap:ion in 
vehicle seems to no to be based on such a epeciality:, provides ow support 
for the pureuer% contention* Support, for the ViGtiuhich I have tdton 
on the touchstone of rainless COMB to no to be derived fron the judgeont 
of the Judges of tho Pirst Division in the case of RevoloReeemeoeihrWeeee, 
(1360) 22 D.749* In that case the Clif0 raised an action for divorce 
acAnst her husband alleging that he had had seal intercourse uith 
tyho9 . in her deposition as a tritneeso denied that ellegation and stated 
that her person had been inspected by an eminent Laical non* There vas 
in process evidence comb:oratory of her denial* The medical man uho had 
cocomined her trae tientlemd as a tritnees xritla a view to proving A eras siKett 
intacta* On the ground that the Court had no pouerb to order such an 
examinatio.f, end that the evidence ;aunt be confined to that of medical mme 
°elected by the party alone ; the evidence tine rejected* The procedure 
uhich me at that time folloued in cases of this =tare differe subetez. 
tial.ly from the present procedure * none the loss their Lordships of the 
Pint Division cane to the cow1 -W.0n that the prw000d course Tgao objeot-
ionable on tid0 grounds t.Thich I nay paraphrase as follovefe-- (1) the poreon 
nought to to medically =mined no not a party to the case 9 and (2) 
uhere one aide had obtained an advantage in evidence through the consent 
of the Ili:tat:WC and there as no authority in the Court to compel such 
uitnoes to grant a like aftentage to tlt.le other side) it uas only right 
that the principle of fairucee should route the decision* In 
PeeltiAe.oFA'that principle as operated by earcludike, the evidence altogether* 
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In the present case the defender is not seeking to obtain any advantage which could not be enjoyed by the pursuer and in these circumstances I do not consider that she in turn Should be called upon to provide an advantage to the pursuer which she herself cannot enjoy. The case, however, was prayed in aid for passages in the opinions of Lord Curriehill and Lord Deas which were said to be apposite 
to the present case. 	Lord Curriehill said: "There may be another class of cases as to which I give no opinion. Where the evidence is necessary and indispensable to the ends of justice, I say nothing as to its admissibility." Lord Dean stated: "Now, though I am not disposed to say there may not be circumstances in which an inspection of this kind may be competent, I think it would require great consideration how it was to be done." Both of these expressions of opinion are of course obiter dicta, and they certainly do not indicate in conclusive terms the conditions under which their Lordships thought that an inspection might be competently ordered. I certainly do not consider that such circumstances arise in the present case, and I see nothing in the judgments in the case of Davidson, which provide authority for an other-
wise unprecedented and in ry view unsupported proposition. On the contrary, however, in so far as the motion includes an order on the defender to make available a sample of blood of the child Elaine, who is not a party to the action, the decision in Davidson seems an authority in support of the motion being refused. The making available of a sample of Elaine's blood might not only have the effect at the end of the day of leading the Court to an inference of adultery on the part of the defender, but might also establish in due coarse the bastardy of Blaine herself. In these circumstances it seems to me that on amorview of the law that part of the motion must be refused. Without a sample of Elaine's blood it would of course be useless to submit to tests samples of blood from the pursuer and the defender, and that fortifies the conclusion. which I have otherwise reached in respect of the motion as 
a whole. 
In the whole circumstances, therefore, I have came to the conclusion 
that the motion should be refused. 
It will be noted that his Lordship's argument follows the well worn 
lines indicated in the discussion of this problem above. His Lordship's 
main point seems to have been that blood test evidence might be effective: 
The makAng available of a sample. of Elaine's blood might not only have the effect at the end of the alky of leading the Court to an inference of adultery on the part of the defender, but might also establish in due course the bastardy- of Blaine herself. 
If evidence is to be excluded on the ground that it is relamat to the 
point at issue the Courts have really reached an extraordinary position, 
and equally if one party to an action can refuse to make evidence available 
siAply- on the ground that it tends to support the other side (the case not 
coming within one of the established exceptions, such as evidence tending 
to criminate) litigation will become a more hazardous affair than it is 
even now.' 
It should be further added that LordlTheatlees opinion was upheld' 
on appeal before the Second Division although unfortunately the terms of 
the decision were not available to us by the time that this dissertation 
had to be handed over to the authorities. 
The only comment that seems to be necessary - is that the decision 
supports our prediction that legislation will be necessary to introduce 
compulsory blood testing in the United Kingdom. 
coNcLusim, 
We have far from exhausted all the aspects of blood group testing 
in the foregoing pages, but it is hoped that sufficient of the back. 
ground has been given to render the major medico.legal applications of 
blood groups explicable: One tiling at least is clear s namely, that as 
serology continues to advance the current Applications will became more 
and more detailed and more and more accurate whilst yet further applica-
tions will be discovered, 
APPENDIX I 
[2 & 3 GE0.6.] BASTARDY (BLOOD TESTS). [ELL.] 
A 
BILL 
[As Amended by the Select Committee] 
INTITULFB. 
An Act to empower Courts Of Suamary Jurisdiction and Courts hearing 
appeals therefrom to require an applicant for an affiliation order s 
her child and the defendant to undergo blood tests; and for purposes 
connected therewith. 
BE it enacted by the King's most Eynellent Majesty, by and with the 
advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal, and Commons ' 
in this present Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the 
same, as follows:- 
1. - (1) Upon the hearing of an application for an affiliation order 
under the Bastardy Laws Amendment Act, 1872 1 or under any Act amending 
the same the Court may and at the request of the defendant shall by 
order require the applicants her child and the defendant to undergo 
blood tests to ascertain whether such tests show that the defendant 
is thereby excluded from being the father of the child, and if the 
applicant refuses the Court shall dismiss the application. 
(2) Nothing in this section shall affect the power of the Court to 
adjourn the hearing of the application from time to time. 
2. - (1) If the applicant consents ) the Court shall nominate an approved 
person to carry out tests on the blood of the applicant s of her child 
and of the defendant in accordance with rples made under this Act. 
(2)Blood tests shall be carried out only by the approved person 
neminated by the Court s at an approved testing centre. 
(3)For this purpose s blood samples of the applicant s of her child and 
of the defendant shall be taken by a registered medical practitioner s 
who shall where practicable be the applicant's regular medical attendant. 
3. - (1) An approved person who has carried out blood tests shAll, as soon as may be practicable, send to the clerk of the Court a certificate 
specifying the results of the tests in the form set forth in rules made 
under this Act. 
(2) The clerk of the Court shall) not more than seven days after 
receiving it s send a copy of the certificate to the applicant and to 
the defendant. 
(3)The certificate shall be produced to the Court by the clerk and 
shall be sufficient evidence of the facts and conclusions stated 
therein, unless the Court or either party require that the approved 
person by whom the certificate is signed Ahnll be called as a witness. 
(4)If the certificate does not show that the defendant is excluded from being the father of the child 
(i)the certificate shall not be made the subject of comment to the Court by or on behalf of either party; 
(ii)the certificate shell not be eftiosible as evidence corroborating the evidence of the applicant. 
44' - (1) The Court may by order direct the payment of the whole or any part of the costs of carrying out the tests and giving their reeults in evidence out of the local funds. 
(2)The Court may order , either party to pay the whole or such part of 
the costs thereof as it thinks fit. 
(3) If an approved person who has signed a certificate attends as a 
witness at the request of either party the Court may order that party 
to pay the whole or such part of the costs of his attendance as it thinks fit. 
(4)The Court may require a party ordered to pay costs as aforesaid to 
give security for the whole or any part thereof in the manner provided 
by section 23 of the Summary Jurisdiction A4t, 1879. 
5. - (1) This Act is an enactment relating to bastardy within the 
meaning of subsection (2) of section thirty-seven of the Criminsl Justice 
Adtinistration Act, 191441 
(2) A court of Quarter Sessions hearing an appeal from any decision of 
a court of summary jurisdiction under the enactments relating to bastardy shall have power to make any order which a Court may make under this Act upon the hearing of an application for an affiliation order s including power to order blood tests to be carried out s whether a blood test has already been carried out or not. 
6. - (1) The Lord Chancellor may make rules under this Act governing - (a)the procedure and functions of the blood tests board; 
(b)the selection of approved persons and of approved testing 
centres; 
(c)the duties of approved persons and the conduct of approved testing centres; 
(d)the taking, identification and transport of blood samples 
and the conduct thereon of blood tests; 
(e)the certification to the Court of the results of blood tests; 
(f)the fees and expenses payable to approved persons and 
medical practitioners; (a) all other matters necessary to the effective etimieistration 
of this Act. 
(2) Any rules made under this Act shall be laid before Parliament 
as soon as may be after they are made, and if either House of Parliament, 
within the next period of forty days beginning with the date =which the 
rules are laid before it, resolves that the rples be annulled, tho rules 
shall thereupon become void, without prejudice, however, to the validity 
of anything previously done thereunder or to the mAlfing of new rules. 
In reckoning any such period of forty days as aforesaid no account 
shall be taken of any time during which Paffiament is dissolved or prorogued 
or during which both Houses are adjourned for more than fear days.' 
7. - (1) For the purpose of making rules under this Act and of giving advice and assistance to the Lord Chancellor in the administration of 
the Act and of the rules, a Blood Tests Board (hereinafter referred to 
as "the Beard") shall be appointed. 
(2)The Board shall consist of ten members of whom one member shall be 
nominated by each of the following:. 
The Lord Chancellor, 
The General Council of the Bar, 
The Lau Society, 
The Magistrates' Association, 
The Incorporated Justices' Clerks' Society, 
The Royal College of Physicians of London, 
The Royal College of Surgeons of England, 
The Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists, 
The Medical Research Council, 
The British. Medical Association. 
(3)Subject to the provisions of this Act and to the rules, the Board 
may make regulations governing their procedureand may at their discretion 
consider and report to the Lord Chancellor upon any matters affecUng the 
administration of this Act and of the rules. 
S.'. (1) If any person contravenes the provisions of any rule made 
under this Act, he shall be liable. on summary conviction to a fine not 
exceeding five pounds, or if he commits a second or subsequent offence, 
not exceeding twenty- pounds. 
(2) If any person wilfully and fraudulently personates any party whom 
the Court has ordered to undergo blood tests, or wilfully or fraudulently 
proffers for test a child other than the child named in the order, or makes 
a declaration in accordance with the rules made under this Act which is 
false in a material particular, be shall be liable to a fine not euteeding 
twenty pounds or to imprisonment not exceeding six months or both. 
In this Act , 	• 
the mprossion "blood tests" shall moan blood tests carried 
out. under this Act and under the rules and Shell include 
any test made with the object of aseertj.tning the inheritable 
characteristics of blood; 
the expression "approved person" shall mean a registered medical 
practitioner, who is also &pathologist, approved by the Lord 
Chancellor on the recommendation of the Board as competent to 
• carry out blood tests under this Act; • 
the expression "blood samples" obeli mean blood taken frame 
person for the purpose of blood tests; 
the expression. "approved testing centre" shall mean a place 
. approved by the Lord Chancellor on the recommendation of the 
Board as fit for the conduct of blood tests. and 
the expression "local funds" shall mean the funds of administrative 
counties or county boroughs as defined in section four of the 
Costs of Criminal Cases Act, 1908:4 
10. This Act shall not apply - to Scotland or to Northern Ireland. 
U. This Act may be cited as the Bastardly (Blood Tests) Act, 3.94 4 
and shall come into Operation on the first day of January nineteen 
hundred and forty 
APPENDIX II 
UNIFORM ACT ON BLOOD TESTS TO DETERMINE PATERNITY 
9 Uniform laws Ann.19 
§ 1. 4uNgaz=„Seraed. In a civil action in which paternity is a relevant fact, the courty upon its own initiative or upon suggestions made by or on behalf of any person whose blood is involved. may, or upon the motion of any party to the action made at a time so as not to delay the proceedings unduly, shall order the mother, child and alleged father to submit to blood tests. If any party refuses to submit to such tests, the court may resolve the question of paternity against such party or enforce its order if the rights of others and the interests of justice so require. 
§ 2. Pelection of Experts. The testsshaT1 be made by experts qualified as examiners of blood types who shall be appointed by the court. The experts shall be called by the court as witnesses to testigy to their findings and shall be subject to cross-examination by the parties. Any party or person at whose suggestion the tests have been ordered may demand that other experts, qualified as examiners of blood types, perform independent tests under order of courts the results of which may be offered in evidence. The number and qualifications of such experts Sball be determined by the court. 
Cemnensatio• of Expert Witnesset. The compensation of each expert witness appointed by the court shall be fixed at a reasonable amount. It shall be paid s the court shall order. The court may order that it be paid by the parties in such proportions and at such times as it shall prescribe, or that the proportion of any party be paid by (insert name of the proper public authority) and that after payment by the parties or (insert name of the public authority) or bothy all or part or none of it be taxed as costs in the action. The fee of an expert witness called by a party but not appointed by the court dhall be paid by the party cslling him but shall not be taxed as costs in the action. 
§ 4.  Effect of Test Results. If the court finds that the conclusions of all the experts, as disclosed by. the evidence based upon the tests, are that the alleged father is not the father of the child, the question of paternity shall be resolved accordingly. If the experts disagree in their findings or conclusions, the question shall be submitted upon all the evidence. If the experts conclude • that the blood tests show the possibility of the alleged father's paternity, admission of this evidence is within the discretion. of the court, depending upon the infrequendy of the blood type. 
Effect of Presumotion of Legitimacy. The presumption of 
legitimacy of a child born during wedlock is overcome if the 
court finds that the conclusions of all the experts, as 
disclosed by the evidence based upon the tests, show that 
the husbnnd is not the father of the child. 
Aoolicabilitv to Criminal Actions. This act shall apply to 
criminal cases subject to the following limitations and 
provisions: 
(a)an order for the tests shall be made only upon application of a party or on the court's initiative; 
(b)the compensation of the experts shall be paid by (insert 
name of proper public authority) under order of court; 
(0) the court may direct a verdict of acquittal upon the 
conclusions of all the experts under the provisions of 
• section 41 otherwise the case shall be submitted for 
determination upon all the evidence. 
Uniforpity of Interpretations. This act &mil be so interpreted 
and construed as to effectuate its general purpose to make 
Uniform the law of those states which enact it. 
§ 8. Severadlitv Clause. If any part of this act is declared invalid 
the remaining portion shall continue in full force and effect and 
shall be construed as being the entire act. 
g 9. Shqrt Title, This act may be cited as the Uniform Act on Blood Tests to Determine Paternity. 
§ 10. Repeal. An acts or parts of acts which are inconsistent with 
the provisions of this act are hereby repealed. 
§ 11. Time of Taking Effed. This act shall take effect 
APPENDIX III 
Uniform Act on Blood Teats (as amended by the A.M.A.) 
Be it enacted 
1. In a civil action in which parentage is a relevant fact, the court, upon its own initiative or upon motion of any party in the action shall order the mothers child and alleged fathers to submit to blood tests. 
2. The test shall be made by qualified experts in the field of blood grouping who shall be appointed by the court. For a list of such experts the court shall apply to the local medical association or to the American Medical Association. The expert may be called by the court to testify on the findings and shall be subject to cross examination. Any party may demand that other quAlified experts perform independent tests under order of the court. 
3. The compensation of each expert appointed by the court Shall be fixed at a reasonable amounts and paid as the court shall order. 
If the blood tests show that the alleged parent is not the parent . of the child, such a finding shall be admissible as evidence. If the blood tests show the possibility of the alleged parent l s parentage, the admission of such evidence shall be within the discretion of the court. 
The presumption of the legitimacy of a child born during wedlock is overcome if the court finds that the blood tests show that the husband is not the father of the child. 
6. This act shall also be applicable in criminal eases in which the problem . of parentage arises, such as eases of rape and kidnapping. 
7. If any part of this act is declared invalid the remAining portion Shall continue in full force and effect and Shall be construed as being the entire act. 
8. This act may be cited as the Uniform Act for Blood Tests in Disputed Parentage in Mane 
9. (Repeal) 
10. (Time of taking effect) 
6_ • 
Seata Voles  
S. 120 (1) Tbic motion alma,' co upon a dtv, to be opoolatod 
tho Govornor einotViod by proclamation pabliohod in The Gamotte. 
(2) In 	cocUen "blood toot" mama toot nado foe. the 
pints= of ascortaining the inhoritablo charcatoriotico or blood. 
(3) (a) 	children tr, °mot, co:aolotisAs of a coocial nagiotrate 
at tho rovioot of e.47 rr.hAcon zIeciaori, whom an ardor for the axponnoo 
of cdntovtico which Lao boon mado or la doccood to havo boon mado unao -e 
t"olo 7ar4i, in in force or of tho partn to amp' procoodingo or contcaplatod 
procoodinjo veer this Oart s direct that the child in roc,xot of vshoso 
naintonamo the ort7or tiao ue..do or the procoodizco aro taken or contogolatodt 
the not= of the child mad the nonat/Vs/tod or alleged to bo the fathor of 
the child calnit to blood too , -4.. no ouch diroction olr11 bo eivon =loon 
the chill has boor born and the cild its nothor and the non concerned are 
all living. 
(b) Mon ow ouch direction in given tho magistrate shall in 
oboylstg the diroction nominate a =awl practitioner to Ulm coah blood 
ocgrao tto t:tv 	noc000ntzr for the Ls1Vp0S0 of :aal.ng the blood toot and a 
pathologist to noloo the blood test and Shell also riz: a mariod within which 
the ehl1.41 the mother and the can conoornod ecical attonii =oh medical 
practitionor for the ,w.xt:tor.:o of the tokinz,  of each complo. 
Any period oo firmd nay be c terift.d 1%on tine to to o,o t10 noeootrato 
moy think. fit. 
Tho pa,tholoelot co tiger! rettod ;Moll be a um:lima practitioner whom) 
10 021 t Mr-ka or =moo of nolionl prottitionorn anthoricod to carzyy 
out blood tooto mdo tlo Part, Ittiah pawl Shall be prIksorod by the tantotor 
on the rocomotaraon of the Diroctor-Gonorta of PublicI -P•holth. 
(4) Iihan a direction hao boon eilven by a maGtotrato undo r auboection 
throe o thito noet"oot thofoli.nprovioiono ohall hczvo offects* 
(a) Whon lko hesonlase of a complaint under sabooction one of motion 
ninety-nine of thio Act io ponfting 
pr0000dingo in ouch hearing ohall ho otwod until the 
coz,lration of 'he porLod or extended period Bond under 
oubooction three of VAG section; 
if the nether and the child referred to in the direction 
or oils= of th.e. (boo not Isithin ouch period or al-am:dad 
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vi 
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netraylitan Childm in Court — to tho Clerk of the 
ilotrepolitan 0onto Court, 
(b) i orq on= es= =.• to tho Clerk of Potty Sessions 
faz iocliotot wiUk.tkiiICA *Lilo itn4stratA) aving 
or./...)r..tieee jurisdiction. 
tZi la oliiA 1h&e Wart or 
Mr.% of Potty Otx,aleno, as tho case may IX, shall, 
thin seven olsys of the r000ipt by him of the cortificatot 
send a coy of the certificate to tho parties concerned. 
(7) A cortifieatc-- 6117071 11/16VA* abveetion live of this section 
shr.,11 be atbizeible o erg prooeoclings under this Part" =1 
bni . 1,3 ovidancl of the faci,- o aad cone:Luciano stated therein. 
(0) 'Ito regulations riv prescribe all !lotto= nocossery or 
oonvenlem .1.-)c- be 1)n:4r/1x4• for oarz71ng out or &vin g effect to this 
section*. 
Athol/it 11.01111w tei. the generality of the foregoing provioion 
the reallatiorx 4 -Ay ixelx.;eziba 
(a) tho duties of medical practitioners umiaatod to take blood 
sexiiiico s in relation to =eh sarzlic45; 
(b) the scale of fees to be raid to medical practitioners so 
noniDat:d; 
(0) Q.° ocolf: (14: cot s aLd elzsencas pv-ablo in eonotLoii xrith 
the ran.king e the blood test. 
